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Bonnar-Vawter Of Cleveland To Occupy New Factory

MEET IN ROCKLAND MAY 24
The annual spring meeting of
the State of Maine Hotel Associa
tion will be held Thursday. May
24. in Rockland this year, accord
ing to an announcement today by
MHA president. John D. Brooks,
Newagen.
The one day session will be held
at the Hotel Thorndike. starting
at 10 o’clock in the morning and
continuing through 4.30 in the aft
ernoon. Tin morning program
will include a business meeting at
10.30 followed by an address by
William B. Getchell, executive
director of the Maine Turnpike
Authority, entitled, “The Main
Turnpike and Your Business.”
A luncheon for the hotel men

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, May 3, 1956

and women is slated for 1 p. m.
with the afternoon program -fol
lowing. American Hotel Associa
tion director of operations. Lawson A. Oddc. and James J. White,
New- England representative of
Harris. Kerr. Forster £ Company
will highlight the formal speaking
progra m.
OJde will discuss “Latest De»eiypnii-nts with the AHA” and
White'.' talk will present several
n<•••. id as on “Contro’ling Operat
ing Costs” according to the an
nouncement.
A di..'cuss ion period will follow a
movie presented by C. Paul Berg 'r of the Economic Laboratories,
ln< . of Boston.

IF ROUTE 1 IS TO BE REBUILT,

VOTERS MUST PLEDGE CANDIDATES

BEFORE ELECTION SAYS BARTLETT
By Ralph Bartlett
(This is to remind Mid Coast
voters of the hard cold facts of
life in a country dedicated by its
constitution to rely on them for
its government.
Fact number one is. that wc
depend on interested people to
present ideas to meet the prob
lems of government.
Fact number two is, that we de
pend on voters need for action on
the ideas presented to stimulate
the voters self-interest to act. to
make them effective at the polls
No government, such as ours,
can function if voters, merely get
frustrated when their incumbent
officials decide to tell them poli
tics make their just demands im
possible. Such a statement, from a

politician is like that of a minister
telling a convert, he can never get
salvation because of his faith.
When internal party manipulat>on divorces its officials from re
sponsibility for action on an issue
which a voter feels is of paramount importance, then the officials divorce t^hat voter from responsibllity to support them.
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Officials of Bonnar-Vawter, Inc., and Knox Industries gathered at the time of the announcement
Interior of the main section of the new plant which will house Bonnar-Vawter Incorporated, as it
'
j of the identity of the new firm Wednesday afternoon. Seated, from left to right, are: President Kennedy looked as workmen of Starr Brothers, the contractors, put on the finishing touches Wednesday morning.
Crane, Sr., of Knox Industries, J. W. Cartner, Del Schnebelin and A. J. Richards of the new firm. In back The area shown will house the presses of the company, some of which will tower several feet above the
! are: K. Clifford Ladd and Robert W. Hudson, officers of Knox Industries. The press interview which floor. The building interior is now being painted out and partitions and plumbing being completed. W’orkidentified the occupants of the plant built by Knox Industries took place in Mr. Crane’s office at 1.30 p. m. men are expected to be out of the building within the next few days. Grading and landscaping of the
Photos by Cullen area about the building has been held up by the late spring.
If an idea is presented about I Wednesday.
which a voter feels his party offi- ' The printing firm which will oc
Moving In June 1
>cials will know best, then it is to cupy the new factory erected in
Mr. Cartner said that presses
MAINE MUST OUT-TEX TEXANS IN
be assumed he will toss it to his
and other equipment of the plant CUCCINELLO MAY DEFEND SELF AS
Rockland by Knox Industries was
party and he accepts the official
will start to arrive in Rockland
HEARING OF $100,000 CIVIL
COMPETITION FOR NEW INDUSTRY
party action as the adequate an- ' identified Wednesday as the firm about June 1. The process will be
of
Bonnar-Vawter,
Inc.,
of
Cleveswer to his request for action.
a gradual one due to the weight of
POMEROY TELLS COUNTY CHAMBER
SUIT BY POOLER OPENS TODAY
the presses and the time neces
Now. are most Mid-Coast voters | land. Ohio,
An individual membership of cards to their communities for
sary
to
dismantle
them
in
their
Business
has
been
light
so
far
!
ly
that
he
would
not
defend
his
contented to pass the Mid-Coast 1 The company is widely known in
Route 1 issue on to officials who the graphic arts field, being manu present location and to erect in the May term of Knox Superior | client in the civil trial, but that 5000 Knox County citizens was distribution there.
he believed that to be the case. termed as needed for the Knox
The association announced, fol
tell them politics make their just facturers of fan fold business them here.
Court which opened Tuesday
One of the presses to be moved
) At the time, he was preparing to County Industrial and Develop lowing the meeting, that a county
demands impossible? Or, are they forms, with a national market.
morning with Justice Granville
leave the court house for his home ment Association. John Pomeroy, wide contest to choose an emblem
< WCK’JLMfc
content to take the political ver
The name under which the firm here will accept a roll of paper
Gray
presiding.
, W
nine
feet
wide,
30
inches
in
dia

in Bath.
dict. of their party officials, and was incorporated in Maine, Expeprincipal speaker at the kick-off design for the association would
(TLL892)
The grand jury returned two
Attorney Alan Grossman will ap public meeting of the association be run in the near future with a
dite Manufacturing Company, will meter and weighing 1X00 pounds.
go
without
Route
1.
Modernization
«*I IRIOFUn SIIRUiWMIC SOUND
Processing Applications
indictments following a session pear this morning on Pooler’s be held Tuesday night at the Farns- cash award for the winner. A
in time to save Mid-Coast from be dropped and the plant will op
THURSDAY thru
Officials of the company said which lasted little more than an half as the still ill Coast Guards w'orth Museum, told the 60 people committee to work out the details
being cut off by the plans now so erate under the company name.
The firm presently operates that applications which have been hour.
i
thoughtlessly being foistered on
By lunch time, they had man seeks financial redress for in attendance.
of the contest would be appointed
"This Is
the State? Plans with which pres printing plants In Cleveland, Ohio filed here for employment will be been addressed by the judge; en the gunshot wound which has
Pomeroy, vice president of the at a later date.
ent legislators are so interested and White Haven, Penna. A plant processed as rapidly as possible tered into their deliberations with crippled him since Oct. 9.
Dragon Cement Company and
Pomeroy was introduced by H.
that “Augusta" has no interest in for the manufacture of printing and applicants called for inter the county attorney; returned
association worker, told the group Langdon Haltermann. president of
plates
for
the
firm's
presses
is
views.
Mid Coast Route 1. Except to sec
their findings to the court and
;• ■ ,
........
that Knox County has felt the need the association. Haltermann com
Skilled inside machinists and were on their way home. It was Ninety Year Old
that Mid-Coast needs do not inter being put into operation in Keene.
i:
:' X
of such a type of organization as mended the 14 county towns that
fere with their plans to spend our N. H„ and will be known as mechanics are especially needed. something of a record for brevity
the KCIDA is for the past 20 years. voted a $100 town membership at
Man Missing
the best
Photoplatc, Inc.
money.
Many Employees Women
in grand jury sessions.
“Wc w'ill be faced with severe their annual town meetings. He
Del Schnebelin of Mountain Top,
Of the 150 persons who will even
One indictment charged Frank Since Tuesday
Frankly I do not know what
competition.”
Pomeroy
said. also publicly thanked Ralph Bart
Penna.,
will
manage
the
Rockland
tually
be
employed
in
the
plant
j
Feyler. 17, of Warren with the
Mid-Coast voters want. Every or
“The people of Maine must sell lett of the Rockland Chamber of
pictures
A
90
year
old
Rockland
man
plant.
He
was
in
the
city
Wednes

some 60 per cent will be women. taking of a car without the per
ganization endorses my letter ask
their state. They must out-Tex Commerce and Nathan Berliawmission of'th<‘ oocr. He pleaded was reported Wednesday after- the Texans,” he explained.
ing for candidates pledges, for ac day. together with A. J. Richards Schnebelin said.
sky, association finance commit
of Cleveland, chief engineer of the
!
noon
as
missing
from
his
home
Why Rockland Was Picked
guilty to taking the vehicle, which
tion. Mid-Coast Rout'* 1 Associa
I
In running down through a his tee chairman, for the work they
company, and J. W. Cartner of
Queried as to why they selected was the property of Mary B. j at 126 Broadway since Tuesday
tion has a large membership, still,
Cleveland, assistant general man Rockland as the site of their new
afternoon. Rockland police re tory o the KCIDA which was or have done to further the growth of
mine has been the only voice
Gammon of Warren, on April 27.
ganized late last year Pomeroy the association
ager.
plant, Mr. Cartner credited Knox Justice Gray sentenced him to ported.
heard to arouse public thought
seen,
The man. Ethel S Cummings, commended the leaders of the
Industries
with
attracting
them.
and
action.
three months in the county jail
-<$ ■
group and the active support of the
In addition, he said, the proxi and suspended the sentence and described as wearing slippers,
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
A senator told me when I was to feel the indications are just that
citizens of the county thus far.
and
Route
1
will
be
forgotten.
mity to the source of paper used placed him on probation for two supporting himself with a crutch
organizing Route^ 1 Association
BEYOND THE SKIES
In
calling
for
the
500
individual
It. is the process of our form of by them was a factor. The com
and carrying no belongings ex
•
,f ■■ ....
•
that unless the Association plug
years.
members
that
would
be
needed
to
The
loveliest
things we cannot see
government
that
it
acts
only
when
cept
what
he
was
wearing,
was
pany is supplied by the Fraser
ged for Route 3. Route 17 and
The second indictment was
with mortal eyes.
provide the necessary program
Route 32 before Route 1. then it politicians fcense that voters de Paper Company of Madawaska. against Peter J. Eagen. Sr., of last seen walking down Broadway
for the KCIDA that has pledged it- Wc look above and know they are
would have only hollow support mand action. If the urgent need The Rockland site places their Rockland and charged him with after he left his room at the home
be.vond the ekies.
for Mid-Const Route i mode rniza presses 1.000 miles nearer the
. <<f to th( industrial development
of
Earle
McAuliffe.
That
w;..>
2.30
and get nowhere. Unless you
aggravated non-support of three
Why
place such trikd on trivial
docs not attract voters and source of supply.
Tuesday afternoon.
He has not of Knox County, Pomeroy added
ever voters speak up, he and all other tion
minor children. He has yet to be
things, all unaware
voters’ action to mobilize votes,
that
every
member
must,
be
an
ac

been
seen
since.
Another
point,
in
Rockland
’
s
fa

candidates will have every right
That wealth untold of purest gold
J
then, don’t expect any candidate vor was the financing system of arraigned for trial.
• At the time of his disappear tive participant who insists .some
await us there?
Cuccincllo
Ca*w»
Today
to stick his neck out.
ance the elderly man was wearing thing must he done for the county. If we are wise, we will not seek
fered by Knox Industries through
een
Anthony Cuccincllo has inform* d a light brown jacket, blue pants,
Because I’m a. Maine citizen I Union Mutual Insurance Company,
RUMMAGE SALE
In this way, Pomeroy explained,
the world’s applause,
shall keep on this Route 1 cam the Development Credit Corpora the court that he will serve as a black and white checkered cap something will be done.
But strive to win the priceless gift
u
FRIDAY - 7 P. M.
his
own
lawyer
in
a
civil
suR
paign.
However. I'm American, tion of Maine and those people in
of faith, because
and house slippers.
The meeting was called by asso
SATURDAY - 9 A. M.
and if no one else picks up the Rockland who underwrote the pro scheduled to start this morning.
He is described as wi ll over six ciation officials for the purixtsc of This earthly life is but a test our
He will be defending himself in feet tall. The eldorlv man suffers
ball, I know I have no right to try ject to the tune of $70,000.
.faith to try;
310 MAIN STREET
introducing the officers to citi
I to push the idea over just be
Auhpicrs < navtm.n'fl Club
Available labor in a community a suit, which Donald Pooler, from heart trouble for which he zens of the county and to present So. steadfast, sure, we seek our
goal beyond the »ky.
cause it. is so sincerely mine. So, with a good labor record also U8CG. asks $100,000 damages for must have nitroglycerin pills. He some kind of a program of support
injuries sustained in a shooting left the pills in his room.
Mary Taylor, Rockland
I’m asking you what arc you greatly influenced the decision.
to the association.
I
doing about it. Right now to make
Mr. Cartner said that inside me incident in the parking lot near
He was reported carrying a
It was announced that 25 people
1
politicians know how seriously you chanics and machinists will be Rockland Breakwater last Oct. 9. large sum of money.
attending the meeting passed in
STARTS SUNDAY
consider this highway issue? After
Cuccincllo stands convicted on
(Continued on Page Two
applications or membership fol
RUMMAGE SALE
this election it wiM be too late.
charges of assault and battery
lowing the meeting.
SATURDAY - 9 A. M.
Thurston
Resigns
INCREDIBLE TITAN OF TERROR'
from a trial during the February
Membership cards were dis*
RAMPAGING THROUGH THE WORLD!
5
KEEP OUT NOTICE
* term. He is presently free in
Universalis! Church Vestry
From Police Dept.
tributed during the meeting and
$10,000
bonds
on
an
appeal.
- LOST f For a long time I have ul-^
Auspices Fireside Fellowship
representatives of towns attend
▲lowed the children of Rockland^
Attorney Harold Rubin of Bath,
Patrolman Carlton V. Thurston
GREY, WHITE and BLUE
ing
the
meeting
will
return
the
▲ to Uhc my circular driveway on I who defended Cuccinello at his of the Rockland Police Depart
P A R R A K E E T
T which to ride their bicycles, ij
"have been unable to k<H*p them J criminal trial in February, ob ment tendered his resignation to
Tel. Tenant's Harbor 11-4
Joff the lawn or out of the ga-J served Wednesday afternoon that City Manager Lloyd Allen Tues
SPECIAL PURCHASE SALE!
53‘lt ▼ rage.
▼ he had not been informed official- day morning. The resignation be
♦ Lately they have let the air^
comes effective Saturday, May 12.
4 out of the tires of my ear parkedf
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
Thurston, who has been with *hc
RUMMAGE SALE
fin the garage, ripped off thof
i
department
the
past
four
years.
f antenna to my radio and^j
I aetory fresh shipment just arrived.
RUMMAGE SALE Tdouhlcd it up. taken off the. SATURDAY, MAY 5—10 A. M. I , xpects to inter private inmployManufacturer made too many . . . we
♦S™'™ fX*Kt St. John's Episcopal Undecrpl,
“ld.
bought them at a big discount and are
passing thv saving «»n fo you. Your
.
.
Saturday, May 5 ▼ climbed all over the hood andj
favorite nougats, caramels and cream
THOMASTON
Don’t be a dead speeder! Slow
4tnp of (hi- rur and ntudi- »6
centers . . . pure milk chocolate rout
^general nuisance of thcmsvlvo.^
Down And Live!
Spon
by
Woman’s Auxiliary
ing. Take home a pound today.
9 A. M.

one of

have

ever

certainly

the best

have
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FULL POUND
G. A. R. HALL

ASTON'S
vmno

Auspices

Catholic Women's Clnb
HOWARD HUGHES

JOHN r SUSAN

WAYNE HAYWARD

CLERK WANTED

THE

Candy Store

CONQUEROR

State Experience and Past
Employment

ClNEMflScOpf
AUMliSIUNi:
ADULTS:
Matinee
............................... 5
Evening ...............................
•
CHILDREN:
Anytime.......................... ........... 38c |

Write Clerk

F.

0. Bex 666
Rockland, Me.

♦

nat c

swvii

a tw-nrh beoidi- Ihi- n-Ilar »in-J
•low.
♦
▼ I am, tbon-forc. hereby warn-J
♦ inc them to keep ouf of thc^
|yarrd, off the driveway and out A
0?f the
i
garage.
0
▲ I hope the bicyclists’ parrntsa
▲ will explain to their ehildrenT
"that they have been depri'ed?
of their privilege ,on account off
▼ foolish, destructive boys who
♦ have not beea rightly brought
♦ up by their parents to have
proper regard for other people’s
property, nor the principle of
•‘doing unto others as you
would have them do unto you.”
I hope I will not have

♦

for police
matter.

THE LOBSTER POUND

A. C. McLOON

A
53-54 X

ROCKLAND

(FORMERLY E. B. CROCKETT'S STORES)

Lincolnville Beach — U. S. Route 1

OPENING MAY 13
DINNER 11.30 4. M. ■ 8.30 P. M. DAILY

PARTIES and

I NEED 3 MEN WITH CARS

?

BANQUETS

ACCOMMODATED
Tel. Lincolnville 3-4471

To Sell Well Known Product
YOU CAN EARN $5,000 A YEAR TO START

>
J

protection

i Buckland. May 3. 19M.

till MAIN ST.

Insurance and Hospital Benefits

Mt ■»
395 Main St., Rockland
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A Rockville woman, wielding a
An exhibition of paintings by
Kendall C. Hopkins of Birchrun- broom, fought off a field blaze that
Ville, Pa., and Little Island in spread over several acres at the
Muscongus Bay, is being displayed
rear of her home and had moved
in the north gallery of the Farns
to within 20 feet of the house
worth Museum during the month
Wednesday
noon on the Ridge
of May. The oils are of Maine
seacoast scenes, the countryside of road in Rockville.
The woman. Mrs. Edwin WebPennsylvania and portraits.
l her. used the broom and a garIn Mr. Hopkins’ scenes of Maine
..
den ho-*- aa the flimi a lapped at
there is clearly seen his own inter- ,
,
, ,
shrubbery a mere 20 feet behind
pretation of his feeling of the ,
t
the family home at the top of
ocean and the rugged shore lines
..
.
.
, ,,
Dodges Mountain and successfully
of Muscongus Bay
In the vari- hp]d Qff ,hp fi,p unU, Roek,and
ous canvases exhibited one sees flrpn)pn arrived
the contrasting interplay of light . Thp b,azp ,ta,.tfd
an adja.
and shadow on the rocks and cent field where Wallace Spauldwater und*-r ever changing skies. ing of 175 Rankin street, who owns
In his portraits, and especially of a farm on the mountain, was
his two children, the artist has burning dry grass. A sudden high
featured expressions and manner wind spread it quicky across the
isms that would he noted and in rear of both homes.
The fire burned through a small
terpreted only by one who had in
tently studied the person being orchard containing young olive
fruit, plum, peach and pear trees
portrayed.
Kendall Hopkins, an instructor on Mrs. Webber’s propetry.
Mrs. We'bher raced out and
at the Bryn Mawr Art Center, the
Baldwin School and Bryn Mawr started fighting the blaze with the
College, Pa. has exhibited in the broom, taking to the hose when
Pennsylvania Academy of the the fire raged near the home.
Rockland firemen quickly ex
Fine Arts, the Museum of Modern
Art, and had numerous one-man tinguished the blaze with hose
shows in*the eastern United States. leading from their pumper truck.
Rockland firemen were called
The artist, who studied at the
out Tuesday morning to aid Rock
Pennsylvania Academy of the
port firemen in extinguishing a
Fine Arts and the Academic de la 1
slash fire behind the home of
Grande Chaurniere, Paris, lias |
I Franklin Hopkins adjoining Cresttraveled extensively
! wood Lodge on Route 1 in Rock
port. The flames burned to within
50 feet of a hen house located be
New Factory
hind the Hopkins home. About an
(Continued From page One)
acre of land burned.
needed at once for work in erect
Another grass Are call was an
ing machinery and putting it into swered
by
Rockland
firemen
operation. Other plant workers Tuesday afternoon off Camden
will be employed and trained in street and still another one at
the skills to which they are as the home of John Mazzeo at 235
signed as rapidly as the equip- Rankin street Tuesday evening,
ment on which they will be trained Small patches of field were burned
is put into operation.
I
both blazes.
He stressed the immediate need j Tuesday evening, a call to the
for machinists and mechanics.
Rockland-Rockport Lime Company
In Business Since ’28
plant in Rockland was made by
Bonnar-Vawter, Inc., grew out Rockland firemen where they ex
of the merger of two firms in 1929. tinguished a fire in an abandoned
Joined at that time were the Vaw- automobile, the cushions of the
ter Manifold Company of Benton front seat were ablaze in the car
Harbor, Mich., and the American that sat on an unused dock at the
Fanform Company of Cleveland, plant.
Ohio. The firm maintains sales
Monday evening, firemen raced
offices and sales agents in all sec to 9 Rockland street where they
tions of the nation.
extinguished a flooded oil burn
Product of the Plant
er blaze at the home of Mrs.
The products manufactured in Evelyn Huntley.
the plant will include manifold
business forms such as bills of Knox Industries Inc., I don’t think
lading, invoices, order forms and I should give out this news release
checks.
without thanking again the many
Crane Praises Public
citizens of Rockland and vicinity
President Kennedy Crane, Sr., of for their loyal support of this pro
Knox Industries had the following ject, particularly without their
to say in reference to the support knowing more details regarding
of the new factory project by the the make-up of the new concern.
To be able to obtain over $70,OX)
people of the area:
“Speaking for the directors of (all paid in) is I believe a great
compliment to Rockland.
“To my mind it speaks well for
BOXER PUPPIES
the future and any project the new
FOR SALE
Knox
County
Industrial
and
AKC Registered
Development Association under
DEMBRO KENNELS
takes.”
Prescott Street
Tel. 459-J
47-tf
Read The Courier-Gazette

Gives Dope On
Lake Fishing

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hastings

and sons of Thomaston, Willis
Moody. Sr., of Warren and Miss
Marilyn Bean were at Earle Miller’s.
Robert and Charles Jones and
Mrs. Annie Mank were in Clinton,
Damariscotta and Rockland re
cently.
Mrs. Asenath Nicholson, Miss
Ix)is Nicholson, R. N.. of Methuen,
Mass., and Gordon Nicholson of
south Portland were at the Nichojson home for the weekend, also
visited at J. O. Jameson's and
Mrs. Annie Mank. The Nicholsons,
Mrs. Jameson, Miss Alcy Jame
son and Arnold Achorn called at
Michael Mitchell's, Thomaston.

The Fisheries Research and
Management Division has announced that the Lake Survey
Leaflets for surveys completed
through 1955 are now available to- 1
gether with an index of all surveys completed to date. The new
indexes may be obtained, free of
charge by writing to the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries
and Game. State House, Augusta.
Hhe lake survey leaflets are
priced at five cents each.
With the addition of last year’s
surveys to the list, a total of 6.19
lakes and ponds have now been
Mrs. Raymond Simmons visited
completed by the Fisheries Re
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
search and Management Division.
Burns in South Waldoboro Mun
Each lake survey leaflet con
day.
tains a list of species present,
Mrs. Lester Nelson, Linwood
other pertinent chemical and phy
Mrs. Margaret Matson
sical charateristics, management Choate.
recommendations, and a map and Ediward attended church in
North Waldoboro Sunday evening.
showing water depths.
Mrs. Emery Simmons of Cam
Over 39.000 of these lake survey
leaflets have been sold to date. den spent Thursday with her
which is an indication of their daughter. Mrs. Otto Bowden,
popularity with the liishing pubMr. and Mrs. Earle Miller and
lie.
daughters, Miss Marilyn Bean and
According to Dr. W. Harry Larry Davis were in Rockland
Everhart chief of the Fisheries I Saturday. Mrs. Miller and Larry
Division, future plans call for the!c“lled on Mrs. Andrew Staples,
eventual completion of an inven“r. and Mrs. Alfred Shuman
tory of all waters in the state. "A of Portland were Thursday guests
thorough knowledge of all our : al C- Bowers.
Clifton Miller and family were
game fish waters is necessary for
proper management,” says Ever Sunday guests at Fred Cotta’s,
Camden.
hart.
Philip Davis and family of
In addition to the regular lake,
pond and river survey work con Pleasant Point, Mr. and Mrs, Har
ducted by the Fisheries Division, old Black, Jr., of Tenants Harbor
a numiber of research and man were at J. Glaude, Jr's.
Chester Brooks of North Warren,
agement projects are also under
way this spring. These include the Mr, and Mrs, Ralph Eugley of
continuation of landlocked salmon West Waldoboro called on Mr. and
research in the Fish River Chain Mrs. J. Johannison.
Mrs. Keith Fuller and children
and togue studies at Thompson
Lake, a sea-run brook trout re of Appleton Edward Bean and
search project in Washington and family of Union were recent
Hancock
Counties,
tributarys guests at Lloyd Bean’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Clouse.
studies at Moosehead Lake, state
wide smelt studies, a stepped up Mr. and Mrs. James Harkins and
pond reclamation program state Miss Madelyn of Waldoboro. Miss
wide, and age and growth studies Dorothy Orff of Warren and Clif
ton Miller and family were at
of all major game fishes.
Fred Munroe’s.
Philip Miller was a weekend
guest of Charles Jones.
Lester Nelson spent the weekend
with his daughter and family in
Windsor.
Ijeroy Jameson of Washington
and Merle Jameson of Woodwich
were Sunday callers at J. O.
Jameson’s.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Orff of
North Waldoboro, Harold and
Miss June Flanders of the village.
Mrs. Albert Wall and Ronald of
Rockland, Linwood Choate, Mrs.
Lester Nelson and Judson Benner
were at Mis. Florence Flanders.
Miss Glenys Miller was a week
end guest of Miss Marilyn Bean.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sanborn and
children of Plainville, Conn., were
Production per cow in Maine weekend guests of her parents.
has increased faster than in any Mr. and Mrs. J. Glaude. Sr. Miss
other state in the union (Ohio tied Patsy remained for a longer visit.
us), according to March producMr. and Mrs. Robert Widdecomb
ion figures. Pounds of milk per of Rockland spent Saturday eve
cow per days in March in Maine ning at Clifton Miller’s.
was 20.2. The average for the last
Mrs. J. O Jameson was a
10 years is 15.5 pounds.
Thursday guest of her mother,

EDITORIAL

-TWILIGHT AND EVENING BELL"
Rockland is fast approaching that unhappy estate of
completely silent Sundays. Progress has taken its toll
of another of the splendid institutions of earlier and less
hurried days as one by one the voices of the churches of
the city have been silenced, on the basis of expediency
and weakened towers or what have you, but to us at least,
the new order is not good.
It is true that the ringing of the church bells is no
longer necessary to inform the populace that it is time to
start for divine worship. That information is given by
watches, clocks, television and radio, but that is only a part
of it. and a lesser part.
The ringing of the bells carries a message in itself—
a symbol of the great hope for which all churches stand.
No words could so well convey the Christmas sentiment as
the harmonious singing of the great bells of Rockland ring
ing in unison or-these same great bells raising their mighty
voices at Easter to tell the waiting world “Christ Is Risen.”
Not for all the treasures of the world would the writer
sell the long distant memories of every Sunday morning of
our boyhood and youth when our little -family would make
its way to church amid the singing of the several bells and
arriving at the First Baptist Church, always well before
the “last bell”, we would make our way to the very first
pew, for those were the days when each family purchased
its own pew and ours was the front one for reasons of
economy. I can recall the sounding of the “last bell” with
the vibration felt as the huge bell swung on its axis and how
smug I always felt when late arrivals scurried shamefacedly
to the pews, much farther back than ours.
When the great bell struck its last note, its humming
audible throughout the auditorium, the silence almost hurt
after the clamor before Rev. Robert VanKirk, tall and
darkly handsome, arose to speak his impressive opening
words.
The ringing of the church bells, symbol of Hope and the
Life to Come, has almost ceased, now that the great bell
of the First Baptist Church is condemned to the scrap pile,
bong years ago the Congregational bell was silenced, then
that of the Second Baptist, now First Church of Christ, Sci
entist, except sounded as a fire alarm before the diaphone
was purchased. Then St. Bernard’s bell ceased its melodic
Call to Prayer and its sounding of the Angelus, one of the
most pleasant memories of my boyhood. Next the ropes
were removed from the most beautifully toned bell of all
in Rockland, that of the First Universalist Church, and
now comes the end of the road for the long familiar voice
of the First Baptist Church.
Remaining only arc the singing bells of Pratt Memorial
Methodist Church, the Littlefield Free Will Baptist Church
and the two bells of St. Peter’s Episcopal Church.
Something good and inspiring has been taken from the
community life of Rockland, and we deeply regret the
passing.

^YOIIR children
w

VALE, VEEP!
Today we join thp nation in expressing our sorrow at
the passing of one of America's most beloved personalities.
Aiben W. Barkley, the gentleman from Kentucky.
From the humble background of a farm in his native
state he advanced, step by step, to a prominent place in
the national government, the number two spot, vice presi
dent, in the latest Democratic administration. Beginning
his political career in 1905 as county attorney, he worked
his way through the State Legislature, the United States
House of Representatives, the United States Senate, finally
became VEEP, an alphabetical contraction of vice presi
dent. which he coined himsef and which his successor in
the distinguished office was courteous enough to decline to
accept, feeling that it was distinctly Mr. Barkley's own
title.
First of all a loyal American, Barkley was next a
Democrat, with a capital D. Party loyalty was the onlyway of political life he understood but never did he permit
his party affiliation to surpass his firm belief in the con
stitution of the United States and in the rights we were
granted as citizens of this nation. When in 1944 his great
and good friend. President Franklin D. Roosevelt, attempted
to exceed his presidential powers by directing Congression
al action on tax legislation Barkley had the courage to
oppose him. Rather than to support the administration's
aim he resigned as majority leader of the Senate, an action
that required much courage. Be it ever to the credit of our
country that this forceful manner of calling attention to
things that should not be resulted in a change of attitude
by the president and in the unanimous re-election of Mr.
Barkley to the office from which he had resigned in protest.
He died as he would want to if he could have been
given a choice, addressing a group of college students
assembled in mock Democratic convention, to learn all
they could of the intricacies of our national government.
Through the miracle of television the nation was per
mitted to see his last appearance on the platform and hear
his last sentence, one which may well be his epitaph.
It describes most truthfully the entire life of this great man:
"I had rather be a servant in the house of the Lord than
to sit in the seats of the mighty.”
Vale,Veep!
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WEST WALDOBORO

A Nickel Book

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

SAFETY RULES?

Mrs. Levander Newbert, North
Waldoboro.
The Social Club met with Mrs.
Hattie Rine, Thursday afternoon
with Mrs. Leda Martin and Mrs.
Mildred Gammon assisting. Mrs.
Etfna
White awarded contest
prizes to Mrs. Eunice Bean and
Mrs. Hazel Bowers. Mrs. Martin
had a reading. Refreshments were
served.

Hospital Treats
Four For Hurts
Three men were treated for in

juries

Safety Group
The

* GABARDINES

$7.95 to $16.95

* FLANNELS
100', Wool

$12.95 to 519.95
WORSTEDS

Union Chamber of Com

ing, Knox Hospital attaches re
port.

Ronald Herbert. 30. of 184 South

Stork Shower
A surprise stork shower was
given Mrs. Rosanna Luce Wed
nesday evening by Mts. Dorothy
Pietila. Invited guests were: Mrs.
Ruth Luce.
Mrs. Shirley Mank,
Mrs. Marjorie Kennedy. Mrs. Avis
Luce, Mrs. Josephine Kennedy,
Mrs. Kathy Ames, Miss Elizabeth
Sawyer. Mrs. Irma Mitchell, Mrs.
Phyllis Prescott, Mrs. Margaret
Matson. Mrs. Dorothy Scott, Mrs.
Flora Bowden, Mrs. Margaret Mc
Leod and Miss Nancy Pietila.
Mrs. Nellie Jones, Mrs. Verna
Gould, Mrs. Richard Gordon. Mrs.
Dorothy Moody. Mrs. Bernice
Kuhn, Mrs. Patricia Wooster, Mrs.
Marion Whitmore,
Mrs. Floris
Peabody and the Misses Glenda
and Mary Sukeforth and Patricia
Lailer.

Mrs. Luce received many lovelj
gifts.

Refreshments
that
included
decorated
cakes,
sandwiches,
pickles and coffee were served.

Subscrlbe to The Courier-Gazette,

Main street was hospitalized with

head injuries and a possible con
cussion received when he wxs
struck by a rock while he was at
work digging a well. He is em
ployed by his father. Rafford Her
bert of Rockland.
Omar Bouchard of Lewiston was
treated for contusions and a left
wrist sprain received when he fell
from a box car at the Maine Cen
tral Railroad yard. He was re
leased following treatment.
Spurgeon Tompkins. 38, an in
mate of the Maine State Prison
was treated for a finger injury
received when he caught it In a
joiner while at work at the prison
workshop. Hospital attaches re
ported the man lost part of the
right little finger as a result of
the accident. He was treated and
returned to the prison.
Charles Knight, 9. of 25 Cedar
street was treated for a sprained
right ankle received when he
fell while at play in the schoolyard. He was released.

Self ServiceShoe Store
397 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND. ME.

TEL. 1090

SPECIAL SALE
Thursday-Friday-Saturday Only
New Ultra Smart Hi-Fashion Shoes
By "Delmar"
• NEWEST STYLES IN DRESS
PUMPS
• Beige, Navy, Red, Black
• Pastels in Pink, Blue
• White—Bark. Also White
SPIKE HEELS, JUNIOR SPIKE
MEDIUM
Reg. 4.99

$4.40
Reg. 5.99

ES 4 to 9
WIDTHS AA and H

$4.90

Special Purchase
CUSHION
ARCH

for a limited time

SNEAKERS
Low Sneakers

get an EXTRA set of teaspoons

ALL SIZES

Children's Red or Blue, 6 to 3
Women's White, 4 to 9

$1.99

at no extra cost

Value to 2.99
patterni

CONVERSE FIRST QUAUTY

CUSHIOR ARCH LOW TERRIS
CHILDREN'S

MISSES'

WOMEN'S

$2.59

$2.79

$2.99

Red or Blue

4-9
White or Blue

merce meeting Monday evening
wait well attended.
At the business meeting the
Highway Safety Committee was
formed, with Edgiar Barker as
chairman and Christine Barker,
the secretary. They will appoint
other members.
Husbands, according to observa
Representatives of the town, all
tions in Ohio, help with the gro
of whom are interested in forming
cery shopping in atioul half the
the committee.
nation's families.
President

Robert

Heald

intro

tee.

Mr.

Payson

explained

the

100% Wool

512.95 to 514.95

OFFINS
MENS

fUPNlSH NGS
389

BOYS

ANO

MAIN

j CLOTH I NG

SHOES AND UNIFORMS

ST

ROCKLAND

ME;.

Red or Blue

Trooper Roger Farris spoke on
Highway Safety, stressing the
tlhree C’s adults should bear in
mind.
Courtesy
Consideration
and Common Sense.
He said all towns and commun
ities should form safety commit
tees to take care of accidents,
with three E’s, enforcement, en
gineering and education.
A discussion period followed and
refreshments were served.

duced Curtis Payson, a member of
the State Highway Safety commit

— WANTED —

|

BOAT LISTINGS

*

USED MARINE EQUIPMENT ♦
, Anchors, tanks, engines, rnn-4
jning lights, port lights, steering^
wheels, bells, compasses, oars, 4
horns, etc.

(

I RED JACKET MARINE SALES
I
MAURICE McKCKICK
|<roekett'» Point
Rockland*
P. O. Box 81
♦

[
Open 8-4

working

FOR WOMEN OR CHILDREN

increasing dangers.

Forming Highway

while

year old boy injured while play

6-12

Union Leads In

received

Tuesday, in addition to one nine

ed Mondays $
Cloned4O-T*ThtrA

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

BETTER GRADE CUSHION ARCH
For Boys and Men — $2.99

ToMday-Thursday-Sotvrtfay
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
TSocIal and community events
are solicited for this calendar All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]

May 3—Theta Rho Girls Club
meets Odd Fellows Hall at 7
p. m.
May 3—Rockland Emblem Club
meets Elks Home ait 8 p. m.
May 4—At Appleton, annual meet
ing of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation.
May 5—Fashion Show at Thorn
dike Hotel, benefit Hyde Home.
May 9 Composite Band Concert,
Community Building. Rockland.
8 p. m.
May 16—Miriam Rebekah Lodge
meets Odd Fellows Hall at 6.15.
May 17—Theta Rho Girls Club
meets Odd Fellows Hall at 7
p. m.
May 17—Rockland Emblem Club
meets Elks Home at 8 p. m.
May 30—Memorial Day.
May 20- Rockland Emblem Club
Installation Elks Home at 8
p. m.
June 4—Forget-me-not Chapter.
OES, South Thomaston, will ob
serve its 50th anniversary.
July 13-14—Broiler Festival at
Belfast.
There will be no naturalization
ceremonies for new citizens at the
May term of Knox Superior
Court. There were none at the
February term and none are plan
ned for the October term.
The
nearness of election dates to the
court terms this month and in
October will not permit naturali
zation to take place.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Dunbar
have returned home after four
months spent in Florida.

A 20 foot open power boat, the
“Idano” was launched at Cam
den’s Anderson Boat Yard ^Tuesday
afternoon. The boat is owned by
Camden harbormaster, Charles J.
Herrick. It has a six foot, four
inch beam and a two foot draft
and will be powered by a 25 horse
power Gray Seascout engine. It
is constructed with cedar planking
with an oak frame. It was de
signed and built by Merrill Young
of Camden. The boat will be used
for towing and setting moorings in
the harbor.

Rummage Sale, Saturday, May
5. at the Congregational Church.
Sponsored by Sophomore Washing
ton Club. Everyone help and
please bring rummage.
53-lt
The Coastmen’s Club will hold a
rummage sale Friday night at 7
p. m. and 9 a. m. Saturday, at the
vacant store formerly occupied by
Quality Shoe Shop. Anyone wish
ing to donate rummage may con
tact Mrs. Eleanor Ac-horn, 156-M.
Mrs. Phyllis Grtepi, 771, or Mrs.
Laura Cummings. 27.
53-lt

The telephone number for the
Rockland Awning Company is
Rockland 1036-M.
51*54

The U. S. Civil Service Com
mission has announced an exami
nation for historian for filling posi
tions payirxg from $5,440 to $11,610
a year in various Federal agencies
in the Washington. D. C., area.
Positions overseas may also be
filled. The following optional fields
are included in this examination:
National
Defense,
Agriculture,
Diplomatic. National Park. Muse
um, and General. Further infor
mation and application forms may
be obtained from E. E. Hary at
the Rockland Post Office.
Floyd Gutman is employed as a
clerk at the Thorndike Hotel. He
has recently served in the same
capacity in Le-Aviston and Auburn
hotels and was for a time a clerk
at the Hotel Rockland several
years ago.

The dismantling of the town
clock in the tower of the Baptist MRS. ANNABELLE BERRY, 90, MAINE'S
Church started Monday with the
OLDEST INSURANCE AGENT, DIES
clock faces and the mechanism
removed preparatory to razing of
Mrs. Annabelle Berry. 90. one living. active insurance underthe steeple which was weakened of Rockland’s oldest and most re 1 writer in the state. She and her
by hurricanes of recent years to
spected citizens, died early Wed husband wrote their first policy
! on Feb. 21. 1898.
the point where it was considered
nesday evening after having been
a hazard.
j Mrs Berry was born in Belfast
ill the past three days.
! Feb. 19. 1866. the daughter of
The Blue Cross and Blue Shield
The widow of Edward W. Berry, | Cha l ies and Elizabeth Salsbury
membership campaign will be she continued the insurance busi- J Walker.
conducted next week through local ness, which they formed well over . Funeral services will be conbanks, the Knox County General a half century ago. after his ducted from the Russell Funeral
Hospital and the Camden Commu death. She was honored i.i recent I Home Saturday at 2 p. m. with
nity Hospital.
years by the Maine Association j Rev. George H. Wood of the Uniof Insurance Agents as the oldest | versalist Church officiating.
Clifford Hall of the Prudential
Life Insurance Company is at
Body of Aged
tending a convention of the com Oil Portrait of
pany in Chicago.

Justice Tirrell To

Donald E. Simmons, 19. son of
Mr. and Mrs. George R. Simmons
of Lawry left last week for nine
weeks basic training in the U. S.
Navy, Rockland Navy Recruiter
Donald Hammer reported. The
youth will report to Bainbridge
A 1948 sedan came off second Md., to begin a four year enlist
best as far as damage was con ment.
cerned when it collided with a
1952 pick-up truck on the Owls
Head back road Wednesday after MONHEGAN
Elva Brackett has been spendnoon, state police report. The
truck, operated by David A. Lar ng a few days away from the
ner, 21. of 60 Grace street, and stand on business.
Mrs. Henley Day is in Portland
owned by Albert E. MacPhail, susfew days this week.
} tained only slight damage to its
hear window while Trooper Robert Johnnie Ahsanault spent a couple
Hofacker estimated about $300 of days in Boothbay Harbor this
damage to the front end of the week.
Donald Field has bought the
sedan operated by Howard J. Hel
veston, 31, of 13 Berkley street. Warner Fite Cottage on Horn’s
Trooper Hofacker reported that Hill from Capt. Earl Field.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Day of
Larner had just come over the
brow of a bill and slowed down Thomaston are with Mr. and Mrs.
while looking for a turnoff to de ’Dint” Day for several days. Mr.
liver some gas he was carrying. Day is doing some carpenter work
The Helveston vehicle coming over at "The Trailing Yew’’.
Miss Ida Proper was an inshore
the hill collided with the rear of
the truck. Neither driver was in visitor this week.
jured.
We welcome hack the usual in
flux of birds this spring. Every
BORN
day brings newcomers. They are
Grierson —At
Knox
Hospital. many and beautiful. Tbe island is
May 1, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
paradise for bird lovers.
Grierson of Washington, a son.
DIED

Berry—At Rockland, May 2,
Mrs. Annabelle Berry, widow of
Edward W. Berry, age 90 years.
Funeral services Saturday at 2
p. m. from Russell Funeral Home
with Rev. George H. W’ood. offi
ciating.
Scott—At Camden. May 2, Wil
liam Robert Scott, age 64 years.
Funeral services Saturday at 2
p. m. from Gilbert C. Laite Fun
eral Home.
Military committal
services at Oak Hill Cemetery,
Camden.
Williams—At Rockland. May 1,
Grace E. Williams of Union,
widow of John Williams, age 74
years, eight months and 25 days.
Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
from Peoples Methodist Church.
Union, with Rev. Jesse Kenderdine officiating. Interment in Lake
View Cemetery.
Sikorski—At Rockland, April 30.
Zig P. Sikorski. age 49 years.
Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
from Russell Funeral Home with
Rev. Edward T. Barram officia
ting. Interment in South Warren
Cemetery.
Hibbert—At Jefferson. April 29.
Mrs. Maud L. Hibbert, widow of
Perle Hibbert of West Washing
ton. age 74 years. Funeral serv
ices today at 2 p. m. from Gray’s
Funeral Home. Windsor.
Ordway—At Togus. April 30.
Guy Edwin Ordway, age 60 years.
Interment in Mountain Cemetery,
Camden.
Feyler—At Thomaston. May 1,
Walter S. Feyler. age 70 years.
Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
from Davis Funeral Home. Thom
aston, with Rev. Merle S. Conant
officiating. Interment in Village
Cemetery.
Merrithew—At Owls Head, about
April 29. George E. Merrithew
of Owls Head, age 76 years. Fun
eral services Saturday at 9 a. m.
from Burpee Funeral Home with
Rev. George H. W’ood officiating
Interment in Seaview Cemetery.

foQt Tbraa

Hang In Court
An oil portrait of the late Jus
tice Frank A. Tirrell. Jr., of Cam
den. former Superior Court Jus
tice and Associate Justice of th*1
Maine Supreme Court, will hang
Knox County Superior Court 1
oom.
Members of the Knox County j
Bar Association voted to comm-is- |
sion a Boston artist to do the work
that will honor the late justice. It j

A woman never forgets her age
—once she decides on it.

< ARI) OF THANKS
I wish to express my since* e
thanks to all my many friends,
neighbors, relatives, doctors and
nurses which were so kind to me
during my illness. For the cards,
letters, flowers, gifts and money.
Also to the Friendship ambulance.
Again I say thank you each and
everyone. It was all deeply ap
preciated.
Mrs. Ethel Delano,
Lawry, Maine.
53-lt
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks and appreciation to neigh
bors and friends for their kind
ness during our recent bereave
ment and death of Louise M
Hooper; to the many friends who
called at our house and offered
their services and telephoned to
extend sympathy and for the
flowers sent us; special thanks to
Dr. James Kent, Dr. Fuller, the
nurses at Knox Hospital, Barrett
Jordan, Rev. Merle Conant and
Mrs. Ruth Hoch.
Husband, son. mother, brothers
and their families.
53* lt
IN MEMORIAM

STEWING BEEF lb. 45c

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEI. 390
110 IJMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

adv’lt Davidson Motorcycle, perfect con

dohnson

DON'T BE SORRY!
BE SAFE!

Transportation

LET IIS GIVE YOV ENOUGH
WIRING CAPACITY
FOR YOUR INCREASING.

BID NOTICE

ELECTRICAL LOAD

Friendship Elementary and
High School bids now being ac
cepted. Read specifications at
Friendship
Post Office
and
stores, or contart Friendship
School Committee members.

Free Estimates

R. F. BLAISDELL & CO.
Licensed Eleetrieisn
ROCKPORT. MAINE
TalanlaAM
U9
I WWH Wire rfW*

Total

788

Prior to coming to Rockland to
teach, she taught in Union three
years and two in Warren schools.
She said Wednesday that the de
cision to leave Rockland was a dif
ficult one but that the nearneae ot
of the school to which she is going
to her home in Union prompted
her to do so.

National Guard

Pr.
61
96
85
89
95

OH
56
70
34
37
.37

Total
117
166
121
126
130

660

M ias Ida M. Hughes, principal

VEAL CHOPS

lb. 29c

you shop at
LITTLE PIG—SHORT SHANK LEAN

FOR YOUR DOG S HEALTH
a complete line of

KEN-l PRODUCTS
RICH

FOWL_ _ _ _ _

lb. 37c

All
BEEF

2 lbs. 69c

• STEAK T0,pbR7TCLUB lb. 65c

49*
lOrfl’k

Sausage
Minced Ham

meav

Frankforts

29c

lb.

Beef Liver
2 for

•[

WITH LEAN
RID MEAT
LEA

•L BISKIT

31c

FLOUNDERS

I I It. <

37c

MEDIUM

• I.It BOX

•L MEAL

65c

KIBBLED

FRESH FROM THE DEEP SEA

KRAI T

SLICED

American Cheese

Pimento, Pineapple, Relish,
Olive Pimento

FULL POUND

2 jars 49c

49c

2 lb. pkg. 69c

CHEESE SPREAD
FROM THE SUNNY SOUTH!

lb.19c

READY FOR
THE PAN

Cheese Spreads

ECONOMICAL

BIG VALUE—TEDDIE

FRESH YEl.LOM

ALL
FOR

Peanut Butter

CORN
4 lXE 29c

’PREMIUM CRACKERS

TOMATOES

’ BROWN

BREAD„,T“,r\,™

’STRING BEANS

2 S? 29c

’PRESERVES

JUICY* YtltlTE

39c

NABISCO
POUND

’BAKED BEANST
”"8 PEA
OK KIDNEY

ROSY RED RIPE

16 OZ.
TINS

25c J

39c

5tall tin 17e

CUT

4 tins 49c

GREEN

RASPBERRY

2 jars 49c

STRAWBERRY

Grapefruit

* Choc. Marshmallow Cookies lb. 39c

3 for 27c

# Fish or Clam Chowder SBOW s2 tins 45c

Grapefruit

Knife FREE

« "i‘tin

29c

• Spaghetti and Meat Balls

5 tins $1.

' Orange Drink
LIBBY’S

subscription to

VEAL LEGS lb. 29c
~^ound

lb. 65c

with 6 labels from

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NINE
53* It

A OY
a
Z'JlC

Fleur

ROBIN
IIOO1)

25 lb. bag $1.99

I.IPTON

PRUDENCE

RED CAP

LIBEBTY

TEA BAGS
16 for 24c

CORNED BEEF HASH
16 oz. tin 27c

REFRESHER
4 oz. jar 26c

CHERRIES
4 ox. bat. 19c

Snfl-Weave All

POKTERHOUSE

23c

• Nutmeg

( or6ll(‘| magazine * Marshmallow Fluff K»X2jars39c
KIN-L-RATION

CUBE

lb. 29c

• HAMBURG

IN HIGH QUALITY PROTEIN

WHOLE

and BREASTS

SMOKED SHOULDERS
FROM PETE EOWABDS* FARMS
ONLY THE BEST

lb. 39c

CHICKEN LEGS

Market

Green Stamps when

LEAN—ALL BEEI

lb. 5Sc

Maine is shipping more Russrt
Burbanks to markets in the East
than ever before.

Miss Ida Hughes

Follow the crowds to the Dog Show and get your S.8tH.

We Will Process Any Way You Like

53-55
51-tf

HAMBURG

Teach In Union

In a match Monday night the To
Rockland Junior Rifle Club defeated the National Guard bv a
score of 788 to 660.
Individual scores were:
KiH-kkuitl
Pr.
OH
Total 1
Fish
79
41
120 1
McKeen
M
77
165
Bryant
96
59
155
Lessard
97
77
174
Trask
94
80
174

I of McLain School, has tendered
1 her resignation to Superintendent
‘ Bruce Kinney and will leave the
I system at the close of the school
■ term in June.
She will teach in the Union Grade
' School next year, continuing a
; teaching career which has covered
, 35 years.
She has taught 30 years in Rock
land, all of which has been in
either the McLain School or the
junior high section of the high
school building. She was princi
pal of the Junior High School
three years and supervising prin
cipal of McLain School two years.

aston road in Owls Head Wednesday evening.
Death was caused by a heart j k
attack diagnosed as a coronary(c

POT ROAST or

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

Miss Ida Hughes,

the most conclusive
dead in a field between the Ash evidence that man cannot live by
Point road and the South Thorn- bread alone is the sandwich.

SMA LL'S

dition. $225.
MUNSEY’S STORE
Cor. North Main St., & Broadway
Rockland. Maine
SEA HORSES
Tel. 1711
.«,« DE PE N Ox...... ..
or
COMMUNITY AUTO SALES
BITLER CAR t HOME SUPPLY
99 Camden St.
ROCKLAND
Tel. 196«
45-57
53-55

Defeat Guard

is hoped the painting will be com-1 thrombosis by Dr. Herman J. j g
pleted for the October term of 'Weisman. county medical exami-jy
Superior Court.
Merrithew was dead for §
Tirrell was born in Quincy, i probably two days, it was reportMass., and began his law practice i edRockland. He was commemoThe bodY was discovered by Ab
ated at the February Term of i bert JoeY of Owls Head who was
Knox County Superior Court by 1 ®earchin^ the fteld for a P°le t0
members of the bar association. make a dip net. Sheriff P. Willard
Pease was called and the body
He died June 3 1955.
was removed to the Burpee Fun
eral Horne.
Municipal Court
Merrithew had lived at the
Myra Philbrook rooming house at
An
Edgecomb man.
Frank
Ash Point and left his home last
Creamer, was found guilty of dig
Thursday. It was his practice to
ging clams in a closed area and
take short vacation trips so people
failing to obey the lawful com
at the home did not worry about
mands of a Coastal warden at a
his absence Sheriff Pease was
Municipal Court hearing held told.
Tuesday morning.
The hotly was discovered in the
The respondent was fined $10
vicinity of the Rockland Munici
nd costs of $6 on the failure to
pal Airport behind the Elmer
obey charge and $12 on the charge
Small home.
of digging clams in the closed
Merrithew. a former resident of
area. He appealed the two find
Rockland, lived at Ash Point for
ings to the October term of
six months. He was born at Deer
Superior Court and was released
Isle on March 30, 1880.
in $200 bonds.
It was reported that the de
Complainant Paul Kvorjak. a
ceased man has two sisters, one
coastal warden, testified that he
being Emma Dunlap of Orr’s
and Warden Clayton Simmons had
Island.
found Creamer digging clams at
Funeral services will be held
the Head of the Bay in Owls Head
Saturday morning at 9 o’clock at
and had ordered him to stand by the Burpee Funeral Home with
for inspection. The Edgecomb
Rev. George Wood officiating. In
man took flight and it was neces
terment will be at Sea View Ceme
sary for Kvorjak to chase him to tery.
Rockland along the shore, 'finally
Sheriff Pease, said that the aged
overtaking him at the Birds Eye
man had apparently become con
Shipyard, Kvorjak testified.
fused and lost his sense of direc
Creamer told the court that he
tion and of his whereabouts. He
did not know the area was closed
said that he had apparantly seat
and that he did not see it was
ed himself on a ledge and had dis
posted.
carded his' shoes and socks and
* * *
then had made his way some 50
Two
charges were
brought
feet further along through th*1
against Robert M. Oxton, 18. of
woods where he had apparently
Rockland; driving 45 miles an
laid down to rest.
hour in a 25 mile zone on Union
street Monday evening and pass
ing through a stop sign at Sum Thomaston police officer Frank
mer and Lincoln streets the same Buzynski.
Patrolman
Buzynski testified
evening.
Oxton pleaded guilty to both that it was necessary for him to
charges and paid a $20 fine and travel nearly 100 miles an hour
$6 costs on the speeding charge to overtake the youth.
Judge Alfred M. Strout severely
and $10 and $3 on the stop sign
violation.
Besides the financial reprimanded the youth and fined
mibarrasment, the youth suffered him a total of $41 on the charge.
He warned both Oxton and An
another kind of humiliation. He is
president of the Rockland Hot Rod derson that they would forfeit
Club which has pledged itself to their licenses if they appeared
again in court on driving viola
safe driving practices.
tions.
* • *

DAVIS

BURPEE
Funeral Home

McLain Principal,

Luce
Fisherman Found
Barns
Mitchell
In Ash Point
Axtell
A 76 year old Owls Head re Chatto
tired fisherman. George E. Merri
Total
thew. missing from his rooming
house since April 26. was found
Perhaps

In Loving Memory of Charlie L.
Blake, who passed away May 4
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
1953.
Mixed group meets Wednesday
He would not want the ones he
and Sunday, 8 p. m., G-A.R. Hall,
loved
Limerock Si., P. O. Square. For
To grieve for him today
information write P. O. Box 711,
We must not say that he is dead
For to us he is just away
Rockland, Me.
13S-Th-tf
Away upon a journey to a land
that’s bright and fair
And though we all miss him heie
PUBLIC PARTY
We know he is happy there
And memories of him will bring
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
New comfort everyday
As we recall — he is not dead
Tower Room - Community Bldg.
Norman R. Anderson. 18 of
For he is- just away.
More new broiler houses have
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Thomaston pleaded guilty to driv
Wife
Mae, Daughter Arlene
47-TATh-tf
been built in Maine in the past 10
ing
90
miles
an
hour
in
a
45
mile
Son-in-Law George, and Grand
months than at any time in the
daughter Carlene.
53*lt zone on Route 1 in Thomaston
history of the industry.
Tuesday
on
a
charge
brought
by
We have a large assortment of
Slippers, Handbags and Hose for
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
Mother’s Day. If you can’t decide
DELUXE Model Electric Stove
what to give her why not present
for sale. Push button control
her with a gift certificate and let
timer for oven, one year old. $150
HOMES FOR FUNERALS
her choose her own gift. Endi 19 TRAVERS ST.. City
53'55
cott-Johnson Shoe Company, 346
UPPER PARK ST.
57~&
POCKL AND, ME.
GARAGE to let. Tel. 1241-W or
ROCKLAND
THOMASTON Main street, Rockland.
53-lt Call at 23 WATER STREET. 53-ti
558 Main St.
22 Knox St.
BABY Sitter wanted to care for
The Catholic Women’s Club are small child while mother works
BONELESS CHUCK
Leah Davis Brooks
sponsoring a rummage sale to be Elderly person perferred.
MRS
MILLAY.
668
Main
St.
53
55
held
Saturday
in
the
Grand
Army
Serving Knox County »lnce 1876
56-tf
Hall at 9 o'clock. Mrs. Daniel GOOD USED CARS
Gatti is chairman assisted by Mrs $75.00 Down Payment
1953 Plymouth, $850; I960 Buick
Wilfred Mullen. Mrs. Ray Foley, Special. $595; 1950 Chev., $350
Mrs. Donald Perry,
Mrs. Aime 1948 Chev. 2 door. $195; 1948 Chev
Beaudoin, Mrs. Carl Simmons and 4 door. $225;
1947 Studebaker
Mrs. John Chisholm. Anyone hav $225; 1947 Ford. $100; 1948 Ponti
ing rummage and not contacted ac, $195; 1949 Chev. Panel, $225
1947 Mercury Conv.. $195;
1940
by phone please notify Mrs. Gatti Plymouth.
LEAN, WELL TRIMMED
$350;
1948
Harley

IB

Junior Shooters

<

TOILET TISSUE
2 rolls 27c

SNOWS

CROSBY

DAWN FRESH

SMOKED MUSSELS
tin 25c

MOLASSES
40 oz. pkg. 35c

MUSHROOM SAUa
2 Has 23c

Twt»day-Thur*day-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 3, 1956

REAL ESTATE

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

FO*

INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

HEBE 8 HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisement* la thia column not to exceed three tinea Inserted
once lor M cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 1*
cento for each line, half price each additional time used Five
small words to a line
Special Notice! AU "blind ads*' so called, I. e„ advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling. cost £5 cents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ails to secure best results.
Those with phone or street nnniber only are not advised
ALL CLASSIFIED6—-CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeolng wUl be maintained for these ads.
ALL MUST BE PAID FOB
as received except from firms or indiv iduals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Ga7ette. Count the Words—Five to a

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

THAYER Baby Carriage for
WHITE Enamel Oil Cook Stove
for sale, excellent for cottage. Call sale. Perfect condition. Price rea
53-55
UNION 80-83
52 M sonable. TEL. 1775.
ATTENTION
Home
Freezer
Owners. Annual spring sale May 1
to 10 only. Choice young turkey s
6 to 10 lbs. oven ready and pack
aged for sale, 37c lb., in lots of 6
or more, or regular dressed. 47c
lb. Call DILLAWAY’S TURKEY
FARM. CRestwood 3-2358.
52-33

NESCO Electric Roaster for
sale, complete with broiler. Suit
able for camp. TEL. Rockland
647-W’l.
51 53
17% TONS Baled Hay for sale.
First quality. Will sell lot reason
able. EDWARD LUDWIG Wash
ington. Maine.
51-53
LOBSTER Boat for sale. 28 ft..
14 years old, no motor. GORDON
SIMMONS. Spruce Head.
51 53
1Z1AM for sale. Delivered onlv.
NEIL RUSSKLI.
West Meadow
Rd.. Tel. 1544-W
51'tr
EVINRUDK-MOTORS
BOATS. BOAT TRAILERS
"A Boat Show Every Day”
At W. IL HEAl.D
"Next To The Village Green”
Tel. 460
Camden. Maine

__________

SO-tl

1
ICE
Platform Service at our Plant
Sa.es You Time And Dollars
NORTHEAST ICE CO.
Route 1 Warren Call CR.4-2800
44-Th-tf
CLEARANCE SALE
Welding equipment and supplies
for 3ale, save up to 30%. Act now.
BICKNEl.11 MFG. CO., Rockland.
_____________________________ 48-li
PIGS and Shoats for sale, also
loose hay for $15 ton. GREEN
LAW FARM, Lincolnville Avenu
Belfast.
47-tf
AKC Registered Cocker Spaniel
Puppies for sale, all colors and
sizes to choose from.
REED S
COCKER KENNELS. 61 Pearl
Street. Camden, Tel. Camden
3093.
39-tI
NATIONALLY Famous EaglePicher and NEWCO Aluminum
Combination Windows and Doors
for sale (Awnings by Youngs
town.)
Aluminum
insulating
siding. Estimates without obli
gation and up to 60 months
to pay.
Call HOWARD M.
KENNISTON. 1430-W.
53-tf

CLAYT BITLER
Wants To See You About

dohnson
SEA HORSES
ion

DEPENDABILITY

________ _
_
45-57
OARS
to 9 ft. for sal< $3.96
up. NORTH EASTLAND TRAD
ING POST. Thomaston.
11 tf
GREATLY reduced prices on
complete installations of oil, coal
and wood furnace systems.
No
down payment.
36 mos. terms
starting July. Take advantage be
fore season rush.
Write today.
SUPERIOR HEATING CO.. 351
Sherwood St., Portland,
42*62
OXYGEN and Acetylene Cyliivi
era for sale. Why lease or pay de
murrage? The best deal in town
on «ases. equipment and supplies.
Can be financed. MORRIS GOR
DON & SON. Rockland.
41-tf

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Sales and Service

R.

F.

BLAISDELL
& CO.

ROCKPORT. Ml
'Licensed 1 lertririuiis''

17-tf

FOR SALE
Pistols shotguns., rifles, tele
i"'ope sights, mount ammunition,
handloading supplies, anil other
shooting accc -ories. CAMDEN
SPORTING GOODS, < Allan N
Forsyth), Stvrinan's Point, Ilium
Camden 287a.
1 If
9x13 LINOLEUMS for sale; ree
ular $10.95 for $6.95. NORTH
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST
Thomaston.
1-tf
PIPE FOB SALE
Black and galvanized AU sizes
lose prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO
Lime St
1-tr
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
line of parakeet foods and mlnrrnl
health grit. GRACE S GARDENS.
Mrs Charles A. Swift. 9 Booker
Bt Thomaston. Til .71
l-tr
"WINDOW SHADES and BI INDS
for sale, custom made. Call us
free installation Tel. 801. SEA
COAST PAINT CO., GO Mam St..
Rockland
1-tf

- LARGEST Linoleum Selection Io Town
3 Ft - 9 FI - 0 I • Widths

Expert Mechanic* For
Installation If Desired.
TeL 939 For Free Estimates
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Where Willow and Rankin
Streets Meet
373 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
48-Th-tf

COTTAGE Lot for sale on Beaucaire Ave.. Megunticock I^ak .
Camden. DON MaclNTOSH Tel.
W tat Applet n • 24
53 55
well

RETIREMENT Home overlook WARREN
ing Rockport Harbor for sale. 5
MISS DORIS HYLER
pleasant, light rooms, large glass
Correspondent
ed sunroom. Entire house newly Telephone CRestwood 4-2421 office
painted outside and inside. Close Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home
to beach bus. stores. SECURITY
REAR ESTATE CO
Dorothy
Dietz. Camden 2117 or 8897. 53-11
Henry Laukka is a patient a»
FIVE Room House for sale with Pratt Diagnostic Hospital. Boston,
city water and garage. SAM for observation.
HEIN<> 13 T. >m rioi St
53 55
The Homeport Fish Company of
Here is a special listing (Just Rockport have begun work in
in.) It's an 8 room house over preparation for the alewive sea
looking Rockland Harbor and very
son.
near the waterfront.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Walker have
It’s a real nice home. Can be
seen by appointment.
arrived home from Florida where
Don’t pass this one up if you I they spent the winter.
want something good, The price
The season for spring burning
is $11,000.
ha? arrived. Landowners wishing
Thanks for loading.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
163 Main Street
REAL ESTATE
Rockland. Maine
Tel. 730
LOT of Land at Head of the
i>3-O-4 Bay for sale. 200 ft. frontage by
211 ft. de'r by 120 ft. Will s 11 as
one lot or two separate lots. CALL
j 642-M after 6 p. m.
51 53

COUNTRY

HOME.

7

room?,

Rotted Cow Barn Dress bath, attached barn, new oil heat,

Cousens' Realty

NORTH HAVEN
ETTA F. BEVERAGF
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4
Mrs. Clarence E. Waterman. Jr.
of Camden was in town on Friday
to accompany her young daughter
home after a visit with her grand
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E.
Waterman. Sr.
On Friday Winslow’s Cash Mar
ket. Colon Winslow. Prop, opened
the street floor <rf the W. S. Hop
kins store to the pub’ic. Colon is
now using both floors for his cash

to burn are requested tp obtain
burning permits from Richard
Butler. Fire
Chief, telephone
CRestwood 4-2071.
The May meeting of the Wo
men's Club is scheduled for
Thursday at 2 p. m. at the Con
gregational Church. Th- public is
invited to the musical program,
which will be \*ocal ami instru
mental.

West 6 acres mountain and lake view.
$6,900.
Business Opportunities
VIIJJVGE HOUSE having 7
Mrs. Lui-Ila Crockett and Mrs.
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
ALUMINUM Combination Dboi b rooms, furnace running water
Ida Stevens were guests officers
and windows for sale. Installed and 12 acres. $3,700.
21 LI ME ROCK ST.
representing E. A. Starrett Auxili
and guaranteed fully. Camden
OCEANFRONT, well furnished
ary’ at Anderson Auxiliary, Rock
178 SUTTON SUPPLY
53-lt cottage having 6 rooms, bath,
TEL 1538
land. Saturday evening. Other
11 ’2 FT. Speed Pram for sale, drilled well. 2 ear garage, large
Across from Host Office
members .attending, were: Mrs.
powered with Mercury Super lot in desirable colony. $7,900.
162-tf
RIVERFRONT 4 room cotta,. »
Hurricane motor, speed whoel and
Edith Wof.ton. Miss LaVerne Young
steering gear. Both in good condi with fireplace, running water, fur
and Mrs. Minerva Marshall. Mrs.
tion. Price $265. BRUCE CUN nishings and good mountain view. Rockland:
The hou es listed below ai< all Ruth Foley and Mrs. Frances Gist
NINGHAM. Round Pond. Tel. $2,900.
See F. H. WOOD. Court House. in. excellent condition and will all of Warren, officers of Anderson
Dam. 3137 af$ci 5 p. m.
53 55
Roekl i;<: M'i;nr.
52-54 meet full requirements of GI and Auxiliary, were in attendance.
EARLY Cut Baled Hay tot sale.
IJNCOLNYILLE
HEAGl:
4 FHA financing:
Friday. May 4. is a stated meet
OLIVER B. LIBBY. South War camps for housekeeping for sale.
1. Fine residential section, near
ren. Rt. 1. Tel. CRestwood 3-3033. Contact MRS. WM. P. ROBINSON.
schools. 7 room house, very high ing of Ivy Chapter. OES. A mem
2194 Warwick Ave.. Warwick. posted cement cellar, steam heat orial service will be held for de
SMALL Roadside Stand for sale. R. I.. Tel. No. RE 7-6871. 52 54 oil fired. 1st floor: kitchen, dining ceased members. Serving refresh
Excellent cond.; counter for 12
room, living room. den. 2nd floor: ments will be Mrs. Carrie Smith
also window service. Equipment
3 bedrooms, full bath. All floors Mrs. Jessie Walker and Mrs.
includes Fry-o-lator. refrig., grill,
hardwood, corner lot. garage.
toaster and coffee maker. CALL
2. 6 room house. excellent Anna Starrett.
for appointment 1456-W.
53-55
neighborhood, near schools. VeryComfortable Thomaston Home*
Spring Cloth Coats Reduced
NINE Pc. Walnut Dining Set for
A livable, homey house for a high posted cement cellar, hot
•ale. TEL. MM.
52-54 small family, has 5 rooms and water heat oil fired, electric hot Lucien K. Green and Son, Rock
SAIL. Jib. Mast. Centerboard bath, a new forced hot air-oil fur water heater. 1st floor: modern land.
52-11
and rudder suitable for 14 ft. boat, nace and electric hot water heat kitchen, dining room, living room
for sale. $20. Also.
er. The lot size is 102 ft. wide and with fireplace, very expensive
REAL ESTATE
MODERN Coolerator Ice Re 310 ft. in depth. House was built wall-to-wall carpet. Walls and ceil
frigerator,
$10.
Across
from in 1934. Has Rusco storm sash, ings beautifully decorated. SunSOUTH END: a nice seven room
MITCHELL’S
STOR E
S o u t h creens and doors.
Attic is in porch completely insulated, pine
Thomaston.
52*54 sulated. Taxes are only $88 and paneled, and heated. Upstairs: 3 house with bath upstairs and a
hot water, oil fired
1/edrooms. ample closet space, and flush down
AUTO. Elec Brooder for sale. the selling price is $9,500.
For a larger family. 7 rooms very’ modern bath. All hardwood heat — modern kitchen — corner
500 watt. 200 chick, $10. also 30
lot — barn garage
will meet
gal. glass lined h. w. tank with and bath. Steam heat with oil. floors. Entire house decorated in GI or FHA requirements
this
stand $12. TEL. 436-W.
52-54 Located on a lot with long front excellent taste, newly painted out home is truly an investment in
side. Garage.
40 NEW Wood Feed Hoppers age and beautiful pine trees.
your
future.
$12,000.
3. 6 room house located near
for sale. 6 ft. long.
For laying Home has all conveniences includ schools, excellent neighborhood.
SOUTH END: another house in
hens. CHARLES HENDERSON. ing town water, electricity, etc.' Full cement cellar, hot air furnace the medium price range offering
19 Wadsworth St.. Thomaston. Also a small garage and a poultry- oil fired, electric hot water heat five rooms with modern bath and
52 • 54 house. Taxes are $123. Selling for er. 1st floor: kitchen, dining room, an extra large lot. The kitchen is
$10,500.
warm air heat — full cel
MEN'S Clothing for sale, excel
Tin
Capt. James Creighton living room. Upstairs: 3 bed new
$6X00.
lent cond.. some brand new, sizes property has been reduced in rooms. full bath, ample closets, all lar
CENTRAL: in quiet neighbor
46-48, reason for selling, lost price effective immediately. This hardwood floors. Garage.
’ILL 687-W
52-54 beautiful sea captain’s home has
4. Central location, large cor hood which is on the upgrade
1991 KBNRY -I suitable tor parts 8 rooms, it is not too large. jU6t ner lot. 8-room house with 2 full Eight room — two baths — steam
exterior and interior new
for sale, no motor. Phone after 6 omfortable.
Hardwood
floors, baths. House completely renovated heat
p. ni.. THOMASTON 119-11. 52 54 automatic heat, two fireplaces, on inside and painted on outside. ly painted — combination win
dows — Urge lot — $10,000.
COUNTERsTSafv Scales. Meat two ear garage and hobby shop. Very fine neighborhood near stores
SOUTH WARREN: offers five
slicer, soda coolers, double duty Grounds are well landscaped. and churches. Full cellar, steam rooms and bath w’ifch another un
heat
oil
fired.
1st
floor:
kitchen,
Price
reduced
from
$14,000
to
meat display case, cash register
dining room, living room, utility finished room - - artesian well —
with tax key and small show cases $12,000.
Another fine home comparable room, and modern bath. 2nd copper tubing — garage — excel
for sale at O’BRIEN S MARKET
lent view plus one acre — will GI
229 Park Street, Rockland. Open to the above and at the same floor: 4 bedrooms, full bath. Com
•$5200.
bination
doors
and
windows,
cop

price.
Also
others
at
lower
and
Tuesday thru Thursday afternoons
WARREN VILLAGE: presents
per
tubing
in
plumbing.
This
is
higher
asking
prices.
from 2 to 4.
52 54
six rooms — town water — two
an unusual situation.
Farm Dwellings
GRAVELY 5 h. n. Tractoi and
6. Outskirts of city.
8 room car garage — $3400.
An excellent farm stand con
equipment for sale including. 2LOST
MEN »»♦ 1X)ST
taining 194 acres, 30 acres of house in very good condition,
42” sickle cutters. 1-30” reel mow
The following were lost because
which arc producing blueberry large plot of land, excellent place
er. plow, harrow, riding sulky
for children, garage with work I didn’t have the proper homes
trailer. (loading bed
approx. land. The home has five rooms shop attached.
Hot water heat. for them: —
with
space
to
finish
additional
50”x30”). A real bargain for
4-5 rooms and bath, $7500.
kitchen, dining room,
rooms if desired. There is a large 1st floor:
“gentleman”
farmer.
Priced
6 rooms and bath. $8000, must
den. living room. Upstairs: 4 bed
jH)ultry
house
70x26
with
two
about 1 3 of new value. TEL. 1995.
floors and a barn 60x40 with tie- rooms, full bath. 5 closets. 2 ne*.v GI. 3 customers.
_______________50-52-tf
Cottage (salt water) shore front.
up for 12 head. To be sold com septic tanks with 300 foot drain
Strawberry plants for sale. plete with all equipment, including age.
Attic fully insulated, tax $3500.
Howard 17 Catskill and Sparkle Ferguson Tractor, household fur $142. Combination storm windows
If you have a home and you
from virus free stock, also, Maine nishings. 2000 ft. dry pine boards, for 4 upstairs rooms.
r*ally want to s*il
call 1647-W
55. Monmouth and Orland.
All brooder
6. 8 room house directly across and I’ll conn a running.
stoves.
and
farming
plants State inspected. $2.50 100. equipment. Taxes are $289—which from golf course. 2’i- baths. Ex BU1UHNG LOTS:
Broadway 100 x 120. $1100.
$18 1000.
Postpaid.
LEROY indicates a good farm, not a run cellent dry cellar, steam heat oil
LUCE. Washington, Tel. Washing- down lemon. Priced extremely fired, cold storage room and roll
Birch Street W x 165. $1250.
ton 9-14
Highland St., 80 x 190. $475.
50‘88 low to . cM at $10 .ooo.
way.
Plumbing all copper and
Owto H* ad J00 x 150. $1160.
A 50 acre farm with 30 acres in brass tubing. 1st floor: full mod
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. Il
blueberries, tlie dwelling has 9 ern bath, modern kitchen with
REAL ESTATE
Realtor
rooms, complete bath, and new Youngstown electric dishwasher.
491 Main St.
Tel. 1647-W
ATTRACTIVE I/>TS at the sea hot air-coal furnace. The convert Maytag automatic was4ie»r. inlaid
53-55
shore for sab*. $100 down, balance ed barn accomodates 1000 layers linoleum; dining room with built$10 per month. Write to RC, c o and there are two brooder houses, in china closet, combination den
THE COURIER-GAZETTE. 52-tl also a tie-up for cows. Excellent and living room with wall-to-wall
water supply is piped to dwelling carpet one year old. Upstairs: 3
PENBAY
FOR SALE
and outbuildings. Taxes arc $279— bedrooms, full bath, small break
No I A nicely located home
and the selling price is $9,500.
fast kitchen, very good closet
ACRES
with salt water frontage, nice
A s>mall farm home overlooking space. Attic completely insulated.
view, among good neighbors, am a alt water l>ay has 25 acres
For
those
of yon who arc
Combination doors and windows
ple land for a Big garden, this is
mostly open field. Private trout downstairs, large sunporch facing
planning to bnll<l this opring we
a home.
brook flows through the property. golf course with nine combination
again rail your attention to one
No. 2. Located in the town of The dwelling has 6 rooms com
windows and screens, 2-car barn
of the most beautiful housing
Washington, known as the Max
plete with bath, running water, garage with uplift doors.
Very
Lars< n property, consisting of an electricity, furnace, and electric
ureas along the entire coeat.
large garden space, excellent
estimated 47 acres, a lovely home domestic water heater. Tax $59.— neighborhood.
It baa been ao recognized by
with picture window, a nice view Price $8,500.
two large Inauranec companies
Union. We have two new list
of lake and mountains, all build
Apartment Dwellings
ings, one in Union, one in East
and all lota have been approved
ings in elegant repair. If interest
Dwelling with two completely Union.
by FHA and the Veterana Aded ask to see it.
new apartments including newThe one in Union is directly
niiniatratlon. Wc can offer you
No. 3. Is a hen farm fully baths, new kitchens, hut water
across from the high school. Lot
equipped for poultry. Th«* home heating with oil.
city sewerage and city water
Entire house appx. 200 feet square. Cellar, new’
and out building in • leg-ant condi completely- refinished and appoint
and all public utilities, with an
hot water heating system oil
tion.
f*d. Roof just shingled. 3 fireplaces.
excellent view of Penobscot
Modern kitchen with gas
No. 4 An estimated 90 acre Venetian blinds at all windows. fired.
range, modern bath dining room,
Baj. The area has been re
lake front property. Own* r desires Priced at $12,500.
living room, den: also shed. Up
stricted for your protection and
to sell. Can he seen any time.
Four small apartments, two stairs: 2 large and one small bed
No. 5. Central location. Nearly have three rooms and two have
several new houses are under
rooms and space to finish another
everything in fair condition. Own- two
construction right now. With
There are three complete
i r desires to h*1I. If you want this baths, automatic heat, two car large bedioom. 2 ear garage. As
all these advantages, the safety
phalt shingles on both house
location ask for inspection.
garage. Income is $195
per and garage. Town water, nice
factor, us far as rhildren are
No. 6 L> a very modern house month. Taxes are $184. To sell at
back lawn. This house will nwike
roneerned. Is (he best in the
with hot water h« at oil burner $13,500.
somebody a tine home.
city as there is no through
a fireplace. The dwelling has 6
A two family home with two
East
Union.
Quiet
neighborhood.
rooms a full bath, also down five room apartments complete.
traffic. If you want lo use fhe
Complete cellar with new hot air
stairs toilet. This one is new ready New heating system, new baths
bus. It's a 5-mlnntr walk; If you
furnace oil fired. 1st floor: mod
for immediate occupancy.
and kitchens at $8,500.
like to play golf. It's about a
der n kitchen, dining room, double
No 7 U a beautiful home over
Another simlar to th«* above at living room. Iwdroom, bath. Up 5-mlnute walk in the other di
looking Penobrcot Bay. Every bit $0 000
stairs: 3 bedrooms. Good sills and
rection. For all around com
modern. Can be had for much less
In addition to the above we have underpinnings. 3 car garage. This
than its real value.
fortable thing it is unbeatable.
cottages on lakes and also land should easily GI.
No. 8 A large cottage directly for building purposes on fresh and
As to cost of lots, they sell for
We have just listed 8 cottages
on the shore, fully furnished; at alt water as well as village
$1599 with all these utilities. If
from $2560 up. and I might add
a price you ran afford.
building sites.
that this $2500 cottage is a steal.
you buy a lot where you hate
No prices mentioned on these
Photographs of the above are
We have just listed 2 houses
lo drill a well and pat in a sep
properties. but if interested ask available upon request and an ap- in
Owls
Head
and
several
tic tank, you will be most for
by number. Brokers protected.
pointment may be made at any in
Tenants
Harbor
whfoh
Thanks for reading.
tunate if you can do so as
time on short notice.
we will advertise in future col
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
ALBERT B ELLiCXi
cheaply as this. We suggest
umns. In fact, we have listings all
163 Main Street
39 Wadsworth Street
that you give this your consid
over the county l>oth domestic and
Rockland. Maine
Thomaston. Maine
corn nrerciai.
eration and drive up (or your
Tel 730
Office Tel. 5
Home Tel. 27
We have 3 salesmen waiting to
own Inspection. Or rail us and
_______________________ 52-54
49-54 serve you and have facilitida for
we will be very happy to take
ixrr Of Land 30x100 with build
getting you both GI and FHA fi
you up and give yon any further
ing 12x20 for safe. ALFRED
nancing. Come in to sre us.
i *A\ is
ph i mt (;.<*<j» n51 *53 JFOR REAL ESTATE
details that you may require.
COUSENS REALTY
James S. Cousens
SAM'S Lunch for Mie or to let. !! Austin D. Nelson
Cousens Realty
Licensed Real Estate Broker
Union. Maine. Jet. Route 17 and
131.
Write to
EVELYN
M. 3
21 Lime rock Street
21 LLMEROCK STREET
C ALL 928
Across From Post Office
BRYER Southwest Harbor or in
Across from Post Office
] 41 Limcrock St.
Rockland lb
quire of MRS. M. E. PAYSON at
Tel. 1538
TELEPHONE 1588
I
148-tf i
53-lt
Union. Maine.
53-55

ing
I'

for

sale

MUkLOY.

1
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Ames. Percy To 1 man and Clarncco Stone haw had recent at
Mrs. Eda Lradbetter is still con tack? of the "shingles.” Those
fined to the Camden Community will “wear for years’* as j’our cor
Hospital, and Mrs. Carl Bunker is respondent well knows.
at Knox Hospital in Rockland;
Miss Jennie Beverage left Sat
also Murray Stone of Camden and urday for Meriden. Conn., to visit
her brother Arthur of 42 Hubbard
N-..rth Haven.
Herbert Lawson of Vinalhaven street. She went by auto with
who has been at the home of Mrs. M:ss Betty Dearborn of Vinalha
Vinal Hopkins this winter, is now ven.
at Mr. and Mrs. Preston Lincolns.
The “J.O.” of J. O. Brow &
He has employment at the J. O. Son has had a new engine installed
Brown & Son Boat Shop.
and James has exchanged his old
Capt. and Mrs. Stanley of Cran- truck for a Dodge truck of recent
berry Isle have been guests of date.
Mr. and Mis Grover C. Babbidge.
Mrs. Austin Joy and son David
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cobb of of Portland have recently spent a
‘Cobb’s Chicken Farm” Concord. few days in town.
Mas?., spent tire past week in town
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Gregory
as guests at Nebo Lodge.
of Vinalhaven were in town on
Mr. Brown, a civil engineer of Saturday.
Camden was here on Thursday do
Mrs. Albert Beverage returned
ing some work for the town.
on Saturday after spending a week
Mr. and Mrs. Harold M. Crock at the homes of her son and fam
ett of Wol’aston. Mass., (former ily. Mr. and Mrs, Gerald G. Bev
ly of North Haven.) left April 13 erage in Augusta, and daughter
for a Florida trip by auto. Mrs. and family. Mr. and Mrs. Roger
R'chard Crockett has had cards Raymond in Farmingdale.
from St. Augustine, Ft. Lauder
She-rnian Baird has been in town
dale and St. Petersburg, so Hal his week.
and Margaret are busy.
Dr. and Mrs. J. Lawrence Poole
Alden Mills is a late German of Alpine, N. J. and New* York
measios
patient.
Mrs. Clyde came Sunday to Nebo Lodge for a

grocery bualneea, assisted by Earl
C. Marden.

WANTED
COTTAGE wanted at Lake Meguntieook or nearby lake from
June 17 to July 14. Give full par*i*ul ’.: <.
Write M. G.. c/o THE
COURIER GAEETT16.
fit«86
woman

wanted to help with

housework and care of sick per
son. not b^d patient, in small new
home in Glen Cove. Two in familv.
Must live in. Private room and
bath. MR3. PERT S. GREGORY
red

i. Rockland.

MALE Cook, capabl of com
plete menu planning, would like
job as cook or restaurant work
••Write COOK’ c o THE COUR
IER-GAZETTE.
___
53*55
MAN for landscape work wanted.
MAINE ARBORISTS INC.. Bel
fast Road. Camden.
52-54
TAXI Driver wanted. Apply in
person. WOOD’S TAXI SERVICE
52-54
MAN for Milk Delivery wanted
Must be over 25 years of age and
references. Also, man for gen
eral farm work. ALFORD LAKE
JERSEY FARMS. Tel. Lincolnville
3-4615 alter 6 p. m.
52-54
~ I MMEDI ATE Steady Employnient for small boat assemblers
and painters. Good wages plus
overtime.
PENOBSCOT
POAT
WORKS. Rockport.
52-54
DOUBLE End Canoe wanted, 14
ft. of 16 ft. Call THOMASTON 55
_____
52-54
SPRIN'y; Plowing want<-d. Small
gardens a specialty. NEIL RUS
SELL. West Meadow Rd.. Tel.
1544-W.
Wtf
FOUR Rm. Aj>t. or House want
ed. Reasonable rent. TEL. 765-M
aftt-r 6 p. m.
51s53
TLEL4ABI.J5 Person wanted as
companion ajid helper to live in
with family of 6 in farm home.
Young or middle aged person con
sidered. Write or call OTTO BEN
NETT. Hope. Majnc, Tel. Lincoln
ville 3-4506.
50-55
MAN wanted to work on Poul
try farm. Apply in person. L. B.
ROKES, Cobb Road, Camden.
43-if

Picture Framing

CROSS
I’p 1 FliKht
Flight I«ft
:
(?p

*99 MAIN ST.

25-fh-tf
MASON A'X)rk wanted, chimney!
fireplaces, celtor floors. blocJ,
foundations, also asphalt roofs and
general carpentering. ALFRED
NICKL.KS. Mason, Tel. 969-M
P. O. Box 493 .
44-5”
ANTlQL’ES wanted. Old painted
pine commodes of all kinds In
good condition. I will pay $10 each
for the lift top type. Will also pay
top prizes for old U. S. coins, anti
que firearms, old dolls, church
benches and settees. Any quantity
Write or phone W. J. FRENCH
10 High St., Camden, Maine. 33-tf
PAINTING and Paperhanging
Inside and out. all work positively
guaranteed. Will furnish material
Work accepted Warren to Camden
Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS
SELL. Phone 676-M, Post Office
Box 701. Rockland.
73-tf
‘ TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser
vice. Ask for it at your local store
or at GIFFORD’S. Rockland, Me
i-U
DON’T Discard You Old Or
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and reftnlshing. 48 Masonic St.. Tel
1106-M.
1-tf
IRON. Steel, Metal. Rags and
Batteries
wanted.
Call
123
MORRIS GORDON & SON. Cor
Leland and Tea Sts.. Rockland
38-tf

CROSS

PHARMACY
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE

DRUGS - SUNDRIES

TEL. 1204
J73 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
B3-Tb-U
fruzfajziajgfararazjaranjgraratS

c-harge, assisted by Mrs. Maud
Simpson and Mra. Alyce Bever
age after which conversation and
chorus singing pleasantly enter
tained the group. Rev. find Mrs.
Merriam wctc special guests.
On Monday. May 7. at Nebo
Lodge the Community Men’s Club
will meet, and it will also be La
dies’ Night. Dr. Thompson, the
new president of Good Will Farms.
Hinkley. will be guest speaker.

Memorial flowers on Sunday
morning were from Mrs. Ruth
Parsons in memory of her son
Hugh, and nephew Charles Baird,
whose 37th birthdays were near.
They were World War heroes.
Read

The

Courier-Gazette

SERVICES
FOR Re-upholstering of Living
room sets, kitchen chairs, etc.
Call Rockland 1092 M or write
s. E
i UfS .'4 Nbrth Main
St.. Rockland. Work guaranteed.

wii.i

58 5ft

EDDIE ROBBINS: Brush and
Spray Painting.
Free estimates
any part <»f Maine. TEL. 1722-K
53v55

LAWN Mowers Sharpened. Pre
cision job. Quick service. BILL
BLACK. 427 Old County Rd.. City.

53*55
few days.
GEOlUiE 1 ITTLF
A special town meeting was held
Carpenter and Builder
on Friday night at the Grange
Tel. Thomaston 178-11
Hall. Your correspondent is un
__
53*58
able to report on its work, but Oil Burner Service and Installation
IJ^OYD M. BRANN
her reports have been of the
Tel. 312-J
visa-versa” nature; yet all ap
52-54
pear pleased that then* was no
“boost of taxes” at that meeting.
IS YOUK HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Grant spent
ADEQUATELY WIRED.'
a few days this week in Rockland,
If Not. Call—
IIOCSE-S1IEKMAN, INC.
then Mrs. Grant went to Montreal.
"Your C'roalpy-Bendlx Dealer"
Canada, to visit her sister, and
442-144 Main St.
Rockland
Owen returned home.
Phone 721
Recent Rock'and guests have
49-EOI-tf
included Mrs. John Lermond, Mrs.
W11J_. mind children days while
Clarence J. Stone. Mr. and Mrs.
Jameson. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. mother works. Meals. Cau it n6
TALBOT AVE.
52-64
Emerson. Carl Bunker and Mrs.
Clarence E. Waterman.
The North Haven Baptist Church
PLUMB IN NG
Choir members entertained them
selves and guests on Thursday
and HEATING
evening in the Memorial Room
by SEARS
with 17 present. Supper was at
Free Engineering Service
6.30 with Mrs. Alice Grant in
No obligation.
Lit ENSHD PLUMBERS
Guaranteed Installations
LOST AND FOUND
< ALL

HAND Truck lost. Call THOM
ASTON 166-2 evenings.
52 54

EGGS & CHICKS

SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
ROCKLAND 1770
38-Th-tf

SEX-LINK Chicks
for sale.
SEPTIC TANKS. CESSPOOLS
Maine U. S. Approved Pullorum
CLEANED BY MACHINE
Typhoid Clean. Bred for high pro
duction. Very low mortality. All C. E. Fenderson Sanitary Service
breeders bought from the coun 24 Hr.. 7 Day Service to Rockland
try’s be,st breeding stock. All eggs Only State of Maine Operator in
this locality. Bonded and Insured.
hatched arc produced on my farm.
Dial Old Orchard 6-2051 or
Small Jots of started chicks avail
Rockland 1314
able at times.
BYRON MILLS
__
50*55
Waldoboro.Maine. Tel. TEmple 2WE repair and service all
9334 .
35-tf
makes of sewing machines and
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
ING MACHINE CO.,
395 Main
TO LET
street. Rockland. Tel 1724 8-tf
FIVE Room Unfurn. A.pt. with
flush to kt. Reasonable. CALL
392-M.
53-53
THREE Room Modern Apt. with
bath to let, refrig, and stove, hot
vater, heated. 30 HIG-H ST., Call
262 or MB.
53-tf
FURNISHED" Apt.-to 'let May.
Juno. July. First floor, living room,
dining room, bedroom, kltr.be.nettc and second - floor bedroom.
COPPER-KETTLE. Mrs. French.
Tel. 406-W.
53-tf
F1TRN. Apt. to let. 2 or 3 rms.,
heated, conveniences, h&c water.
29 BEECH ST.. Tel.. 1116-W. 52-57
FUTRN. Three Room Apt. to let,
with bath and garage. Adults. No
pets.
Tel. 1627-W. 204 RANKIN
MISCELLANEOUS
ST.
__
IB 54
FIVE Rni. Furn. Heated Apt. lo
PIANO Lesidons by experienced
let. All modern conveniences. teacher. Graduate of Mount Alb
Available May 15. CALI, 971-W1. eon Conservatory of Music. MRS
51-tf MURRAY' BIRD. 6 Berkley St..
53-55
- ROADSIDE Stand with 2 build Phone 53-J.
ings. lights and running water,
BOARDING Home for tt'e Aged,
parking for 20 cars to let. Between licensed home, reasonable rates,
Rockport and Camden. Phone good food. TV. BEATRICE GRIN
CAMDEN 734 after 4 p. m.
NELL. Sargi ntville. Maine. 49-61
53-tf
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding
FOUR Room Furn. Apt. to let promptly done.' All work guaran
around May 15. Adults. 32 BEECH teed. R. F. and 11. R. EATON.
ST.. Tel. 1328.
51-tf T> l. 361-W. Rockland.
35-tf
ONE Room Furnished Apart
MARY CUNNINGHAM, Modern
ment lo let. kitchenette, stove, School of Dancing. Ballet, Tap, 2
refrigerator. Private bath. Heated. to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to
Also, three room apartment, un 7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow
furnished. bath, garage space, re er Room. Community Bldg., Rock
ference* required. 45 TALBOT land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m
AVE.
51*53 every Wednesday at the Wey
POUR Rm. House and garage mouth Grange Hall in Thomaston,
to let. MAURICK JONES. Clark and Ball Room every other week
17-tf
Island.
51*53 _____
WELL! WELL! WELL!
ATTRACTIVE. 3 ran., unfurn
If it is water you need, write
apt. to let. quiet, tine lor . bath
b&c water, cab. sink, gas stove, R. W. DRINKWATER Well Drill
Adults. 87 NORTH MAIN ST. 53*65 ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135.
Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment
TWO Rooms to let. 75 BROAD plan also available, no down pay
STREET.
49-54
ment necessary. Member of New
ATTRACTIVE 2-room turn apt. England and National Association.
to let on Camden St., with bath
1-tf
and elec, refrig. Adults only.
TEL. 12W or 939.
18-tf
PLUMBING and HEATING
SECOND Floor Space to let.
KREF, ESTIMATES
newly renovated, thermostat heat
ing. cxecellent location 427 Main
ARTHUR CULLEN
Street. Phone 98 of contact E. C.
LICENSED PLUMBER
MORAN COMPANY INC.
46-tt 12 North St.
Thomaaton, Ma.
Tai. 284
FIVE-Room Unfurnished Apart
ment to let, hot and cold water
supplied. located in Blrknef
SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH
Block. Not heated. CHARLES E.
BICKNELL. U, Realtor. Phone Translations and private German
1647-W.
32-tl Lessons. Contact CHARLOTTE
UPTON. Camden 2088.
67-tI
FURNISHED Apartment to let.
Fly Northeast AirUnea, couueeadults
Inquire In person at 11
JAMES STREET
147-tl tione made for all llnei G liter da
Rockland Me
S#tf
HEATED ”and Unheated Furn
apts. to let, from $7 to $15 a week. CESSPOOLS ANO SEPTIC TANKS
Fully equipped with bath, free hot Cleaned, repaired and Installed.
and cold water, some with elec, Automatic cleaning equipment.
stoves, rubbish removed free. V. Free inspection and estimates.
F. 3TUDLEY. 77 Park St.. Tel. SANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
8060 and 173 Broadway, Tel. 1334. owned and operated. Tel. Camden
1-tf 2887.
73jtf

74-tI
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Doris MaeDougal Women’s Club Head

Correupondent
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Lions Elect Dr.
Abbott King Lion

Great Dav Saturday For Kids And Pups

Dr. Russell N. Abbott was elect
ed to head the Rockland Lions
1.'sm.'ti
z>’
■■'■
<> Club at the annual election of of
h.i,
c
I
t>
ficers held at the regular club
lardham for the summit'• f
I meeting Wednesday noon. Other
Mrs. Harry I’a.t. rsoi:
, u.:t:i. I
-. r
5’"'"mBb
'
■ /
)- *>». '> SB officers elected included, Jasper
Hardy, first vice president; J.
to her home by illtu- 'ssHBl
Wit
1
Owen Weeks, second vice presi
Mrs. Ada Martin
at
dent; Miles R. Sawyer, third vice
her formir
I...1 ia.., ii’.s
J®'
"kZ
president; Harvey R. Kelley, sec
retary-treasurer; Galen Legasse.
assistant secretary-treasurer; Ar
thur K. Dame, tail twister; Clyde
Pease, Lion Tamer; Fred Harden,
Neil Novicka. Robert Uzzell and
Wendell Hadlock. directors.
The slate of officers elected at
the Wednesday meeting will be in
We.
th.
'■’••%■
f
stalled at a June meeting of the
been duly appointed
!!,,i.•feJSMSSWwytZ
Jr/<'i
-‘r* W club.
District Governor Harold Gross
arable Hari -.
WJbtu,
asMK
•£.
.’L '•
i i
to - -id
- jaPMBPt
was the speaker at the meeting.
Mr. Gross told of progress made
^,., ‘X
.'*tjB
,-iV,a^w Jk^’ ?%*
in the district during the year. He
- 1
<'>
*
i-^ft
also outlined plans for the district
convention in Halifax, N. S., in
whose ^H^BS^R
',
y.
,
early June and for the Internation
estate
been
tnal Convention in Miami during the
agreeably to the order of the said
Outgoing president of tile Roekland Women’s Club, Mrs. Aliee Stilphen, meets with the ineoming last week in June.
Judge or Probate, that six months president, Irs, Doris MaeDougal. an<l other new oflieers just before the annual banquet of elub members,
from and after March 20. 19.56. **»1,*d. left, is Mrs. Alice Crockett, corresponding secretary. On the right is Mrs. Gertrude Moffitt, vice
have been allowed to said Credit- Pr*’*ld,,n'- Standing, left to right, are: Mrs. Estelle Bitler. treasurer; Mrs. MaeDougal; Mrs. Stilphen and
ors to present and prove their ,Mrs* Kathleen Spencer, secretary.
Photo by McKeon
UNION
claims, and that we will attend to j T7ic Rockland Women’s Club gavel.
, chaiirjian. Mr«. Betty Pease, Mrs.
the duty assigned us on TUES4RS FLORENCE CALDERWOOI
Mrs. MaoDougal introduced her I Alice Stilphen.
DAY, MAY 8. 1956. and WEDNES- met Tuesday evening at the
Correspondent
executive
board, who are: vice | Ways and means: Mrs. Jean
Telephone 10-24
DAY, SEPTEMBER 19. 1956. at , Thorndike Hotel for the annual
.the Probate Court Room. Knox
president. Mrs. Gertrude Moffitt; Epsetin. chairman; Mrs. MargaCounty Court House, Union Street. I t>anquct and installation of offi- secretary
It’s going to be a great day in the morning for kids and pups come Saturday as Perry’s Market and
Mrs. Kathleen Spen- , ret Morse. M,rs. Evelyn Goodnow,
Rockland. Maine, at two of the I cers. Seated at the head table
Seven Tree Grange welfare the manufacturers rtf Ken-L Ration hold their annual dog show in the market’s parking lot on Park street.
cer;
corresponding
secretary. | Mrs. Lorraine Taylor.
clock in the afternoon of each of ■ were the retiring officers, the newAll pepped up over the show are the three little tikes above who vow they will be on hand. They are,
Mrs Alice Crockett and treasurer. ' Social: Mrs. Louise Gregory, committee. Mrs, Florence Calder- Stephen, 6, Gretchen, 3V» and Robin, 8, children of l)r. and Mrs. Robert Allen of Bear Hill, Glen Cove.
said days.
ly elected officers and the speak
wood
and
Mrs.
Hazel
Ross
will
ALFRED M. STROUT,
Mrs. Estelle Bitler.
They may enter Merry, their pet English setter, hut it is doubtful If they can transport her brood ot nine
chairman; Mrs. Patricia Huntley,
ers of the evening. Mrs. Estelle
hold a food sale Saturday from 1 to the show scene as they are just really little fellows, only two weeks old. The show gets underway at
GALEN P. LaGASSEY.
Following the installation of of- ' Mrs. Corinne Hughes, Mrs. Louise
Id o’clock and is open to all youngsters and their pups. Prizes will he given in several classes, including
Bitler
and
Miss
Marion
Ginn.
Both
47-Th-53
to 4 p. m. at Gorden’s Store.
ficers. Mrs. Stilphen was present- i Tripp
Mrs. Bitler and Miss Ginn are
A 4-H Club from Washington, the best groomed dog, best behaved, best costumed, best trick dog and to the winners of the dog race.
The show will be directed by Donald Kelsey, Jr.
Photo by Cullen
Kjmopsls __ _ ____ ______
___
ed with a gift from the club in ap- , Work: Miss Marion Ginn, ehairmembers of the elub who have re
FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY
with their leader, also Mrs. Loana
OF CALIFORNIA. San Francisco, in the Eta'e
preciation of her outstanding ad-i man; and Miss Lucille Nason,
cently returned from vacation
of California, on the 31st dav of December 1955.
Shibles. will visit Schuyler Hawes’
five years have distributed over
made to the Commissioner of Insurance of the
ministration. Also receiving gifts ; Civilian Defense. Lobster FestiState of Maine Assets: Bonds. M3.286.740.60;
trips to Bermuda and the Carib
MAINE FAIR ASSN. ENTERS BATTLE
dairy farm today.
a half a million dollars.
Stocks. $16,908,438.00; Cash and bank deposit-.
were
nine
members
who
had
val.
Mrs.
Mary
Glidden
and
Mrs.
$302,731.38: Other assets. $250,455 25; Total
bean area and they spoke inter
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols left
assets, $60 748.365.23. Liabilities, Surplus and
maintained
a
perfect
record
of
atj
Maizie
Newcomb,
chairmen
and
In addition to the aid and en
OF
FAIR
AND
RACING
DATES
IN
Other Funds: Reserve for losses, $9.955.503 87;
estingly of the places visited.
Friday for a week's visit in Ber
Reserve for loss adjustment expenses, $1,394.tendance during the year. Those 1 Mrs. Gertrude Jordan,
couragement
afforded by the fairs
772.48; Reserve for unearned premiums. $20.Presiding at the meeting was
muda.
892,627 37: Reserve for taxes, $618,601 05: All
SUPPORT OF UNION AND NORWAY to the agricultural economy af
receiving recognition were: Mrs.! Publicity. Mrs. Hi.ma Richards;
other liabilities. $584,891.27; Total liabilities.
Mrs.
Alice
Stilphen,
retiring
from
George
Thomas
is
spending
a
$83,446,296.04; Special surplus funds, $400 Alice Crockett. Mrs Jeanne Ep- ' Hospitaliay Mrs. Alma Dow.
000.00; Capital paid up or statutory deposit.
Following its special emergency benefit of the fairs seems to have forded by the fairs to the agricul
the presidency after two success
vacation with his mother, Mrs.
$2,000,000 00; Unassigned funds (surplus). $24 stein. Mrs. Betty Pease, Mrs. Lor-! Telephone: Mrs. Madlene Jaek901,969.19: Surplus as regards policyholders.
ful
years
as
its
leader.
Mrs.
Stil

nceting
hold at Skowhegan on been lost sight of. That the fairs tural economy of the state, they
Georg
Thomas.
Sr.
$27,301,969.19; Total. $60,74 8 365 23.
38
raine Taylor, Mrs. Doris Mac-; son. chairman. Mrs. Katherine
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of FIRE phen then introduced the incom
Woman’s
Community
Club April 29 the Maine Association of ar,> '>°n-proM operating organlxa- represent a picturesque and color
MAN’S FIND INSURANCE COMPANY. San
Dougal. Mrs. Mary Glidden. Mrs. Karl. Mrs. Marie .Mazzeo, Mrs.
ful tradition that is recognized
Francisco, In the State of California, on the ing
president, Mrs. Doris Macmeets for the annual meeting Agricultural Fairs is addressing zations owned in trust, mainly, by
31st day of December 1955, made to the Com
Helen Montgomery, Mrs. Hilma Mary Garrett.
and publicized far beyond tho
missioner of Insurance of the State of Maine.
thousands
of
“
life
members
’
’
soDougal
and
presented
her
with
the
Tuesday May 8. with a 6.30 p. m. a letter to Governor Edmund S.
Assets: Bonds. $140,803,021.04; Slocks. $136.Richards and Mrs. Alice Stilphen.
Contact Chairman: Mrs. Betty
424.891.37; Real estate owned. $2,331,997 17;
called. who not only derive no bounds of Maine — not an incon
supper
served
by
Club
officers.
Cash and bank deposits. $12,186,153.52; Agents
Muskie requesting that he ask financial benefits from the opera siderable asset at a time when the
At the conclusion of the presen Kinney
balances or uncollected premiums, $35,434.Boys 8-14 are welcome
> 185 31; Other assets. $5,818,581 34; Total assets, scnool.
A program, reports of officers and lor th« resignation of Chairman
tation of gifts. Mrs. MaeDougal
$333,018,809.75. Liabilities, Surplus and Other
Decorations
of
cut
flowers
were
tion of their respective fairs but state is engaged in an intensive
the committee would be
Funds; Reserve for losses. $46,459,017.89; Re and
the nominating committee will be Donald K. Maxim of the Harness
announced the following commit used throughout the dining room
serve for loss adjustment expenses, $6,508,pay foi the privilege of being campaign to attract more and
938.27; Reserve for unearned premiums. $97.- pleased to have the parents actees, who will serve with her dur by the social committee, who ar given. Mrs. Martha Fuller, Mrs. Racing Commission.
130,34
498,927.73;
I. 1.1, O.CSC4VC
Reserve IUI
for fcAACO,
taxes. *4,oao,ou1.34,
$2,836,804.92; nu
All
.,
,
members.
more visitors within its borders.
other liabilities, $17,279,725 85; Total liabilities. Company the boys.
The letter points out that under
Maine fairs represent an insti
$170,633,414.66; 8pecial surplus funds. $400., ,,
..
„
ing 1956 and 1957. They are aa ranged the affair, under the direc Aubyne Hawes, Mrs. Lela Has
Previous
experience
in
Maine
ooo.oo; Capital paid up or statutory deposit,
Mr. and Mrs. Hilding Seastrom
kell will present a new slate of Maxim's
leadership.
decisions
tution that is older than the state
7,500.000.00;
Unassigned
funds
(surplus). ,
..
,
,
,
follows :
tion of the chairman. Mrs. Maizie
154,485.395 09: Surplus as regards poiicyhold- have recently purchased a home
has
definitely
proven
that
duel
officers.
Older nu mbers of the have been made which seriously
itself and it is the opinion, shared
•TS. $162,385,395.09: Total. $333,018 $00.7$.
2$
,
,,
Program: Mrs. Charlotte Allen, Newcomb.
47-Th-63 at L0"« C0VPery existence of harness race meets can not be by many, that they should be enmember is asked to bring a child- several Maine fairs. It was stress- operated with financial success, a COuragcd and fostered for the
wonage. Mrs. Dorothy Miller will hood picture of themselves from ed by several speakers at the fact that apparently has not been traditions and objectives. they
NEW ITEMS ARRIVING DAILY
have charge of the program and aged 1 10. The roll call will be meeting that these decisions tend considered.
NEW LOW PRICES
By being forced to stand for rather than be threatWALDOBORO
NEW DISMAYS FOR EASY SHOPPING
the new officers will be installed. re ponded to by members giving to circumvent the law which hold a race meet in competition cncd with extinction through Ul
FAST, FRIENDLY CLERK SERVICE
MRS. RENA CROWELL
an old recipe or old remedy.
i states that, “The Commission is with another Maine track a fair advised action by these In whose
Correspondent
Friendly Circle of the Metho- directed to assign such dates for is being deprived of a substantial han(Js their future can rest.
Telephone Temple 2-920;
G. H. ASTON & SONS,
dist Church served its public din- holding harness horse races for and major part of its
income, a
-------------------Roekland
5c - 10c TO $1.00 STOKE
410 Main St.
V1NALHAVEN
Slow Down and Live!
ner Tuesday witha large attend- Public exhibition with pari mutuel large portion of which is used for
Mrs. Esther Grose attended a
PATRICIA DUNCAN
promotion of agriculture
ancc. A cleaning bee was held pools as will best serve the inter- the
Correspondent
meeting of the Home Demonstra
eats of the Agricultural Assocta-, through the medium of 4-H Clubs,
before
the
dinner
hour,
and
the
Tel.
172
tion Week at the University of
tions of Maine and may accord- Future Farmers of America,
"SEIP JND SAPE”
vestry looks very neat and attrac
FILMS DEVELOPED
Maine Tuesday.
ingly refuse to issue a permit if (Granges, livestock owmers. housetive. The business meeting will
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond GeiithMrs. Bessie Geary left Tuesday
Enlarged
the issuance of the permit would. wives and farmers of Maine.
YARDGOODS CENTER
be held following noon. The corex
Jumbo
Prints £La|fz
in the opinion of the racing comner were in Waterville Sunday to to visit wdth relatives in Portland.
The
three
fairs,
Norway.
Union
COMPLETE LINE OF
ele announces the annual chicken
In
Alknmc
®
attend a meeting of the Democra
In Albums
Well Baby Clinic was h« !d at pie. supper will be served Thurs mission, be detrimental to the in and Farmington whose “best in
WOOLENS - VELVETS - YARNS
tic Committee of district two.
Dr. Earle’s office on Tuesday day. May 17 at 6.30 p. m. Com terests of said Agricultural Asso terests” are affected by the de
12 exp. 60c - 16 exp. 80c
ciations or any of them.”
cision of the commission have, in
DRAPERY AND UPHOLSTERY FABRICS
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger with Marjorie Rascoe assisting.
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75
mittees , will
be
announced
The Association recalls the re the past five year distributed
have had as a house guest, Mrs.
Two cases of measles have shortly.
Please Remit with Cola
MAIL ORDER SERVICE
cent action of the commission $114,000 in premium money. It is
Dorothy Hctherington of Winthrop, been reported in town.
SAMPLES ON REQUEST
A special town meeting will be whereby the Norway Fair which. interesting also to recall that in
DELUXE PHOTO SSRVICE
Mass.
The Fire Department was called called at 8 p. ni. Monday at the
P. O. Box 546. Dept. A.
■Ince time immemorial has ope 1955. alone, distribution of preAcross STATE THEATRE
5 SILVER STREET
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Crowell out to two fires on Monday after Thompson Memorial Building to ra ted in September, was refused niium
BAB HARBOR, MAINE
money by all Maine fairs
Tel. TRin'rty 2-2118
Waterville, Maine
Ufr-tf
noon. One was a chimney fire at
were in Rockland Tuesday.
»ev ir the town will vot? to erwt „ lu-pnge lor a race meet for its . totaled 4133.000 and in the past
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Slurrock the home of “Penny” Pendleton a fife station, where to locate It if traditional fair dates but was alio---------------------------------------------------of Eden Park. R. I., were in town and also a fire at the home of voted, and to see if the town will cated dates concurrent w’ith those
NelMo Wahlman.
accept the plans a.« drawn by the of the Union Fair to the injury of
over tile weekend
PLEASANT WORK
’ ' Tire Missionary Society, of (lie Charles McDonald arrived in fire wards. It will also be decided both and also the action which
First Baptist Church will meet town on Saturday to join his wife. if the town will authorize the se allocated dates for an extended
Jean. The McDonalds will spend
In Your Own Neighborhood. 3 or 4 Hours a Day Can 4 Friday at 7.30 at the Biiptlst par- several weeks at their home here. lectmen to borrow $2000 to. build race meet at Gorham Raceway,
the station, to see if the town will one w« ek of w’hich conflicts with
Mean An Excellent Income. No Experience Necessary. ♦
A committal service was held elect or appoint a building com the operation of the Farmington
THIN,
' \
Sunday afternoon for Mrs. Nina mittee to act with the fire wards Fair, a long established and reAVON COSMETICS
5
Delano. Bearers were David Dun and to see if the town will raise sperted Franklin County insfitttSEAHORSE^
can. Sr., Bruce Grindal. Donald $500 for roads and bridges.
row DE PE IS Darh ity *;
,*on‘
MRS. EDMOND LEBREN
4
Webster, and Henry Ewell, Sr.
____________ It was also pointed out that the
HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS, MAINE
♦ BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY The service was led by Rev. W. S. Courting is the art of chasing ' ,ac* that pari mutuel meets were
Nr «•, THIN
ROCKLAND
! originally legalized solely for the
Stackhouse at Carver’s Cemetery. each other together
PRESIDENT "A"
Phone Bangor 7598 or Hampden 18-12
45-57
49-54
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SULKA JEWELERS

New Miracle of
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Watch De

Unbreakable mainspring

STATEMENT OF CONDITION
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FREE

FREE

KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY

SALE ON EAGLO PAINT

ROCKLAND. MAIM
As Shown By Its Books
APRIL 2, 1956

Thit» week same as last we»*k on Dntoh Boy we'll give >»m
1 Gal. Eaglo Kalso-Koater FREE. Second, 10 single rolls
wallpaper, our choice.
Saturday night we'll give away 2 I Gal. cans outside white
Eaglo House Paint for first prize and the same for second
prize. Third prize, I <»al. Kalso-Koater. Fourth prize, 10
single rolls wallpaper, our choice.
Eaglo Paint Prices, inside or outside, gloss or semi-gless.
$1.75 Gal.. Qts. $1.25. Flat. Gal. $3.99. Qts. $1.10. KalsoKoater, Gal. $3.75, Qt. $1.00. Eaglo Marine Spar VarnUh.
regular price $1.05, Sale Price $2.95. With every gallon paint
a 2 Inch nylon paint brush FREE.
With every dollar purchase a ticket will be given to sign
for tb«- Free Goods to he given awa> every night at closing
lime. We guarantee Eaglo Paint as good as any first qualify
paint on the market today. Everything else previously adver
tised remains the same prices this week as well as last week.

,

London ('. Jackson, Treasurer
Brian A. Routledge, Assl. Treasurer
Lendon C. Juekson, Trust Officer
Bieknell. William K
DIRECTOR*: Charles II. Berry. Putnam I'
Bicknell. John C. Creighton. E. < lifloril ladd. Albert C. Mel.oon, John
.1
H. McLoon, Herbert <’. Newbeein, Grevls E. Payson, Earle C. Peirry.
Morris B. Perry, George H. Thomas.

Herbert C. Newbegin. President
Morris B. Perry. Vice President
Harold 8. Davis, Vice President

Organized July 15, 1933
ASSETS

$1,003,646.00
130,375.93

Loans and Discounts, including $613.41 oserdralls
Loans and Mortgages of Real Estate
United States Securities .......................................................................
Corporate Slocks .....................
Bank Premises $33,031.41 Furniture and Fixtures $4,395.91

fash and Due from Banks ....... ..................... ...........................
Other Assets ......... . ........................................... —......................
Total Assds ............................................................ .....................

3,601.018.50

7.973.00
37,417.33
619,460.9'!
30.630.79
35,353.306.36

LIABILITIES

( apital Stork (tommoni
Surplus

..........—,—............................................ -........................................

Undivided Profits

.............................................................................

Reserve for Contingencies —...................................................-............
Savings Deposits ........................................................... -............... -............

Demand Deposits ..............,.................. . .................. ....................
Other Deposits (Officers and Certified < heeks Outstanding)
Other Liabilities ......... -............................ -....... -..........................................
Total Liabilities

MEMORANDUM: Trust Department

..........

|i 136.QOO.00
173.tSHi.INI
101.330.36
5.1100.00
1330,776.55
3.976X36.31
11,701.73
35,060. .39
$5,353,596.36

.......... .....................$ 114,353.66

ALBERT S. NOYES,
Bank Commissioner.

SPECIAL

SALE!

2

PieceOUrflT

DOST MNd

THE NEW

Bulova
'Tlte&idetfij'

AN IDEAL
HOUSEHOLD
AID

FULL LINE SUPER KEM-TONE, ALL COLORS
Our wallpapers are washable. Largest display east of
Boston. Room is needed for the new papers that are arriving
daily, prices as low as 12c single roll and up. Bundle Lots.
75e. $1.00 and up. On all room lots over 19c per single roll
we will sell one room lot at our low prices. The next room
lot at about the same price and quality same number of rolls
for half price.

j

»<»50

(also available with ,.y
charcoal dial)

WoHb Entered
to Show Dotoil

See the coyiplett
selection of new
MESIDINI "F"
17 jewels, Shock re»ijlonlV\

Unbreokoble mainspring y

Expansion band
>7130

WHILE SUPPLY LASTS

CARR'S WALLPAPER

President o'ntrhes
from $49*>{o >100«°

(also available with white dial)

AND PAINT CENTER
Al the Beginning of the North End Rotary Traffic

586 MAIN ST.

TEL. 25-W

REGULAR DISCOUNT TO PAPERHANGER5, PAINTERS AND
_ _ _ _ LANDLORDS IN PLACE OF THE FREE GOODS
idoeeeeeeeeo

ASTON'S

ROCKLAND, MAINE
410 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

(FORMERLY E. B. CROCKETT'S STORES)

ltOCKLAND

Rock,and Courier-Gazette, Thursday, May 3, 1956
of Rockland officiating. Interment
will be in the Village Cemetery.

THOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisement* may be sent
or telephoned to

MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 15d-fl

Boy Scouts of troop 215 raked
Mrs. Walter Johnson of Lac
Frontiere, Quebec, was a recent the Mall Tuesday afternoon and
gu^st of Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Town Manager Leon Fitts served
refreshments to the group. Among
Seekins.
Michael
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Leon those helping were:
ard attended the Maine Maritime DeWotfe, Kurt Hoffaes, George
Academy Alumni Bali at the La Newbert, Jr.. Edwin Smith, Allan
Fitts, Norman
fayette Hotel in Portland Satur Young. James
Whitehill, David Giidden, Robert
day evening.
Silver, Richard Taylor, John Mil
Alden Watts is confined to hie
ler. Thomas Littlefield, James
home on Beechwood street by ill
Smith, Sherwood Reynolds, John
ness.
Ludwig, David Wolf, James Wins
Mrs. Junetta Kalloch is confined
low, Lionel Cooper, Nicholas Deto her home on Main street by ill
Wolfe and Arthur Benner.
ness.
Rehearsals for the three act
Rev. Robert Dickinson of the
comedy, “Money For Ma Ma,”
Church of God was guest speaker
are underway. This play, written
on the WRKD Radio program
by John Ross and directed by Ar
‘•Thought For the Day,” for the
thur Frieda of Tenants Harbor,
past three days.
will be presented by the Woman’s
Mrs. William Halliday of WheelAuxiliary of St. John’s Episcopal
us Air Force Base. Tripoli. Libya,
Church on May 26. The cast in
has. been called here by the illness
cludes “Mother,” Mrs. Ralph
of her mother. Mrs. Ralph Hunt.
Cushing, “Father,” Zenas Melvin,
Miss Doris Seekins has returned
Paul Files, Miss Anta Kalloch.
to Nasson College at Springvale
Mrs. Charles Spear, George El
after spending the weekend with
liot and Freeman Garniss.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Philip
May Birthday Party
Seekins.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Seekins
Mrs. Thomas Horsley enter
were Saturday evening guests of tained Monday afternoon in honor
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Seekins in Bel of the 9th birthday of Ruthie
fast.
Weaver.
May Day decorations
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Monroe were used and refreshments,
have purchased a lot of land on which included two special birth
Knox street from Richard Elliot, day cakes, were served. Ruthie
where they plan to build a home. received many nice gifts. Mrs.
Ralph Jackson is enjoying a Guy Robbins assisted.
Guests
week’s vacation from his duties were:
Linda Emerson,
Myra
with the Nissen Baking Company. Achorn, Doreen Abbott, Sandra
The Fire Department was called Barr,
Winona
Watts, Shirley
to the home of Town Manager Doyle, Jeanne Vinal, Roseasne
Fitts Wednesday morning where a Morrison, Janet Prescott, Brenda
small fire around the fireplace Smith, Bonnie Lee Robbins, Karen
was extinguished Fire Chief An Johnson, Linda Weaver, Jerry
derson reported very slight dam Roberts, Ingrid Johnson. Donna
age.
Dennison and Rita Harper.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cushing will
hold a card party at their home on
Knox street Friday evening at 7.30 Pleasant Point
to benefit the Lions Club. There
MRS. FANNIE DAVIS
will be prizes and refreshments.
Correspondent
Serving on the committee will be
John Hill, Arthur Moore and Cecil
Miss Elisabeth Ogilvie and Mrs
Polky.
Dorothy Simpson are back at their
home on Gay Island after spend
ing the winter on the mainland.

SEED
HEADQUARTERS
GARDEN SEEDS

FLOWER SEEDS
WOODRUFF GARDEN SEEDS
AI.L SEEDS IN
SEALED PACKAGES
Yon receive the correct amount

GARDEN TOOLS
LAWN MOWERS
TWIN BLADE (18 Inch)

CERTIFIED SEED POTATOES
ONION SETS
REO and LAWNBOY MOWERS

STUDLEY
HARDWARE
THOMASTON-

TEL. 20
53-54

Mrs. Ethel Jackson arrived
from Lewiston Sunday for an in
definite stay with Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Sevon.
Mrs. Grace Singer has return
ed to her home in Rockland after
spending the winter at Mrs.
Keils.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vose attend
ed a Seiners Meeting for the fish
ermen at Baileys Island Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Huntington of Massachusetts have moved
in.to their new home here which
they built recently.
Mr. and Mrs. William Seavey of
Warren where guests Saturday
night of Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Davis.
Mrs. Leroy Seavey spent Sat
urday at Mrs. Beatrice Vose.
Callers Sunday at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Stone, were: Mrs.

When making out your will re
member your church and your
hospital.

ZIG P. SIKORSKI
Zig P. Sikorski, 49. a carpenter,
died Monday night at Rockland.
He was born Aug. 9, 1906, at
Ehrenfeld, Penn., the son of
John and Mary Sikorski. He was
a veteran of World War 11 with
overseas service.
Surviving besides his widow, the
former Mildred Fulton Sikorski;
are two sons, Raymond E. Sikor
ski and Thomas T. Sikorski, both
of Rockland; a sister, Mrs. John
Mickolick of South Fork, Penn.;
two brothers. Anthony Sikorski of
Mineral Point, Penn., and Ber
nard Sikorski of Ehrenfeld. Penn.,
also several nieces and nephew’s.
Funeral services w’ill be held
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Russell Funeral Home, with
Rev. Edward T. Barram officia
ting. Interment will be in South
Warren Cemetery.
GRACE E. WILLIAMS
Grace E. Williams, 74, widow of
John Williams, late of Union, died
in RockLand May 1 after a long
illness.
She was born July 6, 1881 at
Union, daughter of John F. and
Flora A. Ijiav Burns.
Mrs. Williams is survived by
tw’o sons, Alfred McFarland of
Rockland and Elston McFarland
of Waltham, Mass.; three grand
children and one great grand
child; four brothers, Roy Burns,
Re verde Burns and Arlington
Burns of Union, Westly Burns of
Independence, Mo., and one .sis
ter. Mrs. Sadie Cunningham of
Union.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday, today, at 2 p. m. from
the People’s Methodist Church at
Union. Rev. Jesse Kenderdine offi
ciating. Interment in Lake View
Cemetery.
WALTER S. FEYLER
Walter S. Feyler, 70, retired
salesman, died Tuesday at his
home on 42 Beechwood street,
Thomaston, after a long illness.
He w’as born at Thomaston, April
15. 1886, the son of Eben O. Feyler
and Lillian Young Feyler.
Surviving are three sisters, Mrs.
Lista Hyler, Mrs. Ruth Wallace,
and Miss Mary Feyler, also, sev
eral nieces and nephews, all of
Thomaston.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday (today), at 2 p. m. from
the Davis Funeral Home, Thomas
ton. with Merle S. Conant of the
Pratt Memorial Methodist Church

Hazel Hupper and Mrs. Helen
Thompson of Port Clyde, Mr. and
Mrs. Myer Hupper and son and
daughter, accompanied Mrs. Ella
Hupper to her home in Port Clyde
after being the guest of Mrs
Stone for a week.

Mra. Grace Singer Honored

•V.

•VAX

MOTHE*'S

DAV

is

SUNDAY,

MAY

13

TowJ

enriches
every day
of her life
She’ll glow with pride in the
reflected gleam of her
completed table setting, when
you give her Towle sterling.
Mother deserves the best. Our
display of Towle place pieces,
extra tablespoons and the
many useful serving pieces are
complete and ready
for you to select.

The delayed birthday party for
Mrs. Grance Singer, was held
Saturday night at the home of
Mrs. Irma Keil.
The music of Carl Webster,
cellist, was much enjoyed, also the
tricks of Mrs. Keil’s trained dogs.
Refreshments were served with a
three tiered birthday cake iced
in pink and decorated with spring
flowers, which was the work of
Mrs. Morris Haag and much ad
mired by all.
Invited guests were: Mrs. Jennie
Lindsey. Mrs. Lewellyn Barnes of
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. T. J.
Fleming, Mr. and Mrs. . Donald
Huntley and daughter Patricia.
Mrs. Charles Huntley, Mrs. Wen
dell Jones, all of Rockland, Mis.
Rena Fales and daughter Helen,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kelw’ick, all
of Friendship, Mrs. Susie Davis
and Riley Davis. Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Davis were invited but
unable to attend.

GUY EDWIN ORDWAY
Guy Edtwin Ordway. 60, of Rock
port. died at Togus, Monday. He
was born October 17, 1896. the son
of David W. and Emily Moody
Ordway. He was a veteran of
Wot Id War I and served overseas
with the infantry.
Surviving are a sister, Mrs.
Sarah Sleeper of Portland and
several nieces and nephews.
Funeral services were held
Wednesday at 2 p. m. from the Gil
bert C. Laite Funeral Home in
Camden with Rev. Carl Small of
Rockport officiating.
Interment
will be in Mountain View Ceme
tery.

MRS. MAUDE L. HIBBERT
Mrs. Maud L. Hibbert. 74, of
West Washington, died Sunday
was born in Somerville, the daugh
ter. Mrs. Hazel Weaver in Jef
ferson, after a long illness. She
was bor nin Somerville, the daugh
ter of Myrick and Margaret
Pitcher Hisler.
She is survived by two daugh
ters. Mra. Weaver and Mrs. Ma
rion Anderson, both of Jefferson;
five sons, Calvin, Royal, and Auldin, all of West Washington, Ken
neth of Middletown, Conn., and
Donald of Portland; one brother.
Cleveland Hisler,
Washington;
four sisters. Mrs. Rose Jones, Au
gusta, Mrs. Nellie Grotton. Rock
land, Mrs. Athlene Brown, and
Mrs. Azuhia McDaniel, both of
Somerville; 16 grandchildren, sev
eral cousins, nieces and nephews-.
Funeral services at 2 p. m.
Thursday’ (today), at Gray's Fu
neral Home, Windsor.
WIU LA M K. SCOTT
William Robert Scott, 04, ol
Camden died suddenly of a heart
attack, diagnosed as a coronary
occlusion, on a Camden street
early Wednesday evening.
Scott, a former employee of the
Camden Textile Company, was
pronounced dead by Dr. David
Mann,
Knox County
medical
examiner.
The heart attack victim was
born in Westerly. R. I., on Aug.
19, 1891, and is a veteran of
World War I. He has a step daugh
ter. Mrs. Richard Blackington. re
siding in Camden.
Funeral services w’ill be held
2 o'clock Saturday afternoon from
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home. A military committal will
take place at the Oak Hill Ceme
tery in Camden.
WASHINGTON

Mrs. Nellie Crooker has re
turned to her home after spending
the winter in Damariscotta with
her* son and daughter-in-law. Mr.
and Mrs. Sebra Crooker.

Joyce and Donald Hills of
Union visited with their grandpar
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robbins
a few days during their vacation.
Mrs. and Mrs. E. Burnell Over
look of Pawtucket, R. I., were
home for a few days during their
spring vacation.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Cunningham Saturday were Mr.
and Mrs. Maurice Witham of
Pittston.
Mrs. Adelma Bowes and mother,
Mrs. Nettie Linscott were in South
Liberty Sunday, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Turner who were for
merly residents of East Washing
ton. The Turners observed their
40th wedding anniversary Tues
day May 1.
Mrs. Irene Overlock visited Mrs.
Clara Overlock and other rela-

Tuoiday-Thuraday-Saturday

Audrey Johnson
S. G. H. S. Girls
State Appointee

Hethen's Alphabet....

CAMDEN
MRS KENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Mrs. Inez Crosby has returned
home after spending the winter in
Florida.
Mrs. Irene Overlook of Hartford,
Conn., has been guest of her
brother and sister-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Alvah Hibbert.
At the Congregational Parish
House today the Junoir choir will
have their rehearsal at 6.00 p. m.
The senior choir will rehearse at
7.15 p. m. and tbe Adult Bible
Study Class will be held at 8 p. m.

Audrey Johnson

There will be a Masonic Assem
bly barn dance at the Masonic
Hall on Saturday evening. Com
mittee members will be Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Heal and Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Lindsey. Thos not so
licited please bring sandwiches.

Audrey Johnson, St. George High
School junior, was announced as
High score prize at thd whist
representative to the Dirigo Girls
party held Saturday evening at
State at Colby College by St.
the Megunticook Grange hall was
George School Principal C. M.
won by Mrs. Luella Tuttle. Other
Hunnewell Wednesday.
Audrey is the daughter of Mr. winners were Mrs. Mabel Whyte,
and Mrs. Gus Johnson of St. second prize and Mrs. Emma Sim
George. She will leave for the mons, consolation. The high score
Girls State conference on June 15 prize for the month of April was
won by Mrs. Katherine Heald.
for a seven day session.
St. George Girls State Repre
The Seaside 4-H Club met Mon
sentative is sponsored by the Kin- day with 20 members present.
ney-Mclquist unit, American Le The Club tour was conducted by
gion Auxiliary.
Mrs. Lucinda Waterman, leader.
The girls visited the home of 11
tives Sunday. She was returning girls to see samples of their cook
Lo Norwich, Conn., after visiting ing and sewing which they have
at the home of her brother AlvaJi learned this year. The last stop
Hibbert in Camden for a few days. was at the home of Shirley Whit
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. George tier. where a delicious supper was
Finley Sunday were his mother,
served by Miss Kay Whittier,
Mrs. Emma Finley, who will ob
Mrs. Lucy Whittier and Mrs. Ern
serve her 96th birthday. May 29,
est Johnson. A tour of the farm
Mr and Mrs. Charlton Finley, and was enjoyed by all the members.
Mrs. Christabel Lawiie, all of Au
The next meeting will he May 7
gusta.
when more of the girls’ homes will
Mr. and Mrs. John Finley and he visited.
daughters,
Karon, Al-ane and
Mr: and Mrs. Rollo Gardner
Paula of Freeport were also
and Mrs. Hollis Gardner spent the
guests at the Finley home re
weekend at Whiting:
cently.
There will be a Pixie Puppeteer
Stephen Ludwig, Ronald Cream
er and Benjamin Ames were home Variety Show at the Congrega
tional Parish House on Friday at
from Orono over the weekend.
The Extension Association meet 4 p. m.

ing postponed from April 19 was
held at Mrs. Chloe Roy’s home
April 27 in Burkettville with Mrs.
ROCKPORT
Mabel Folsom, H DA. in charge.
MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Subject for the day was “Color
Correspondent
For You’’ and it proved to be a
Telephone Camden 3100
very interesting meeting.
The
dinner committee was absent, nev
Mrs. Elsie Young has returned
ertheless, a delicious dinner was
served, consisting of baked ham, to her home on Beech Hill road
potatoes, carrots, salad and choco after spending the winter months
with her daughter and family in
late pie with whipped cream.
Boothbay Harbor. Mrs. Young’s
Ther e were eight members pres
ent and Mrs. Marjorie Ludwig was son and family, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
the only member from our group Young of Brunswick, spent last
attending. The next meeting will week with her.
Housewarming Party
be with Mrs. Janet Millay May 17,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Turner
and the subject “Meals for Many
were honored Friday evening by
and Baking Time Savers.”
their relatives and friends at a
There were 961 farms in Maine housewarming party at their home
in 1954 that had "sales” of over on Huse street.
A gift of money was presented
$25,000 : 8660 farms with sales of
the
guests of honor and a social
$2500 to $25,000; and 13.701 farms
evening followed. Refreshments
with gross sales under $2500.
were served.
Those present were: Mr. and
Mrs. David Ramsdell, William
Butler. Mr. and Mrs. George Hall,
all
of Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Ro
TONITE! Walt Disney’s
land Marriner, Mr. and Mrs.
"SONG OF THE SOUTH"
Robert Cain, all of Camden; Mrs.
Vesper Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Evans
Frirday and Saturday—2Hits Tolman, the Misses Gladys, Mary
and Josephine Tolman, Marjorie
LANA TL'RNER
Hunter, all of Rockville; Mr. and
PEDRO ARMENDARIZ in
Mrs. George Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
"DIANE"
Mrs. Harold Hall, Miss Etta Cain,
Plus Johnny Weismuller
Mrs. Jennie Hoche, Mrs. Vera
"LORD OF THE JUNGLE"
Pendleton, Mr. and Mrs. Henry

Camden Theatre

Mat. 1,30 - Eve. 7.00 P. M.

Serving Pieces, from $4.29

ACCLAIMED!

ADMISSIONS:

► Get a Fresh Start by con
solidating bills and reducing
monthly payments with a
“Bill Consolidation Loan".
RHONE FOR 1-VISIT LOAN
Phone first • . . give a few

...

CARD PARTY
The Maine Extension Service is
dedicated to Maine agriculture [
G. A. R. HALL
and homemaking. Lou’d be sur- ’
Thursday, May 3
prised at the assistance the Local
7.30 P. M.
county Extension office can give.
Spun. Civil War Memorial Assn.
Try them sometime.

OPENING DANCE
Saturday, May 5
LAKEHURST — Damariscotta
LLOYD RAFNELL AND HIS ORCHESTRA

ROC KL A M
■J Kwret

ttnrffM

CHILDREN
UNDER 12

LOAD UP! I
BRING THE WHOLE FAMILY

PLUS THE NEIGHBORS
THE NEW LOW ADMISSION PRICE IS-

ONE DOLLAR

says

take her!

A CAR

Ha found hat in tha
jungla—o tigrast who
couldn't bo tomod!

Thursday - Friday - Saturday
SPENCER TRACY

ENDS THURSDAY

“ Bad Day Al Black Rock ”

FINANCE CO

"GUYS AND DOLLS"

In Color and CinemaScope

Pft'.ONAl FINANCE CO ’

PLUS ACTION CO-HIT

356 MAIN STREET

M

FImt • (F»r«»w»rth Mtanrul IM|.)

Phene: 1133 . Rockland
nrt:\ HATCH HAYS I'STIL XBOX
Loan*

ROBERT RYAN

trtrtM

Tie/wfirial ►,
»O»MJ»ly

PLUS
TAX

BIG OPENING SHOW

Leons $25 te $2500

ROCKLAND, ME.

Most women drivers can park as
The telephone number for the well as men. But not, or course,
Rockland Awning Company is the whole car.
Rockland 1036-M.
51*54

fa

.... 25c

facts . . . and, quick as your
loan is approved, get cash in
1-trip. All employed men and
women, married or single, are
welcome. Phone, write or
come in. We served nearly 2
million people last year: Proof
we like to say "Yea1"

TEL. 1450

quo®,

wee

... 50c
... 70c

...my blood

Teaspoons, from $3.7$

393 MAIN ST.

Dodge. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hall
and daughter, Marlene, Mrs. Veda Service Notes
Achorn, Mr. and Mrs. Stuart
Private Thomas H. Perry, son
Farnham, Richard, Linda, Donald of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Donald
and David Turner and the guests Perry of Hope, a member of the
of honor.
11th Airborne Division which re
cently arrived in Munich, Ger
W.8.C.S. Meets
many, is now serving in Company
The Woman’s Society of Chris-1
A, 127th Airborne Engineer Bat
tian Service of the Rockport Meth
talion, Munich, Germany.
Pri
odist Church was entertained last
vate Perry received his paraohut-’
week at the home of Miss Marion
ist wings denoting his special
Upham, Russell avenue.
qualification after graduating from
The business meeting was held
the Army’s Airborne School at
with President Mrs. Doris Graf
Fort Campbell, Kentucky,
in
fam electing committees for the
1955. Prior to entering service on
concert to he presented by the
April 19, 19.55, Private Perry was
Harbor Chorus at the Town Hall
attending Camden High School.
on May 23. On the ticket com
mittee are: Miss Elizabeth Daucette, Mrs. Willa Stevens and Mrs.
Benny Bagley and on the program
committee, Mrs. Jean Larsen,
Mrs. Helena Kenney, Mrs. Bea
trice Phillips,
Several members will attend the
Augusta District meeting to be
held in Bath on May 16.
Refreshments were served by
co-hostesses Mrs. Dorothy Upiham,
Mrs. Willa Stevens and Miss Ma
rion Upham.
The next meeting will be held
at the home of Mrs. Alice Welt,
Pearl street, Camden on Thursday
evening, May 10 with Mrs. Muriel
ieich vm rhilj Safe f?t‘ke Habifs/
Welt. Mrs. Blanche Wentworth
and Mrs. Alice Welt as co-hos
NATIONAL
6AHTT
COUNCIk
tesses.

She is for ME

•-Ft Place Settings, from $29.75

F SI
T JIJ]WLIKLIKA
KB 4

You are all 0. K. and we will check the facts.

Copyright E. Blethen
BIcthen's Alphabet in booklet form will be ready for sale shortly
and will contain all the sketches on hospital life done by Everett while
a Knox Hospital patient. (opies may be reserved by mailing 50 cents
to Everett Blethen, Star Route 1293, Rockland, Maine.

Rockland

THURSDAY thru MONDAY

.

X

DRIVE!

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

ADULTS:
Matinee ..............
Evening
............
CHILDREN:
Anytime
............

IS FOR X-RAY
Now just lay down flat, and please relax,

made

to

resident a

of

all

STARTS SUNDAY

“ Tarzan The Apeman ”

"GODZILLA"

surround ing towns
Loa lit alto iuad« by

mall

Esxa!

.............. .........................................

Tutsday-Thuriday-Soturdoj
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SEARS

ROEBUCK ANO CO.

tue POWER TOOL CATALOGS
1956 HAND TOOL (ATALOGS

COUPON WAY—
k*!S2^L-A 5S- Down'5S- Mon,h

|

CtttW
—7-

.V

^4 j

YARDSTICKS

V

12 H.’P.

Purchases Totaling $20. or

V

L M°re May B Ma<lH on

PAINT CAN OPENERS

Sears' Easy Payment Plan

Elgin

SAVE $11.07 NOW

88.88
ONLY

$9. DOWN

New

/

Look Elgins
51 H. P.

$199.95

71 H. P.

$219.95

12 H. P.
►25 H. P.

$289.95
$419.95

Casting Rod

Has
cork
grip,
Reg.

13-INCH ROTARY MOWER

1 CtQ

Regular 3.50
4'2,5-tt.

I 33

aluminum offset handle,
rear grip, chuck type forestainless steel guides,
4.50 Costing Reel
2.99

16-INCH ROTARY MOWER
* Airfoil type cutter blade

• 2 HP, 2-cycle gas engine

* Austempered tool steel

• Adjusts 1 to 278 inches

* Big 16-inch cut
® Aluminum alloy housing

r‘

* Shock obsorbent blade

• Weighs only 44 pounds

^.- ....y

•

mount

SAVE

Rugged economical power

10.07

• Automatic governor control

SAVE

* 2-cycle gasoline engine

10.07

* Sturdy steel housing
* Tubular steel hondle,
plastic grips

• Tubulor steel handle

We Service What We Sell ... Guaranteed 48 Hour Service

-...». ..wi

a

Glass Spin

Steel Tackle Box

Airex Spin Kit

lOQO

Regular 3.95
14-in.; Only

IX33

Regular 20.50
SAVE 7.51
Kit includes Airex Spinster reel
□nd extra spool, lines, lures,
leoders, keels, swivels, clips ond
float.

A
qq
^5»U

Talk, about efficiency! 6-divider
troy holds bait casting lures, 9divider takes spinning lures. Bath
cork-lined.

Rod

FREE

ODD

Regular 3.95
6-ft. Size

dC33

i-Inch

Mower |16-lnch All Steel Mower

Dunlap

HOME

DEMONSTRATION

CALL 1770

J. C. Higgins quality cork han
dle, plastic butt cop. Has three
chrome plated guides, braced tip
•n cloth case.

SAVE 20.07

Regular 23.25

NO OBLIGATION*

88

Case Lot Paint Sale

S

......

Only $7 Down

03

HOUSE PAINT

An excellent all-steel mower with

Powered with a smooth running
I

sealed ball bearing reel. Crotts-

HP 4 cycle motor. 5-blade

reel of

Baked

nickel

steel.

finish!

With

chrome

enamel

mon. Stronger,

lighter than cast

iron.

tires;

Rubber

hardwood

roller.

semi-pneumotic tires.

CMFTXMIM

9-pc. Wrench Set

per Gal.

9 Needed Sizes
Regular

8.
v-

Craftsman
Carryall

Gasoline
Can

BUY

NOW

Reg. $2.98
NOW
Moline

$1.99

$2-22

Red enamel finish.

Bright

Flexible spout;
mesh strainer. All

ish!

pastel

Carries

fin

CMMTXMIW

easier.

Buy

now!

100-ft.
Clothesline

r

f

'X
CRIFTSHfii

20 times the wear

Braided white cot

of

ton threads. 2 bun

steel

blades!

6’/a-inch,

’/a-inch

arbor. 8 ond 10inch also available.

Drop fcr;_
Super-Tuff" steel’
Sizes '/» to 1 '6-inch Ploted fin
ish. Polished heads and ponels.
Save, buy now!

$1.66

$6.99

all

your garden tools.
Mokes gordening

steel.

2-gal. can . . 0 00

Carbide
Tip Blade

d| AA

?5

dles

furnished

in

one 200-foot piece
if desired.

CEL?

3-Piece Brush Set
Regular
69c Set

I

Dunlap Lawn Rake

X.
OrOO

18 Steel
Tines

44c

4 qenuine borgoin! Hos 18 strong
spring tines, smooth hardwood
handle and bright enameled heod.

Inexpensive 3 brush set gives
you a brush for every purpose.
Pure
bristle!
Comfortably
shaped handles.
1, 1%, 2-in.
sizes.

r

1

. Our Lowest

Priced Sprayer
Does Odd Jobs Faster

H -

$38.88
Wi

Odd jobs bog you down? Put

this handy speedster to work.

Wood Turpentine

Regular
1.29 gal.

Easy to use; saves time, effort
on small

88c

Truly a quality turpentine. Use
to thin paints, enamels, var
nishes.
Excellent for cleaning
brushes, hands.

and

difficult

jobs.

.„4
Five Useful Garden Tools For Faster, Easier Work

Garden Tools

radiators! Pump up footballs,

swim pools, tires! Has

1,45

SAVE UP TO 91c

CFM (a 25 PSI. Without motor.

?!’ul’ 2„, 25‘
19c each

A»j»

includes 1 1-inch digger fork,
12-inch transplanting trowel and

I I-inch

cultivating

lock.

Buy

yours now, save.

C f A IKs,0,e Hours: ’ *°5 30 Mondar-Thursday: ’,o 9 Frid°rand Sa,urd°y9 te
_ _ _ _ _ _ JINK J 285 MAIN STREET
TEL. 1770
ROCKLAND, MAINE

"gafafatfoa awna/rited’<n uow Money fact "
0

Garden Tools

Tool Assortment
Values to $1.89

Point lown furniture, fences,
<&%- -r

Taka Your Chaka I Sava on These Quality Hand Tools)

S_____________________ s

'

Tueiday-Thuriday-Saturday
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Anyone desiring to make rescr
vations for the fasluon show card
party. Saturday night, may call
Mrs. Jasper Akers 1392 or Mrs.
Raymond Fogarty. 19.

Social Matters

Mr and Mrs Elmer Bjorkquist
and infant daughter Debra, have
gone to Stamford. Conn., where |
Mr Bjorkquist has employment.

WOMEN'S - MISSES'

HOME *

... during

our

CHILDREN'S

House Cleaning Time is Curtain Carnival Time at Senter-Crane's.

Reduced Prices

Freshen Up Your

At the

THE WOMAN'S

SHOP
CAMDEN, ME.

l»IAL IK4

Windows with New Crisp Curtains While You Can Save During Our Carnival.

RUFFLED

"The Status of the Homemaker

Today" is the
which

Photo by Barde
Repeating rt pleasant chore of 30 years ago, Mr. and .Mrs. Carroll
Thayer Berry cut the wedding cake in their Rockport studio in a sur
prise party given them by the members of the Knox County Camera
( tub at their regular meeting Tuesday. The Berrys were married
May I. 1926. at Chicago, and have made their home in Rockport for
the past 12 years.

Knox County Camera Club met George Norwood. Mrs. James
Moore and Mrs. William Cross.
Club members also presented
studio of Carroll Thayer Berry,
the honored couple with a longwith William Cross presiding.
playing record for their newly ac
Club member Guy Nicholas exhib quired hi-fi phonograph.
ited several reels of colored mo
Carroll Thayer Berry and Janet
tion pictures of Maine scenes. This Laura Scott were married in Chi
was followed by a discussion on cago, III.. May 1, 1926. He is a
the making and exhibition of ama native of Portland, while Mrs.
teur motion pictures.
Berry calls Augusta. Wisconsin,
The day was the 30th wedding her former home. Both are well
anniversary of the host and he known in ^artistic circles; Mr.
and Mrs. Berry had hoped to sur Beriy for his work in oils and
prise those present with light re with woodcuts, Mrs. Berry for her
freshments. They were not aware water colors and for her work as
that the club members knew of the illustrator of children’s books,
date and set out to honor them. among them the famous series of
As a consequence, double refresh Bobbsey Twins.
ments. consisting of a wedding
With a studio next to the Rock
cake, ice cream, doughnuts, and port post office the couple have
coffee were served by a commit maintained their home on Russell
tee headed by Mrs. Charlotte Hop street in Rockport for the past 12
kins assisted by Mrs. Olaf Thor years.
Here, they follow their
valdsen. Mrs. Edward Ladd. Miss hobbies.
gardening
for
both,
Madeline Philbrick. Mrs. Harold archeology for Mrs. Berry and
Drewett, Mis. Elmer Barde, Mrs. photography for Mr. Berry.
Tuesday evening at the Rockport

Other officers elected included;
Mrs. Nathan Berliawsky. vice
president; Mrs. Anthony Cevasco,
secretary; and Mrs. B. B. Smith.

$3.29 pr.

title of the talk

given • by

Mrs.

5*’ Ruffle

\

Also Numerous Other Sizes,

Styles and Materials
Mi

TAILORED

Mrs. I.oulsc Fettinger

the work being done in family and
community living.
National Homo Demonstration
Week reflects not only the scienti
fic research that is a base for the
educational program of Extension,
but the practical adaption of the
research findings to homemaklng
problems.
All Extension homemakers and
their guests are welcome to hear
Mrs. Fettinger Friday.
boys of the troop and to members
of the troop committee.
Three Scouts will receive their
Second Class rank at the Court of
Honor which will follow the
Charter Night ceremonies.
The
badges will be awarded to James
Nash, Dean Richmond and Ralph
Grant.
Members of Cub Pack 200 and
their parents, as well as parents
of the Scouts of Troop 200. have
been invited to the program.

Troop 200 B. S. A.
To Hold Charter
Night Monday
A Charter Night and Court of
Honor will be held by Troop 200,
Boy Scouts of America, of Camden

next Monday’ evning at the Con
gregational Parish House.

i
During the Charter Night cere
monies the troop charter will be
presented and membership certi
Keep Maine Green!
ficates will be presented to the bettor that way.

OPENING JUNE 18

Chestnut Street All Day

NURSERY
Open Monday thru Saturday
HOURS: 8 tn 5
SPECIAL HOURS BY APPOINTMENT

Fully Equipped for
Play - Eating and Resting
CONSTANT SUPERVISION

Over $2,200 was voted by the
group to be spent on new rqiupment tor tlie hospital. To lie pur
chased with money raised by .the
Auxiliary are an oxygen tent, a
drainage pump and aspirator, a
portable obstetrical light, two pa
tient beds four bedside stands
three dressing carriages, a surgi
fl
cal kick bucket, 38 chrome (lin
ing room chairs and three single
bowl solution stands

TAKING ONLY A LIMITED NUMBER OF CHILDREN
For Further Information Call

MRS. LOUISE T. KELLEY
Telephone Camden 2481 After 6 P. M.
53 Th’59

TREMENDOUS VALUES
h rtcarved
INTERLOCKING
IAMOND RINGS

MATCHING
FROM

Early to bed and early to rise
makes a man healthy, wealthy,
and wonder what his family looks
like.

Graceful Hanging Rayons, 42x72
$1.98 pr.
Well-Known DuPont Dacron, 44x72
$3.29 pr.
Beautiful Long-Weoring Sheer Ninon, 42x72
$2.98 pr.
Latest Miracle Material—Fiberglass, 42x72
$4.49 pr.
Also Other Sizes and Materials
$1.19 to $6.98 pr.

$1.00 to $5.98 pr.
I

Plastic Drapes
Come in to see our newest se
lection of beautiful Plastic
Drapes.
Florals, stripes and
plains. All in a wide selection
of patterns and colors.
You'll Be Sure To Like Them

Our

LOW, LOW PRICES

WINDOW SHADES

VENETIAN BLINDS
FULLY ENCLOSED HEADBOARD
NYLON TILTING GEARGuaranteed Perfect Workmanship!
AU BI” Long, 23” to 36” Wide. 1” Gradations

Elm

Quality Sha.l.s on Guarunl.'i'd Boiler,.
All :W Wide, 72" Long.
I RLE < I TTING HI KING
( IKTAIN CARNIVAL

Waterproof Fibre
.89
Washable Plastic
$1.29
Oil Painted Muslin, washable $1.79

$3.50
Seitte’i-C’uute'ft

protection

against

moths, heat, humidity, fire and

theft.

$1.00 to $1.98 pr.

AU STEEL

fur storage gives you

guaranteed

Insured, full value.

STANDARD LOW KATES

MERRY WIDOW’ by WARNER'S’

Call 1995 lor Information

FRIDAYS *Iih >.

And Artcarvcd's unique Permanent Value
Plan* guarantees the lasting value of
your Artcarvcd diamond! Whether sou
ever exchange it or not—you’ll alu ays be
sure of its worth, because you know that
at any time—at any of the thousands of
Artcarvcd jeweler* all over the U.5.A.—
you can apply the FIJI J, current retail
price (less tax) of your Artcarvcd dia
mond ring toward a larger one—as staled
in the guarantee.
Come in today to see these new magnifi
cent Artcarvcd diamond ring creations
. . . see how much lo'clier they look on
your hand . . . how you can wear them
separately or together. Truly Om-r-In-ALifetime diamond values to cherish for*
ever.
As seen in LIFE and LOOK

SENTER-CRANE'S

Budget Tcrmi Arranged
STOKE HOIKS:
9 to 3 — FRIDAYS TIL 9

$10.95

SeKtet-Cwe'd

Johnson

SAXON SET $140

SEA HORSES
roo Of PFNDab.h.v

Diamond Ring • ••••« $100
Brida's Circlet................................ $40

393 MAIN BT.

TEL. 1130

ROCKLAND, ME. .

•Trade mark Mg. Pricea tueL Pad. Tax.

3rd FLOOK — CURTAIN DEPT.
SrOKE fiOLKb; 9 to 5.

LUDLOW INTERLOCKING SET $110
Diamond Ring ...... $75
Bride's Circlet................................ $35

. . . most important of all!
• Registered
In fashion what you put on first has the last word. In
foundations, it’s the Merry Widow, first, last and always.
Here, crisp pre-shrunk cotton and lightest elastic shape
slender lines; thinnest foam-rubber moulds high-holding
cups. And dunk as you will, this Merry Widow holds its
pretty shape like new. In white with detachable, ad
justable hose supporters. Style 13-28, in A. B. C cups

$60

New splendid interlocking styles by Artcarved*, Amenia’s oldest and largest
ringmaker »’a<h one guaranteed on al,
four diamond quality points and for un
surpassed workmanship — famous since
1850.
HARVARD INTERLOCKING SET $70
Diamond Ring ...... $50
Bride's Circlet................................ $20

■■

SETS

TO

COTTAGE
New Colorful Cottage Sets in a wide range of styles anti
colors. Fashioned in such materials as: Perm. Finish
Organs, ('hints. Percale, Pebble Cloth and Plastic. These
are just what you need to beautify your kitchen.

It looks

— NOTICE —

Hospital administrator Henry X.
Jackson ?poke to the Auxilary on
the survey of community attitudes
being conducted by tlie hoapital
throughout Knox County.
A new member for the organi
zation. Mrs. Albert Emery, was
announced by Mrs. Earle Perry,
j In the absence of Mrs. Robert
Lindquist. Ihe meeting; was con
ducted by Mrs Kennedy Crane,
Jr., then vice president of the
Auxiliary

Beautiful Sheer Darron with

$2.49 to $7.49 pr.

be

economics. State Department of
Education, when she will be the
featured speaker at a meeting of
Extension women. Friday, May 4.
This Knox-Lincoln observance of
: Home Demonstration Week will
be held at the Farnsworth Muse
um in Rockland, and will begin
promptly at 1.30 p. m.
Mrs. Fettinger is in close touch
with home economics teachers
throughout the state, and has
taught home economics in Maine,
Massachusetts and New Jersey
schools. She has a B. S. degree
from Russell Sage College, and
a master’s degree from the Uni
versity of Maine. She will be the
highlight of the Knox-Lincoln
county observance.
National Home Demonstration
Week. April 30 to May 5. is being
observed by nearly six million
homemakers, who work with the
Extension Service through its
home demonstration program.
Tn many communities, exh bits,
meetings and displays of Exten
sion projects, are the means being
used to acquaint the public with

The Knox Hospital Ladies’ Auxi auditor Mu. George H. Wood
liary elected Mrs. Kennedy Crane, was returned to the olTiro of
Jr., of Glen Cove, to the presi treasurer. The new officers will
dency of the organization for tin assume their posts in October
1956-57 season. Tuesday at its last when the Auxiliary resumes its
activities.
meeting of the current season

more important than ever

42 x 72
$3.98 pr.
Miracle Fiberglass $5.98 pr.

will

Louise Fettinger, director of home

FOUNDATIONS —

Fresh Crisp Permanent Finish
Organdies with 5” Ruffle

42 x 72

FRIDAY FOR OBSERVANCE OF

OF KNOX HOSPITAL AUXILIARY

AT

CURTAIN CARNIVAL

CARROLL AND JANET BERRY

MRS. KENNEDY CRANE, JR. PRESIDENT

COATS

...

EXTENSION WOMEN MEET IN CITY
HOME DEMONSTRATION WEEK

Mrs. Minerva Frost, formerly of
Mrs. Albert MacPhail. Jr. spent Gloucester. Mass., visited her
last week as guest of Mr. and Mrs. father. Llovellyn Pease. Willow
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh B. Snow Robert Heinlein of Stoneham. street, for a few days and then
Mr. and Mrs. Loula Cook and
left for her new home in Ohio.
Mrs. Ellen Roes motored to Pea and family have returned to their Mass.
body, Mass.. Sunday to attend the home in Braintree. Mass., having
Mrs. Laura Leach of Elliot was
Mrs. Catherine Libby and her
Peabody Emblem Club installa »pent a few days at the Snow cot
guest Tuesday of her cousin. Mrs.
daughter
Mary
were
weekend
tion. Mrs. R«res president of the tage at Dynamite Beach, also visi
Maude Barrows 24 James street.
Rockland Club, served on the su ting Mr. Snow's mother. Mrs. John guests of Mrs. Libby’s son and
daughter-in-law.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
preme suits. They were joined in I. Snow. Masonic street.
The
Colonist
Pioneer Girls
Charles Libby at Brooklin.
Peabody by Mr. and Mrs. Cook’s
of the
First
Raptist Church
The Beaverettes met Tuesday
daughter and husband Mr. and
participated
in
a
hike
to
Sunday Mrs. Christina Sails of
Mrs. Robert Belknap of Norfolk. night at the home of Mrs. Merle
Crockett’s Beach Monday eve
Va. Vp.n their return. Mr. and Bartlett. Old County road, with 22 Bangor visited her brother, Otis ning.
The group, including four
and
family
Thomaston
Plans were Lunt
Mrs. Belknap will go to Annapolis members present..
guides, totaled 45 hikers. Upon ar
where he will take up his duties Settled for the lodge clean up day street, her brother. Grover Lunt. rival at their destination, they
to be May 13 at 9.30 a. m.. with as and Mrs. Lunt of Crescent street, enjoyed roasted hot dogs, marsh
with the U.S.N
many members as possible par her sister Mrs. Bertha Mills, Wil mallows, etc. Guide Leona Woost
Mrs. Harvey Childs is a patient ticipating. Members arc asked to low street; and her sister, Mrs. er led in a Bible quiz and the eve
take cleaning cloths and box Ernest Payson of Pleasantville. ning’s activities were closed with
at Knox Hospital.
lunches, coffee and all other It had been 40 years since Mrs. singing. The hike was part of a
Sails had seen her brothers and
A.M. 1 Alfred Btadford and Mrs. necessary cleaning equipment will
requirement for a rank in the
sisters.
Bradford, the former Nina John be supplied. Following the busi
Pioneer Girls' achievement pro
son of Rockland, are visiting with ness meeting coffee and coffee
Miss Celia Crie of Rockland, is gram.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd cake were served by the hostesses, a member of the decorations
Rev. George H. Wood will be
Clark. Talbot avenue. Mrs. Brad Mrs. Baitlett. Mrs. Doris Delano committee for May weekend 4. 5
the guest minister at the Wake
ford will spend the summer here and Mis. Leona Benner.
and 6. at Westbrook Junior College
field. Mass.. Univetsalist Church
while her husband is on a tour of
where she is a freshman. Events
Harold S. Leach. Talbot avenue, of the weekend include the spring this Sunday and the minister at
duty in the Mediterranean
has joined the staff of the Rock play. “Quality Street”, crowning the Rockland Universalist Church
The THE Club met Monday eve land Loan & Building Association. of the May Queen, presentation of ' for this Sunday will be Rev. AM
fred J. Wilson. well known re
ning with Mrs. Sherman Rokes,
awards, riding show, tapping of
Mis. David
Johnston
(Ella Junior Deans, pageant on the tired Unitarian minister of Spruce
Shaw avenue, for a dessert bridge.
Head.
Emergency contact with
Honors went to Mrs. Joseph Orff) of Quincy, Mass... is the green. Glee Club concert, and a
Mr. Wood may be established as
Emery. Mrs. Louis Cook and Mrs. guest of her mother and family. dance. Miss Crie, daughter of Mr.
usual through the phone of trustee
Mr. and Mrs. Johnston will leave and Mrs. Ernest K. Crie. James
John Richardson
chairman, Stuart C. Burgess.
shortly for Scotland where they Street. Rockland, is a graduate of
Miriam Rebekah Lodge held a will spend three months at Mr. Rockland High School.
The Early Teen-agers of the
business meeting Tuesday eve Johnston’s home town.
First Baptist Church held a social
The
Altar
Guild
of
St.
Peter
’
s
ning. Plans were made for a sup
Friday night in the upper vestry
The Daughters of St. Bernard's Church gave a tea Sunday after A time of fellowship and games
per Saturday night. May 5, for the
Theta-Rho Girls State Assembly met Tuesday evening at the parish noon honoring Mrs. Charles Erick were enjoyed, followed by re
with Mrs. Gertrude Black as hall with two new members. Mrs. son of Rockport, who has ju6t freshments. Those present were:
completed the painting for the
chairman.
Mrs. Vivian Whittier Joan Dostie and Mrs. Lorraine
Rebecca
Bickmoic,
Katherine
Chapel of Our Lady of Walsingand Mrs. Constance MacPhall ac Aziz. being welcomed to the
Henderson, Rebecca Dow, David
ham. Members of the Altar Guild
cepted Invitations to attend Puri group. Mrs. John Duff, president,
Barram, Barbara Morang, Don
of St. Thomas’ Church. Camden,
tan Rebekah Lodge in Tenants was chosen a delegate to attend
ald Pomroy.
Edward Erickson,
were guests. Mrs. A. J. Richard
Harbor.
Mrs. Leona Pierpont the MD.C.C.W, in Poland Spring.
Dorothy Drown. Carleen Wooster.
son was in charge of the tea as
was guest chaplain at Good Luck May 18, 19, 20. There will be an
Nancy Spaulding. Carol Philbrook.
sisted by members of St. Peter’s
election
of
officers
at
the
June
Lodge in Waldoboro for the Tues- '
Wayne Johnson, Brenda Hill. Alice
Altar Guild.
day night meeting. A district meeting. Following the business
Philbrook. Carol McKeen, Mary
meeting
refreshments
were
served
meeting for district No. 16 will
The Civil War Memorial Asso Robbins. Cynthia Colomy, Kathbe held in Camden May 10. with with Mrs. George Gotsis. chair ciation is sponsoring a card party eryn Argyle. Stephen Blackman,
Mrs. Marion Gray. District Deputy man. assisted by Mrs. George at GAR Hall. Thursday evening sponsors. Mrs. Ansel Young and
Charles Fair- at 7.30 for the benefit of the build Earl Bell. Invited guests were:
President, presiding. At the next Gherardi, Mrs.
regular meeting, May 15 Broth weather. Mrs. George Ellis. Mrs. ing repair fund. For reservations Neil Welt. Loraine Robinson, Wil
Emery,
Louise Achorn,
ers’ Night will be observed with Howe Glover, Mrs. James Flana call 594-M (Lina Carroll) or 503- liam
Mrs. Etta Andersen supper chair gan. Mrs. Sebastian Groder and R (Mae Cross). Refreshments will Trudy Henderson. Timothy Corey
and Freddie Stoddard.
be served alter the party.
man.
Mrs. Ann Escorsio.

guieym

KNOX CAMERA CLUB HONORS

afOKfc IlOLItS: I lo i

FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.

BITLER CAR A HOME SUPPLY
ROCKLAND
45-57

Rins» enlargoA to show detalL

Auiiwfii.d Artcarved

Tuuday-Thuridoy-Sahirdq
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Costumes Old And New In C.H.S. Style Show

1

SENIORS AT ROCKLAND SELECT
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEES
Seniors in Rockland High School
are busy planning theii gradua

tion festivities and have chosen

their committee chairmen.
Jeanne Stewart is chairman ol

the graduaten ball. Her commit
tee includes: John Alden, Cynthia
Palmer. David Black and Daniel
Soule.
Richard Gardner is chairman of
the class banquet. Ray Ross and
Ricky Smith will assist him.
The Baccalaureate Service will
be in charge of Janette Cum
mings.. Walter Wotton. Jeanne
Stewart. Carolyn Snow, Larry
Biid. Sandra Harriman. Annette

T.H.S. Names Five To Boys, Girls State
r■

Gould and Annette Shafter with
Daniel Soule as chairman.
The march committee includes,
Barbara Busalacki. Joan Philbr> ok and Harriet Levco.
Th ■ Last Assembly and Class
Night will be planned by Arnold I
Hunt and his committee mem- I
be -. Richard Smith. James Fav-1
: - t i. Barbara Whitehill. Beatrice
Harvey and Annette Bisbee.
G aduation will be planned by:
David Black.
His helpers are i
Fred Varricchio. Constance Rave!
and Sheila Brackett.
Th- senior class motto is: “We
have crossed the bay. and the
ocean lies ahead."

- —-w

*

Ir

ST. GEORGE BAND SCHEDULES

THREE EVENTS DURING MAY

1

Looking over a huge hat, of the Gay Nineties vintage are members of the Camden. High School Fu
ture Homemakers (lub that will sponsor a school t'ashon show Friday. Left to right, they are: Francina
Johnson, Betty Sprowl. Keina Megquier, wearing hat: Elaine Lord and Mary Haynes. Elaine Hoffses is
seated at the right.
Pho’o bv McKeo»

High fashion clothes like grand-i event will begin at 8 o’clock. It Nancy Buck, decorations; Mary
mother used to wear will be Mill highlight the year’s program Raynes, publicity;
Mary Dean.
of
the
club.
dance;
Elaine
Hoffses.
skit; Reina
modeled along with some of the
latest

t>l.s at the Camden High

Camden stores are co-operating M«‘g<|Uier.

School Matron show BChedulcd for I

old

costumes:

Betty

modeling shows a short

th“

tomorrow night at the school gym. m0^c1 "rth old costumes b< ‘n^ i skit will be presented and the enSponsored by the Camden Fu- furnished Mrs. Edna Start.
(jre show will he followed by a
ture Homemakers, this annual
Committees for the event are: record bop.
dent. Dorinda Coughlin, presiding.
A paper on “Getting Started’’ in
the teaching profession was preVisit Gorham
nted by Ann Savitt
The Future Teachers of America
The new F T.A. song was pracClub met recently with the presi ticed by members, led by Janice

Future Teachers

Black, song leader.
Plans were made lor members
to accept an invitation to Gorham
S:ate Teachers College on Tues
day. Those who made the trip
were: Ann Savitt. Laverne Orcutt

UR ONE OPPORTUNITY THIS YEAR
... TO APPLY FOR LOW-COST, NON-PROFIT PROTECTION AGAINST THE EXPENSE OF

HOSPITALIZED ILLNESS OR ACCIDENT!

The members of the St. George
High School Band hav- been very
busy practicing for important
coming events of the band. First
on the agenda is the combined
band concert of St. George, Rock
land. Thomaston -and Rockport
which will be held on May 9 in
the Community Building in Rock
land.
Selections being practiced by the
band under the direction of Mr.
Palleria aie: “Battle Hymn of the
Republic”. “William Tell”, and
“Over The Waves”. In addition
the combined bands will present

for the first time at a public ap
pearance “Rockpotl on Parade”
which was written by Mrs.
Ther. sa Johnson of Roc.kport and
.Chosen from Thomaston High School as representatives to the Dirigo Boys and Girls State the
arranged *by Mr. Palleria.
week of June 17th are the above juniors shown at th school. Sponsoring the girls is the Williams-Brazier
On May 17, the presentation of I Post, American Legion Auxiliary, while the boys are sponsored by the Legion post. Lions Club and the
the senior band sweaters, letters Thomaston High School Student Council. In front, from the left are: Pete Melgard, son of Mr. and Mrs.
and awards will take place at a Earl Melgard; Connie Keyes, daughter of Mr. and .Mrs. Kenneth Keyes; Anna Ames, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Oakley Ames; and Paul Barnes, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wall. Standing in back is Ray
short public concert at the TOOF mond Ludwig, son of Ralph Ludwig and Mrs. Barbara Baines. Anna, who resides at Pleasant Point while
Hall at Tenants Harbor.
the others live in Thomaston, was chosen as an alternate.
Carroll Wallace, school principal, announced
Photo by McKeon
On the 19th of May. the band is the choices Tuesday.
going to the annual Maine Music
division. Rufscll Lunt in distance
Festival at Bar Harbor. Here the
RUGGED SCHEDULE FACES TIGER
running and Shirley Beal in the
St. George Band will feature
220 and the broad jump should
“Rockport on Parade” as an audi TRACK SQUAD OF 39 AS THEY
turn in good showings. Most are
tion number.
veterans of Knox-Lincoln competi
PREP FOR OPENER ON MAY 11
tion.
Following the May 11 meet, the
Rockland High’s building track
MEDOMAK VALLEY LEAGUE CUTS
Some other squad members who
squad will open operations May Tiger fielders will travel to Bruns will be relied on for points will
SCHEDULE TO FIVE GAMES AND
11 following a two week practice wick where they will meet Morse be: Caroll Fairweather. 440; Rus
schedule that indicates much of Bath and Brunswick for another sell Billings, shot and 100; Dan
DELAYS OPENER UNTIL MAY 17
promise in future years if not this contest on May 17. On May 25. Soule, -hot and discuss; Jed Tal
Medomak Valley League base sidered as practice, league offi year, according to track coach they will enter the Kennebec Val bot. jumps and half mile; Fred
Larry Plummer.
ley Conference meet at Waterville Varricchio. shot and discuss;
ball was cut in half when coaches cials said.
On May 11. the squad will go and will participate in the Knox- Wayne Fifield. Bill Sprowl, Dick
of the schools, meeting in War
The Medomak Valley League
ren Tuesday evening, voted to be Field Day of track events, sched against Camden and Crosby of Lincoln meet at Waterville on Ridgewell, mile and half mile;
According to their Fred Palka, dashes;
and Nell
gin the season May 17. Earl Coop uled for May 19. will be moved to Belfast here in Rockland in the May 29.
er of Bristol High School, leagu. June 2. it was also announced. first three cornered meet of ‘he schedule they will end the season Smith half mile and weights.
June 2 with a fling at the state
president, announced.
Bolstering these point getters
Wet fields was given as the rea season.
meet at Waterville.
will be: Bob Achorn, Bob Deysher,
The league contests were sched son.
later.
Coach Plummer’s hopes rest on Dana Merrill. Ed Moffitt, A1 St.
uled to begin April 30. last Mon
Four boys and four girls will a turnout of 39 students for track Clair. Bill Seavey, Dave Dean.
day, but wet fields all over th •
enter the finals which will be held and the showing of a few in differ Vernon Johnson. Bob Montgom
county forced postponement. The Rockland Sophs
in the high school auditorium on ent events that indicate strong ery. Perry Barnard. Dick Ed
May 17 date cuts the schedule to
Trying Out For
the evening of May 24. This inter competitive talents.
wards. Jot' Paulin, Bob Plummer,
five games for each squad instead
esting program which is open to
Billy Atwood in hurdles and Dick Young. Cary Stover. Frank
of the previous 10. All games play Prize Speaking
all visitors is well attended each jumps, Tommy Smith in the mile Morrison. Gary Witham, Weeley
ed before this date will be con
and half mile. Phillip Haskell in Burge. John Alden. Terry Perigo,
Try-outs for the annual prize year.
Names of the finalists will be the dashes and high jump. Ralph Jim Barnes. Floyd Young. Steve
Ihlen Doherty, Nancy O’Brien. -peaking contest are being held on
Hooper in the weights and jumps Duncan and Ronnie Orcutt.
Eleanor Jackson, Judy Pease. Wednesday night aftei school. It announced at a later date.

Judy Davis. Beverly Dorr, Anna
Coughlin, Ann Peterson and Mrs.
Coughlin, fatuity advisor.

TO THE RESIDENTS OF

KNOX COUNTY
'{

is expected that about <0 sopho
mores will make the first series.
An elimination contest will be held

OPEN FRI.
'til 9 p. m.

Owned and
Operated by
THE RINES CO.,
Bangor

DURING THE WEEK OF MAY 7

400 MAIN ST

■fit#

Representatives oi AHS will be on hand at five convenient locations to
discuss with you the enrollment of yourself and your family in one or

both of these two non-profit plans:

cami, mains,

x

Clearance SALE
OF LUXURY SPRING

BLUE CROSS

BLUE SHIELD

"PAYS THE HOSPITAL"

"PAYS YOUR DOCTOR"

COATS

Today 360,000 Maine people - - two out of every five in the State - - enjoy protection
against the rising cost of hospital care with Blue Cross. Already 160,000 Blue Cross
members also have Blue Shield to help cover the cost of physicians' services. Sixty-two
Maine hospitals and over 850 Maine doctors co-operate to make these benefits pos
sible. You are invited to take advantage of these benefits ... For Yourself . . . THIS

girls* coats

WEEK!

suits and toppers

REGULARLY $39.95 to $55.00

WHERE TO ENROLL
• An outstanding group you'll

CAMDEN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO. - CAMDEN
KNOX COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
FIRST NATIONAL BANK - ROCKLAND
KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO. - ROCKLAND

Please!

JUST 23 COATS, SUITS, TOPPERS
Sizes 1 to 6x, 7 to 14.

coat buys of the season!

JUST 31 COATS, SUITS, TOPPERS
$Sizes 1 to 6x, 7 to 14.
Were 7.99-8.99 4

• THE FINEST 100% WOOL FABRICS

Your application must be in our hands

TWEEDS • FLANNELS • BASKET WEAVES •
BOUCLES • HOPSACKINGS • DOESKINS

<

• THE SMARTEST SILHOUETTES

no later than Saturday, May 12

SLIM COATS • CARDIGAN COATS • BELT TRIM
COATS • PUSH-UP SLEEVES • BIG CUFF SLEEVES

3
;

• THE WANTED COLORS

BEIGE • CORAL • GOLD • BLUE • TURQUOISE

ASSOCIATED HOSPITAL SERVICE OF MAINE
509 Forest Aveune, Portland

Sizes For: Misses' - Juniors' - Briefs

6 State Street, Bangor
•

*3

agree ... The most wonderful

Were 5.99-7.99

JUST 38 COATS, SUITS, TOPPERS
Sizes 1 to 6x, 7 to 14. Were 11.99-12.99

*6

JUST 41 COATS, SUITS, TOPPERS
Sizes 3 to 14, 10 to 14. Were 15.99-16.99

U

JUST 17 COATS AND TOPPERS
Sizes 3 to 14, 10 to 14. Were 17.99-19.99

V

3
I
I
4
4

-*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«>»0000»00»0»000000»0»»0000»000000»»

BELL SHOPS

400 MAIN STREET
t
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Tigers’ Stout Sticks In Third Stop Camden

r

Tueiday-Thuriday-Saturday

Sandra Sevon. Junior Spear, Arthur Kiskila. Stevie Haskell. Marie
Fales.
Patty Hysom, Richard
School News
Olson.
The students of the Cushing
School citizen of the week electSchools are rehearsing for a va- ed by vote of the student body is
| riety show to be given sometime William Sherman. Reporter for
this month.
the week is Jeanette Spear.

Cushing

'
I
'

'

Rockland Students Being Told Of Trades And
Professions By Old Hands In The Fields

Room Three*

The Pine ree Club met last Fri
Union To Register
day with the president. Curtis
Young presiding. The room du Grade One Pupils
ties were assigned to the follow
ing: Sharon Young, Arthur Ross. Next Monday
Eddie Maloney. Betty Vose ad
Registration of pupils entering i
journed the meeting and Sharon
the Union Elementary School
Young seconded it.
Grade 1 in September will be ;
Room Two

Joy and Billy Pitt have returned
to school after an absence due to
chicken pox. Alberta and Kenneth
Spear have returned to school
after tonsillectomies.
In art class last Friday, stu
dents shellacked the paper plates
that had been colored by the chil
dren in Room Two.
Those who received 100 per cent
in spelling were: Bobby Stone.
Photo bv McKean Nancy Orff Vicky Kalloch. Donald
Charlie Mahoney kept the third inning Rockland High School rally going with a quick bingle that Saastamoinen.
Donald Boynton,
aided in the 17-5 Tiger win over Camden. Behind the plate is Allen Carr and Umpire Earle Barter.
Richard Ross. Buddy Maloney.
Trask. Mahoney (2). Weaver OThe Rockland Tigers exploded
in the third inning for six runs (7), Carr (9). and Wotton. Bennett
Leach (6), Richardson (8) and A VINCENT WILLIAMS OF U. H. S.
and went on to topple the visit
Carr.
WINS NATIONAL SCIENCE AWARD
ing Camden Mustangs 17 to 5 in

the first game of the season for

"A Waltz Dream"

both squads played at the South
School field Tuesday afternoon.

........ Tressaaasg

Well Presented By

Tied at the end of the first inn
ing on the wind save-pt, soggy
school field. Camden jumped to
a 4 to 2 lead after two innings, led
by some big sticking by Nicky
Leonard who collected three for
four during the game.
The Tigers bounced back in
their half of the third after Carr
took first on an error and Camden’s pitcher. Roy Bennett, walked Sam Glover. A single by Don
Demmons.
a
Wally
Weaver
double, singles by Ricky Smith
and Dick Gardner and a wallop
ing triple by chunky Walt Wotton
opened the flood gates.
Rockland pitcher Dick Trask
wras pulled after one and two third
inning of work after he walked
two in a row loading the bases.
In for relief was Charlie Ma
honey who s nulled out the Mus
tang riot to put the side uot.
Weaver relieved Mahoney in the
seventh and Vince Carr took
over in the ninth.
For Camden. Bennett stayed on
the mound despite the disastrous
third and was relieved in the sixth
when Bruce Leach took over.
Richardson pitched the last two
innings.
Longest hit of the game was
the triple knocked out by Wot
ton who also collected a double
for six times at bat.
Camden got another run across
in the fourth for their final while
Rockland scored two more in the
fifth, four in the seventh and three
in the eighth.
Bot coaches used numerous
players in the first real try-out
of the season while the wind
crossing the soggy field hindered
the pitchers.
Rockland tallied 16 hits in their
win while making three errors
while the Camden squad racked
up seven hits and damaged their
chances with 11 errors.
Rockland
206 020 *3x—17 16 3
Camden
220 010 000-- 5 7 11

An Able Cast
Last week, Thursday and Sat
urday evenings, the operetta, “A
Waltz Dream.” was presented by
the Rockland High School under
the direction of Antonio Palleria.
The cast of characters included
Frank Merrill. Patricia Kent,
Charles Cross. Peter Corey. Sylvia
Sulides, Elizabeth Sulides. Richafd Edwards, Judith Rackliff
Timothy Corey. David Barstow.
Philip Haskell,
Carroll
Fairweather, Mabel Foster. Sheila
Brackett, Judy Pease
Sandra
Hardy. Joseph Anastasio, Helen
Doherty and Louise West.
Members of the chorus were:
Suzanne Barstow, Jane Ripley,
Mary Doak. Bernice Doak, Flor
ence Withee. Janette Cummings.
Beatrice Harvey. Judith Childs
Janis Sprague, Barbara Whitehill.
David Craig, Earlene Sayward,
1 Nancy O’Brien and Agnes Kent.
William Small was the piano acI companist.
Throughout the performances
the operetta was interrupted with
applause from the audience for the
fine quality of the solos and d-uets.
Much credit should be given
Photo by McKeon
stage and house crews, especial
Edwin Black, Union High School teacher, presents a certificate of
ly Suzanne Barstow*. Joseph Anas- merit to Vincent Williams, senior al the school, who received honorable
mention in the national science contest. On the table is the model of
tasio and Joseph Nye.
a home made fire alarm system worked out by the Union youth.
It was considered one of the fin
Vincent Williams. 17 year old ence Williams of South Union, was
est performances seen on the high
Union High School senior, received one of two high school students in
school stage in recent years.
honorable mention from the Fu Maine to receive the honor.
He
ture Scientists of America Founda was presented a certificate by
Berndtson of
tion for a written report on a Principal
Rochon and Edwin,
home made fire alarm system, Black, science teacher at the
Vinalhaven High
school Principal William Rochon school, in a ceremony held Tues
announced Tuesday.
day afternoon at a school assem
Leaves In June
Williams, the son of Mrs. Flor bly.
Vinalhaven High School’s prin
—- ------------■ '
■ -----The youth. w’ho has studied gencipal. Charles Berndtson. said has been principal of Vinalhaven \ eral science, physics, chemistry
Tuesday that he will leave his High School for the past three ' and biology as part of his school
principal ship in June to enter years takin the job in Seiptcmbi
schedule, was a Group C winner
private employment.
of 1963.
in the Union School Science Fair
Principal Berndtson said he will
No new appointment to the held recently. His winning project
enter employment at the Amco school principalship has been was the homemade fire alarm.
Company at Stratford. Conn. He made as yet.
Group C *vas for junior and senior

made from Monday, May 7,
through Friday. May 11. from
8.30 a. m. to 2.45 p. m. Registration should be made w*ith Mrs.
Helen Cramer Grade 1 teacher.
Only those pupils who will be
six years of age on or before Oct.
15. are eligible to enter this Sep
tember.
This is in accordance
with the change in the law’ en-

students.
He submitted a report on the
project to the national contest
conducted by the Future Scientists
of America Foundation March 14.
The Foundation ran the contest
and presented science achieve
ment awards for students.
The other Maine student to re
ceive honorable mention was Ja
cob Wc-inbert. Bangor High School
senior.
The homemade fire alarm in
cludes a line attached to a mouse
trap tha.t, should the line burn, the
trap would snap closing an electri
cal circuit and ringing the alarm
bell.

j
,
J
1

'

Photo bv McKeon
An occupational workshop, conducted by lecturers representing various professions, got underway
this week at Rockland High School with sessions scheduled each day this week and next. The workshop,
which is primarily directed at the two lower classes freshmen and sophomores, includes the entire stu
dent body. Arrangements for the sessions arc being made by George Johnson, guidance director at the
school. The daily program includes two to three speakers each day arranged for by the Rockland Ki
wanis, Rotary and I.ions Clubs under subjects concerning the speaker’s specialty. Above, shown during
a Tuesday morning session pouring over brochures on banking and finance, are several students with the/
morning's speaker, Joseph W. Robinson, president of The First National Bank of Rockland. Left to right,
seated, they are: Sylvia Sulides, David Dean. Roland Groder and Edward Crane.. Standing from the left,
are: Johnson, Rosalie Halligan, Fred Varricchio and Robinson.

acted at the last legislative ses
Parents are asked to bring chilKeep Maine Gree
better that way.
sion. at which time the Oct. 15 dren’s birth certificates.
date was enacted to replace Dec.
31 of the previous la*.v.

KOREAN

VFTFRANS

I

LEARN TO FLY - under the 6 1 bill

J

Your eligibility muy be
runntnej out. Now is the time
to enroll in either Private or
Commercial Pilot CoursesNext cilass starts Muy3J^. ’
Have room tor only 5 more,
A

students

Make

at

pJo

has not

•flattering, foot-pampering

years

ow shoes by Sundial,

supple leather puts
r feet at ease while

service.

attention.

/ I

contact

/I

/I

JACK

DODGE

KNOX COUNTY

FLYING SERVICE

ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT ’
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TEL. 1454
49-TATh-63

\

flood's Shoe Store

CALL 1371 • for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

SUNDIAL SHOES

^Corner Main and Winter Sts.

Tel. 1121

MARITIME OIL CO.
Rockland J!

beating ail

14-tf

The friendh Munger Hold is ju>.|
a hop, skip anti pimp front

BUNKER HILI * OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARO
Welcome In Bo-ion'* newc-t. mo'-t
convenient hold. Dim i entrance
from \orlb Mahon. u«liu< • nf park
ing. E'er) on*- ol tb*- 500 light,
airv room- ha il own bath ard
radio.

FROM
$5 50 S-nole • V* 00 D«vM-

I

I

FOR RESER VAT'ONS
Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.
Othwr Manger Haleb in.

New York N Y • W»h*nVten 0 C.
Botfen. Man • Cleveland, Ohio
Recheiter, NY- Grand Rapidi, Mich.
Savannah. Go

3

since your discharge

from the

ty gain admiring

been more than

Qkwfe, fit

NORTH STATION BOSTON

once.

You may enroll providing

ourself beautifully

srtable. Slip into these

BoltM

t)

It looks

f

•*’

TiMsday-Thuraday-Saturday
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NOTES FROM THE NORTH SCHOOL
mural depicting various spring ac
tivities.
Cynthia Mazzeo, Rose Marie
Scott and Sally Barter have all
celebrated their birthdays this
month.
They brought birthday
cakes, gum. lollipops and candies
f\ r their classmates.
Gilbert Watson has returned to
schoo’ after a recent illness.
Recent visitors have been Robert Varney’s grandmother, who
was formerly a teacher in Ari
zona Mrs. Robert Teel. Mrs. Evelyn Lagoncgro, Mrs. David Mazzeo. Mrs. Levi Flint.
Barbara
leen Thurston. William Bisbee and Condon’s pet rabbit “Butch" paid
a visit, too.
Jacquelyn Miller.
Room helpers were: Dawne Ka
Grade Two—Mrs. Gifford
ler, Bruce Winchenbach. Edward
Sheryl Brackett. Stephanie Har
Reed, Anita Taylor, Ronald Cope
rington. and Michiel McNeil arc
land. Elmer Larrabee. Ronald I celebrating May birthdays.
Walsh and David Rodman.
Joseph Vanorse, Janice WiddeGrdae One—Mrs. Lowe
comb. Robert Wiggin, Gail Woos
The class has completed its ter and Kevin Young have been
Grade Oik*—Mrs. Brooks

Sandra McMahon brought us
some pretty white snowdrops.
Richard Beal brought us a huge
potato from Mars Hill where he
visited during vacation.
We are very proud of the P T A. j
attendance banner in our room.
Those arranging “Our Circus
Parade” were: Thomas Grace. ’
Conrad
Winchenbcaugh.
Ruth
Knowlton. Bruce Bitler Glenn •
Schofield.
Susie Gray.
Karen
O’Jaln. Michael’ Lindsey. Marga
ret Anderson. Katherine Huber. 1
William Trahan. Jane Rocs. Kath ,

special monitors this week.
The class have enjoyed two
movies “Stanley Takes a Trip,’’
and “Waterways” used with the
health and science program.
Gail Wooster was winner in our
e’ght week number contest. Sue
Dow. Timmy Hall and Linda Phil
brook tied for second place. Ivan
Erickson and Kevin Young tied
for third place.
Grade Three—Mrs. lamb
Joseph Pietroski won the arith
metic chart for getting the most
100’s in our recent contest.

Dale Bod-man brought our first
pussywillows.
Ruth Grass brought a melon
plant
It is fun to watch it be
cause it grows so rapidly.
Ricky Peterson and Robert
Bartlett celebrated birthdays in
April.
Stuart Ames has joined our class
from South School.
Ruth Grass recently modeled a
lovely Japanese silk robe.

A

Newest flight of fashion...

Grade Three—Mrs. Erickson

Barbara Condon’s white rabbit
came to visit us just before
Easter. We made baskets and the
Easter bunny filled them with col
ored eggs.
Thad Grotton brought the first
pussywillows to start our flower
list. We hope to have a long lis-t
of different wild flowers which the
children will bring to school.
In science, we did the experi
ment to show how water gets into
the leaves of a plant. We placed
a small plant in a dish of water
and added some blue ink. In a
short time we could see the blue
in the stem of the plant. The next
dawe could see the blue water
in the leaves. Our sweet potato
has grown very large.
Linda Winchenbach brought two
tulip bulbs for us to watch.
Helpers for this month were.
Dorothy Anderson Linda Bisbee.
Gary Young. Linda Wiirchenbach.
David Huntley. Thad Grotton.
Fayelenc Freeman. Charles Thurs
ton, Geoige Bowers and Ernest
Grover.
We were very happy to have
Mrs. Paulitz for a teacher while
Mrs. Erickson was sick.
Sally Baughman celebrated her
birthday last month.
Grade Four—Mrs. Pendleton

SWEMBD
ln-piie,I by our own Southwest. these

exotic little poplin shells, perched on

while satin rubber soles, will

just fl)

you oxer parched summer earth!
Cushiony inside! Burnished-with-gold

Indian braid "collar’’, burning
cactus-country colors.

M and

N widths.

’4.95

THE WASHABLE CASUALS

Raymond Wooster has brought
his record player for th*e benefit of
the class. He. also, brought a
visitor to school one day last
week, a brown snake. Sampson. by
name.
The first polio shots have been
given and the children are heav
ing sighs of relief.
June Ranta brought a record
which included some of the songs
spoken of in the Singing Wheels
textbook.
Oolin Taylor brought in a hot
plate and some candle wax and
June Ranta and Judith Peterson
brought beef tallow and wieking.
From these materials the girls
demonstrated dipping candles.
Randy Cole, who underwent sur
gery at Knox Hospital, has re
turned to school.
Henry Davis has left our class
and Nancy Larrabee has joined
us.
We have three April birthdays
in our room—those of Rebecca
Kwapiszewski. Mary Morang. and
German Thompson.

WE FEATURE THE ENTIRE LINE OF U. S. KEDS ANO KEDETTES FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY.

Guess the Number of Animals In Our Mechanic St. Window. Win a Boys' or Girls' Bicycle.
OI‘EN SATURDAY EVENINGS

HASKELL & CORTHELL
CAMDEN, MAINE

DIAL 484

Grade Four—Mrs. Glidden

The class enjoyed the book
Judith Munsey brought, now they
arc enjoying Sharon Haritagtoa’s.
Richard Sal-linen made a fine
model of a corduroy road. He also
brought material on the mission
boat Sunbeam.
The class made an interesting
display of Maine scenes and light
houses. Harold Condon was the

president. Kathy Gray. Linda
Fales. Raymond Reed .and Sharon
Keefe; secretary, Sharon Keefe,
Jon Call. Kathy Gray and Ray
Reed; treasurer. Donna Douglas.
Sharon Grant. Donna Burnett and
Maitland Pine.
From the list ot nominees, the
following class officers were
elected or the final term: Presi
dent. Judy Learned; vice presi
dent
Lind
Fales;
secretary.
Kathy Gray and treasurer, Donna
Douglas.
Judy Learned and Ruth Loker
were elected program co-chair
men for the rest of the year.
President Judy Learned appoint
ed the following room committees:
lunch. Dale Baughman; morning
exercises. Mary Hedaa and Ray
Reed; clean-up. Dale Baughman.
Haro'.d Doak and Helen Willey;
bulletin board, Linda Fales, Sha
ron Keefe and Judy Demmons;
waste, Sharon Grant; returning
papers.
Donna
Burnette
and
Carole Rackliffe; desk inspec
tion. Karen Thompson and Dick
Young; lunch tickets. Paul Alden.
Celebrating birthdays this month
are Terry Flaherty and Jon Call.

model for a portrait of Ohris, a
Maine boy.
Pamela Taylor. Robert Vanorse.
and Donna Maloney have recently
celebrated birthdays.
Donna Maloney. Ruth Pelletier.
Phyllis Conary. Diane Cochran
Linda Winchenbaich. and Ronald
Beal made Indian dolls, dishes
and clothing.
Mrs. Pendleton’s roam enter
tained the girls and boy« with a
play.
Mrs. Brook’s room also
entertained with a song and
dance.
Judith Munsey has sent a let
ter for pamphlets on Central and
South America.
Grade Five—.Miss Wallace

Janies McNeil. Jr. won our last
spelling contest held last Thurs
day in our room. Martha Sleeper
was the runner-up.
Miss Wallace was out sick last
week and Mrs. Parker was our
teacher.
Martha Sleeper brought in a
book to have read to us at noon,
each day. Its title is “Wild Palo
mino.”
Opening exercises have been
had by the following people: Scott
Grant. Martha Sleeper, Steven
Winchenbach, Charlene Munsey,
Donald Johnson. Howard Lowell,
Nancy Copeland. James McNeil,
Jr., Judy Hall, and Gary Smith.
Donna Barter brought in a local
newspaper dated 1881 and a mod
ern Courier for comparison.
David Mazzeo brought in sev
eral copies of the Harper’s Weekly
magazine dated 1889.
New housekeepers are. Elaine
Merchant, Jon Dean. Richard
Larrabee, Diane Sewall, David
Mazzeo, Betty Linscott, Donna
Barter. Ivan Sprague, Shirley
Walsh, Aleene Kaler, Charles Fernald and Martha Sleeper.

Grade Seven—Mrs. Simmons

Grade Six—Mrs. Chapman

Grade Six—Mr. Verrill

Members of the class who were
nominated for elective offices
were as follows: For president.
Judy Learned. Jon Call, Linda
Fales and Karen Thompson; vice

After a refreshing spring vaca
tion the class has taken up the
work of their subjects for the
final eight weeks.
Virginia Myrick has returned
from Thomaston to be with the
class again.
Penny
Kaler spent several
weeks in Florida and came back
tanned from the southern sun
shine.
Book reports are being complet
ed. They are due the second week
of May.
Every Friday whenever pos
sible, a world report period is en
joyed in place of the regular so
cial studies assignment.
Several from the class are in
the North School Glee Club.
Gnade Eight—Mrs. Young

On the honor roll for the third
quarter are: Joanne Clark, Bonnie
Billings. Nancy Johnson, Wayne
Johnson. Sandra Peterson. Jackie
Raposc, and Bert Witham. These
people received all “A’s” and
”B’a.”
While taking up a unit on the
Civil War in social studies, an edi
torial l>oard was appointed to pub
lish a newspaper relating events

SHELVADOR REFRIGERATOR

HELP WANTED

WITH ALL THESE FEATURES

MALE HELP WANTED

• Full width 28 lb. Freezer Chest
•

10 lb. Frozen Storage Drawer

• A Full 7 cubic foot Refrigerator

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

TELEPHONE 721

UNION, MAINE

“YOLK CKOSLKY - BKKIMX DEALER”

Miss Doris R. Richards

At
the
annuaj Scholarship
Awards Program held recently at
the University of Maine, Miss
Doris R. Richards of Rockport re
ceived the Merritt Caldwell Fernald Scholarship awarded each
year to the junior having the

Bonnie Rackliff brought in an
old newspaper which aroused
much interest. It was published
in Boston, April, 1800.
For one of our Monday after
noon programs a committee pre
sented a “take off” on the televi
sion show, “Queen for a day.” The
contestants for queen were Vivian
Pine, Jackie Rapose, Helen Lar
rabee, and Carole Cummings.
Joanne Clark portrayed Jean Cag
ney. and Nancy Johnson, Jack
Bailey. Jackie Rapose was elect
ed queen by the class, but each of
the
contestants received her
“queenly” wish.

Grade Eight—M/.

Burk

In observance of Pan-American
Day our class put on a quiz show
called. “You Bet Your Country.”
Billy Eaton was moderator, Steve
Blackman was announcer and Syl
via Noyes and Dianne Deshon
were advertisers. Representing
the different countries were:
Ruth-Anne Jackson. Billy Keefe.
Gloria Colpritt, Kathryn Argyle,
Joan Sewall, Arthur Fish, Rebecca
Dow, Dianne Morse, Charlotte
Kelliher, Daniel Boynton, Nancy
Spaulding. Darryl Wood. Charles
Rowling. Linda Morey and Mary
Johnson.

Dianne Deshon and Gloria Colpritt
from our room assisted.

High School P. T. A.
Election Monday
The Rockland High School PTA
will meet Monday evening. May 7,

in the Rockland High School audi

torium for a combined monthly
and annual meeting.
Chairman of all standing com
mittees will present their yearly
reports.
The nominating committee will
present the slate of incoming offi
cers. They will be elected and in
troduced to the membership.
Mrs. Martha Viik of the pro
gram committee announces that
the speaker of the evening will be
Professor John M. Romanyshyn
of the University of Maine. His
J subject will be “Juvenile Delin! queney”. Professor Romanyshyn
has presented this talk throughout
the state to many groups and the
consensus of opinion is that it
should be a must for all parents to
hear.
Miss Pleasance Kaufman, a
member of the senior class, will
present a piano solo.
Refreshments will be served.

Searsmont
MRS. ETTA L. MARRINER
Correspondent

The Woman’s Society of Chris
tian Service will meet at the
Home of Mrs. Sidney Harriman
Tuesday. May 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan Calla
han of Blue Hill have been visit
ing his brother Malcolm Callahan
for the past week.

SOUTH WARREN

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Draper
and children were guests Sunday
of his parents. Mr. and Mra. PeTCy
Draper in Greene.
Charles Maxey attended a meet
ing in Gardiner Friday of Stand
ard Oil employees.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton P. Wood
Recently, the P.T.A. held a card
of Livermore Falls were Sunday
party at which Ruth-Ann Jackson
callers of Mrs. Marion Wood.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross Day of Mon
mouth were Sunday guests at O.
B. Libby’s.

HILLCREST POULTRY CO. PLANT

442-441 MAIN STREET

/ -

highest rank.
Miss Richards is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Roland H. Rich
ards and was valedictorian of the
class of 1953, Rockport Higu
School.
She is a member of Chi Omega
Sorority of which she has been
elected vice president and will be
president of Pan Hellenic Council
next year. During the past year
she has been secretary of the
Student Senate.
Her scholastic achievements in
clude memberships in: Neai Mathetai. honor society for freshmen
women; Sigma Mu Sigma, honor
ary psychology fraternity; and
national honor societies Phi Kappa
Phi and Phi Beta Kappa.
On April 29. Miss Richards was
named to the All-Maine Women
Society. Members are chosen each
spring from the junior and senior
classes on the basis of character,
honor, dignity, and willingness to
accept responsibility. Selection for
membership is regarded as the
highest honor that can be received
i by a University of Maine woman.

Recently’ our class elected offi
cers for the new term. They are:
President. Rebecca Dow; vice
president Nancy Spaulding; sec
retary. Kathryn Argyle, and treas
urer. David Ganiage.

Apply In Person at

. . . keeps bottles, jars, eggs right ot hand

FERNALD SCHOLARSHIP AT MAINE

In our recent study of Civil War
many interesting old books have
been brought in for the class to en
joy.

• The famous Shelvador Deep Door

• Two "Pop-Out” Ice Cube Trayi

DORIS RICHARDS AWARDED

Alice Beal has returned from
Groton. Conn., where she attended leading up to the war. Co-editors
in-chief were Nancy Johnson,
school for a short time.
The pupils have been busy with Wayne Johnson, and Sandra Pet
their science notebooks, collecting erson. Harriet Sleeper, Bonnie
suitable pictures and science news Rackliff, and Jackie Rapose were
on the editorial staff. Headline
for them.
Several pupils are enjoying the writers were Barry Ellis and
Copy clerks
Glee Club under the direction of Leatrice Conway.
were Bonnie Biilings and Carole
Mr. Ward.
Sandra Tripp and Ronald Vose Cummings. Cartoon editors were
attended
the Student Council Bert Witham and Carl Griffith.
The name of the newspaper was
meeting last Wednesday noon.
the “Northern Star.”
Grade Seven—Mr. Ward

After a week’s vacation the boys
and gills returned to school with
the “flu bug’’ licked, we hope.
The spring season has shown it
self to be truly here' even though
the weather has not.
Marbles
have given way to baseballs and
jump ropes.
One of the reading groups has
been using a very interesting arti
cle taken from the April 16 issue
of Life Magazine as a reference
of their story “Pepperoot Earns
His Name.” It is a story about
an African boy belonging to the
Berber tribe, an ancient historical
people.
The social studies class has been
working on a reference map cov
ering the British Isles-locating
the important industries and in
dustrial cities.

CROSLEY

a genuine

Pogo Eleven

TEL. 38 or 58

47-TH-74

Powerful Aviation Compound Added to

“Detergent-Action” CALSO Supreme

LOCATION

in BOSTONFirst in the East—Skypower, an aviation-

to give you every performance feature

fuel ingredient added to CALSO

high-compression engines require. So,

Supreme Gasoline, makes possible all the

give your car Skypower with a tankful

power your engine was built to deliver.

of CALSO Supreme today!

Like today’s giant airliners, modern

cars have special gasoline-performance
__

OVKIOOMWe

For top power in cars with lower octane

requirements, try CALSO Regular.

needs. Now they’re met with Skvpower.

SHOrFINO • THEATRES
SUIWATS • HISTORIC
SITES • BUSINESS
DISTRICTS

Proved in CALSO’s anti-knock research,
MODERN • COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS

this powerful aviation compound cuts
combustion-chamber deposits ... pro

Reasonably Priced!

longs valve life ... improves the opera
■

I

CHILDREN UNDER 14 ... NO CHARGt
PARKING AVAILABLE

tion of any car, new or old. What’s more,

CALSO Supreme with Skypower comes

: " i&you with the highest octane ever.

lives you smoother idling, longer
gas mileage, too, because of carburetorINTIMATE COCKTAIL LOUNM
fifeen SvtberJond at fto
Haanwo/rd Or0oe

cleaning “Detergent Action.” And

it

CALSO Supreme controls a major source

of harmful combustion acids to extend

m—ii

inj^n ilBL^-------

the life and power of your car far longer.

____All-new CALSO Supreme is balanced
rttorxtM

PRODUCTS
(Mstrlbutad bj

OF

THE

CALIFORNIA

OIL

eauao

COMPANY

COMMUNITY OIL COMPANY, rockland, maine,

TRIMONT AMO MYLSTON I

"You’re just finding out now
what I’ve known
since I was a little girl!
For generations, First National Stores’ great
Anniversary Sale has been an annual event eagerly
anticipated by thousands and thousands of
thrifty shoppers!

And with good reason. Always low priced, many
popular everyday items are reduced even further for the
big occasion. And that means extra pennies, nickels
and dimes saved — pennies, nickels and dimes that
quickly add up to astonishing savings on your whole
shopping list!
This Anniversary Sale is First National’s way of
dramatizing their basic business principle: To bring
you the best possib’e foods at the lowest possible prices!

ANN

£SARY

FTfTtrtf-

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY
'TIL 9 P.

M.

Here are values you just can’t afford to miss.

Guaranteed top-quality

at the lowest saving prices you’ll see in a long time.

It’s First National’s

"thanks” for the loyal patronage of hundreds of thousands

way of saying

who now shop First National year after year.

fit

CAKE

ANNIVERSARY
ICE CREAM
CUT WAX BEANS
4
TOMATOES — 4
PEANUT BUTTER
CHICKEN or .be SEA
2
HOMELAND TEA
GOLDEN COOKIES
PRESERVES
CHEDDAR CHEESE
2
SWISS CHEES
HERSHEY BARS
2
CINNAMON ROLLS
ORANGE JUICE
6
FROZEN PEAS
4
FROZEN PEAS
4

Orange Cocoanut Layer

wl

Regular 59c Value

39c
65c
69c

BROOKSIDE

Vanilla, Strawberry, Choco’ate,

Not specials, but everyday low

PINTS

Fudge Ripple, Coffee, Maple Nut

total

prices that help you save every

coi^g

HUNT'S

MINUTE RICE

Guaranteed
Fluffy

FISH STICKS MSs 3

6 oz
PKGS

WHITE TUNA xr. 2

7 oz
CANS

CHOCOLATE
SYRUP

HERSHEY
EGGS

BROOKSIDE
Grade A - From Naaiby Farms

2

21c

8 oz
BOT

§

TUNA

SPKlM?

SPECIAL?

****3L*»>-

37c

FACIAL?

57c
--------- ifS,

SNAPPY

6

DOG FOOD

OLD DUTCH
GHERKINS

2 c%ssl7c

sr 39c

Miller’s
Kosher Style Dill

JAR

Nabisco,
Sunshine
Crackers

SALTINES

IZCT^UI
ID
a\EIVnVl

45c

I lb
CANS

Rnast - From Red
Ripe Tomatoes

BAKED BEANS

SWEET PEAS

O

I LB
PKG

27c

14 oz
BOTS

39c

Ir

Finast Pea
or
Red Kidney

I LB
12 oz
■ CANS

45c

I LB I ot
CANS

25c

Somerville
Mixed Sizes

(Special?

fit
L

hpKlAL?

SALE! __
Here are more store-wide low every day prices.

COFFEE

KYBO

COPLEY
COPLEY

Mild and Mellow

Rich Full Bodied

COFFEE

Extra Rich Regular or Drip Grind

INSTANT COFFEE

FACIAL tissues

77c

I LB
BAG

89c

l LB
FAN

95c
$].29

6 01
JAR

2 oz. Jar 49c

BOX
of 400

Finast

l4'/2 oz

EVANGELINE “ 3
^2
CAMPBELL'S
Milk

CANS

Aipaiagut, Celery,
Vegetable Soups

SCOT TOWELS

2

IO’<4 OZ
CANS

REG
ROLLS

19c
38c
25c
35c

REYNOLD'S X- 2

EVANGELINE

REG
ROLL

29c

RFG
ROLLS

49c

2

I LB
CANS

59c

ALL

Marshmallow

Washing Machine
Detergent

CASCO

Dog
Meal

FLAKORN
BORDEN'S

37c

LGE
PKG

5 LB
BAG

65c

Mjffin Mix

Creau Cheese

2

“ 39c

JARS

10 LB
PKG

$2-29

25 LB
BAG

$2-55

12 oz
PKGS

6 oz
CUP

33c
29c

PKG

59c
59c
73c
33c
43c
89c
69c
65c

2 LB

Strawberry - Mirabel Pure

JAR

LB

Sharp

BROOKSIDE

8 oz

Sliced

PKGS

Plain or Almond

4 oz

Economy Size

BARS

8 oz

Pillsbury

Frozen

3

.Ba - • ■ • ‘
(SHOAL?

CANS

87e

o oz
CANS

YOR" GARDEN

10 oz

Best Quality

PKGS

CLOVERDALE

10 oz

Big Value

PKGS

FINAST GUARANTEED MEATS

TURKEYS
& SMOKED BUTTS
Choice ■ Oven or Pot Roast - Boneless lb. 49c

Chuck Roast

OVEN
READY LB

Chickens X

LB

.

i
LB

LB

LB

Pork Loins

Bananas

35c

Strawberries

29c

LB

35c

Tender, Young, Milk Fed

LB

45c

39c

Hamburg

2 ibs 77c

Lean, Sugar Cured

2 lbs 29c

Delicious, Plump, Juicy

Lettuce

Asparagus
Carrots
Celery

Long Gieen Spears

Topped and Washed

Tomatoes

box

HEAD

Crisp - Iceberg

Andy Boy - Crisp, Pascal

Veal Legs

53c

Yellow and Nutritious - A Breakfast Favorite

43c

Boned and Rolled it Desired

Lamb Fores

LB

FRESH SPRIHG PRODUCE

35c

Smoked - Lean, Meaty

Shoulders

Mildly Smoked
Lean and Boneless

BONE IN

Fryers or Broilers * IV2 to 2% lb. Average

Freshly Ground Lean Beef - lb.

FLUFF

10 oz

Assorted

7 Rib Cut - Young, Tender Pork

SARAN WRAP

100 BAGS

5 to 8 lb. Average - Plump, Meaty

I LB
BAG

COFFEE

RICHMOND

CTN of

15c off Sale

BELTSVILLE

Compare and see how much you save.

65c
8Oc

oz
CANS

’’Yor” Garden

special?

I

I LB
JAR

Red Label

57c

Large
Size D0Z

I LB 3 oz

Finast

95c

I LB
CANS

CANS

CANS

33c

I LB 6 oz
CAN

French Dressing

a

39c

12 oz
JARS

Raisin Pie
Filling

LUCKY LEAF
HELLMANN

15 oz
PKG

Mirabel
Pure
Concord

GRAPE JELLY

23c
39c

8 oi
CANS

Tomato Sauce

I5’A oz

Richmond

shopping day ol the year.

*«•R,dBi”

Grass Seed

^P^GS^

^*PKG^

29c
19c
23c
23c
29c

cSs° 19c

ki $1.89

MORE BAKERY SPECIALS

Finast Bacon » 43c
Haddock Fillets *»o* 33c
Swordfish
IE 59c
Fancy - Steak like Pieces

Seme Low Sell-Service trices io AW Stores in This Vicinity — We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Joan Carol

Delicious Treat

PINEAPPLE PIE
Joan Carol

EACH 43c

Brown N Serve or Reoular

BUTTERFLAKE ROLLS

19c

Betty AMen - Nullv Whole Grain Flavor

CRACKED WHEAT BREAD ’^"I5c

f
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Grade Schools Presenting “Children Of

A Glance Away
From the Road

Buttercup Commons” Today And Friday

Breeds Accidents

Appleton Church

Camden Juniors Planning Annual Prom

To Host Lincoln
Baptists Friday
Mrs. Grace Wyllie of Warren,

“AU of us hope that the long,

1

hard winter has left us for good
the Governor's Committee on
Highway Safety observed today.
“With the arrival of spring, with
the warmer weather, and with
the return of Daylight Saving
Time, more and more motorists
will be on the road during the
early evening hours from now |
on.'*
The committee pointed out that
drivers will have a natural ten
dency to relax and to enjoy the
scenery on these evening trips
. . . and issued a warning about
inattention behind the wheel.
“A split-second spent admiring
the beauty of the Maine country
side could spell disaster for a
driver,’’ the committee added.
“Today’s traffic demands constant
concentration on the part of every
driver.
“Any motorist who wishes to
gaze at the scenery will do well to
find a safe parking spot . . . well
off the highway.” continued the
committee.” His enjoyment of the
scene will be increased by the
realization that he is in no way
contributing to a possible motor
vehicle accident.”

Appleton
MRS. RUBY CHAPLES
Correspondent
Tel. West Appleton 3-14

. Miss Gloria Mank has returned
from Palm Beach, where she has
been employed the past winter.
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Elwin Mank were Mr. and Mrs.
Elwin Stanley Mank of Brewer.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cloutier
and son of Portsmouth. N. H., and
Miss Priscilla Nash of Rockland
were weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Alton Pease and family.
O.M./3c Mervin Mank, U.S.N.,
who has just returned from a
cruise to the Far-East aboard the
U.S.S. Bennington, is enjoying a
visit with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Elwin Mank. On his return
he will be stationed in Jackson
ville. Fla.
Ellis Simpson who has been on
Criehaven the past week has re
turned.
John Johnson of Bangor and
Ronald Moody are staying with
Ronald’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.

cl* rk of the Lincoln Baptist Asso

Little Red Ridine Hood, Thelma Winslow; Little Bo-I’eep, Judy Hall; Wise Monkey, Brian Harden;
and Cinderella, Dianna Borgerson, meet across the little white fence in tin- fairy tale fantasy "Children
of Buttercup Commons” presented tonight and Friday night at th«- Rockland High School auditorium by
■ ..
. ,
Photo by \AnVr\r\r\
McKeon
the four Rockland grammar schools.
Harden,
Frank
Coleman,
Velita
The Rockland grammar school Rockland music supervisor, with
operetta, a fantasy of Mother Mary Wallace,
North
School Thornton. Anne Ladd, Janet Ladd
Janet Jordan.
Sandra Tripp,
Nancy Johnson. Gloria O'Sullivan
personalities will be presented to Alberta Kimball.
Children included in the cast and Rebecca Dow.
night and Friday night at the
Dwight Fifield, William Dean,
Rockland High School auditorium •are: David Barram. Richard Mcand will include a cast of younger Keen, Mary Ellen Coakley, Dianna Craig Beatty. John Philbrook,
students from all over the city. , Borgerson, Karen Thompson, Fred Peter Wyatt. Jon Call, Pamela
The operetta is railed "Children Hocigkins, David Cooper, Judy Taylor. Carlcnc Worcester, Joy
Thelma Mazzeo. Lucinda Corey. Sharon
of Buttercup Commons" and is Hall, Roger Rowling
being directed by Nola Skillings, Winslow, Allison Novicka. Brian Bickford and Ruth Brewer.

Joseph Moody, while installing a Rena Megquier of Camden were
sprinkling system in Haskell and over-night guest of Miss Betty
Sprowl, Wednesday of last week.
Corthell’s, Camden.
Mrs. Jessie Meservey recently
Mrs. Esther Files entertained
visited
for two weeks in Florida,
the “West Side Club” Friday
night. Present were, Mesdames as guest of her brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwin Mank of
Esther Moody, Helen Simpson.
She;la Hart. Esther Keating, Ruby Brewer were weekend guests of
Chaples, Alice Wadsworth. The his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
evening was spent knitting and Mank, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Viljo Hil'l and
“Scrabble.”
Late lunch was
family and Mr. and Mrs. Ted
served.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Cloutier Johnson and family were dinner
and son of Whitefield. N. H.. were guests of their parent*, Mr. and
weekend visitors of her parents, Mrs. Crosby Johnson nad sister
Sharon on Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. Alton Pease.
Many from Appleton attended
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Meservey,
the
Saturday evening dance at the
Mr and Mrs. Richard Meservey
and daughter. Barbara of Camden, “Umbrella.” A very large crowd
SHELL
were callers on relatives in town is reported.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Gillis and
Sunday.
juBBtR
Seating oil storage tank
family of Hope and Rockland were
Miss Gloria Mank returned from
corrosion & rust inhibitor
Palm Bench, Fla., last Sunday. Saturday evening guests of Mr.
FREE TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
She was at the “Breakers” for and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and family.
SHELL FURNACE OIL
Mervyn Mank, U.S.N., is home
tjie winter season.
on
leave. He is stationed at Jack
Mrs. William Gleason has reC. McLoon & Co. turne home after a visit of two sonville, Fla.
Donald Perry, US.N. is visiting
MoLOON’8 WHARF
TEL. SI
weeks in Palm Beach, Fla.
TOATO-Th-tf
Miss Brenda Start and Miss his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Perry, Sr.
The Lincoln Baptist Association
USE
OLD
will meet in the Baptist Church
Friday, May 4. Dinner and sup
per will be served by the “Willing
THE DOWN PAYMENT
Workers,” in the Community Ding room.

A.

WATCH

YOUR

AS

Keep Maine Green!
better that way.

It

Orff's Corner
MRS. ALBERT ELWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9454

Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ken
nedy and daughter Brenda were
guests of relatives in Methuen,
Mass., last week.
Frank Morris and grandson and
Miss Maude Morris of Tenants
Harbor were callers at Albert El
well’s on Monday.
Mrs. Lida Creamer spent Mooday in Yarmouth the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Euglcy.
Mrs. Nellie Meyer has returned
to her home after spending the
winter in Beverly Mass., and De
troit, Mich.
Rev. and Mrs. LeRoy Curtis and
the choir of the Orffs Corner
Church visited Lincoln Home on
Sunday afternoon, and conducted
a song service for the residents.
Among those were, Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Hallowell, Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond Jackson, Cecil Keene,
Graham Hall. Mrs. Eva Wing,
Mrs. Margaret Hutchins. Mrs.
Margaret Havener.

ciation. which will be meeting at
the Appleton Baptist Church. May
4. gives the program for that day.
The theme “Ambassadors For
Chr’st” 3 Cor. 5:20. Morning ses
sion 10 a. m.; worship period, Rev.
James Sawyer, of Morrill; wel
come. Rev. Donald Ryder, host
church; response by moderator.
Rev. John Fitzpatrick, Thomas
ton.
Welcome to new pastors; 10.30;
business session; 11.30. annual
•imon “The Business of Ambas
sador” Rev. F W. Barton. Islesboro; 12 noon, dinner.
Afternoon session worship peri
od. Rev. Otto Palmer, Tenants
Harbor; 1.50. missionary period
Mrs. Vivian Lord, president. Rock
land. will conduct a short business
session.
Missionary address, Rev. Thorbjorn Olsen. The Rev. Olsen is the
founder and superintending mis
sionary of the Scandinavian Sea
men's Mission in San Francisco,
which is supported in part by the
American Baptist Home Mission
Society. Mr. Olson was born in
Norway and was educated there.
He was graduated from the Bap
tist Theological Seminary in
Oslo, and has since been active in
Oslo and in Baptist work as a
pastor. For some years he la
bored with success in the fishing
hamlet of Andencs, far north of
the Arctic Circle. His last pas
torate was with the Second Baptist
Church in Oslo.
He is one of Norway’s most in
spiring preachers, has done • con
siderable speaking in Sweden and
Denmark and is well known
throughout
the
Scandinavian
couiftries. Mr^ Olsen opened the
Scandinavian Seamen's Mission in
San Francisco in the fall of 1947.
His aim is to preach the Gospel
to the hundreds of seafaring Scan
dinavians that put into port at San
Francisco each year and provide
a homelife interlude for sailors
on leave.
Convention Hour, 3.15, “Stand
ing Still While Running,” Rev. '
Vernon Legg. Mr. Legg is direc
tor of Christian education and
evangelism for the Maine Baptist
Convention. “World Mission Cav
alcade’’ Rev. A. M. Craig. Mr.
Craig is well known to all, as dis
trict director for Eastern Maine;
4.15 p. m. unfinished business, re
port of committees and reading of
church letters; 5.30 p. m. supper.
Evening service, 7 p. m. Praise
Service. Appleton Young People,
Royce Miller, leader; 7.20. report
of nominating committee and reg
istration committee, offering and
special music; 7.30, Youth Fellow-

Photo by McKeon
Which date shall it be? What band shall we have play? What program will we present? ThesZ
were the questions running back and forth at a meeting of the Camden High School Junior Prom com
mittee held Tuesday at the school. The date has been set for either May 18 or 25 and the band has been
contacted tor the gala annual affair at the school. The committee above, seated, left to right, are: Ra
mona Drinkwater and Carey Cooper, chairman. Back, from the left, are: John Pitman, Tony Nuccio and
Elaine Hoffses. One thing the committee is sure of is the ball will be held at the school gym.

ship. Miss Joyce Parr. Miss Parr EAST FRIENDSHIP
is president of the National Bap
Jim McAvery of West Roxbury,
tist Youth Fellowship; 8 o’clock
Mass., was guest at John Mat
closing message “God’s Call to
son’s over the weekend. Also Edna
Youth,” Rev. J. W. Dow, Camden.
was home from Rockland be spend
Sunday with her parents and
brothers.
Rockville
Mrs. Etta Shute of Rockland,
MRS. R0NAJLD ABBOTT,
Mrs. Statie Lawry of Thomaston
Correspondent
Tel. 1592-M5
Mrs. Laura Leach of Elliot called
on Sylvester Barrows recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Goodrwin,
Jr., son Bruce and Mrs. Laura
Leach of Eliot called on Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Hunter on Sunday.
Vesper Hall has been ill with the
grippe.
Mrs. Helen Moran has returned
from Massachusetts after a visit
with her son Donald and family.
Mrs. Maryon Garrison spent the
weekend with her daughter Pri
vate Janice Garrison, in Phoenix
ville. Penn., where Private Garri
son has graduated from the Medi- i
cal Technician’s Course at the Val- j
ley Forge Army Hospital, and
has now been assigned to Den
ver, Colo.

spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Miller,
Mr. and Mrs.
Emery Philbrook with Emily and
Dora of* Camden also calling at
the Miller’s Sunday afternoon.
Sidney Simmons of Back Cove
was at Ronald Petcher Sunday.

Whin a girl becomes playful,
she probably means business.

GREEN’S

Shoe Store
Children’s
STRAP SHOES

Grass fires have caused a lot of
damage to farm property already
this spring. Be careul when you
light that match or throw away
that cigarettes.

99
• PINK
• WHITE
• BLUE

This week is National Home
Demonstration Week. It will be
highlight«d by state, county, and
local meetings of homemakers,
looks home demonstration agents and
others.

SIZES:
8’/2 to 12
12’/2 to 3

• LIGHT BLUE

• PATENT LEATHER

A Perfect Dress Up Shoe
For All the Little Girls

378 MAIN ST.

PHONE (MiH
ON A BRAND NEW

I!<M KJ.AM)

LOANS

*25, *50, *100 £*1200

Ok

Tfoui "Ifa-c Otthf
or other pions

,
,

Choos* your own way to ropay . . . Tako up to £4 months.

i

"tils inturanco it no additionsI cost throufh the
lohn Hancock Mutual Lite Insurant Company.'

PUBLIC LOAN

WATCH

GET

. MONET IN 1 DAY

ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR

Children's Oxfords
SPECIAL BUY

CORPORATION
OF

ROCKLAND

Why fel problem doors

Phone;1720

359 Main Street

99

decide your decorating scheme ?

OLD WATCH-A FULL YEAR

TO PAY THE BALANCE ON A

MODERNFOLD’S NEW SPACE-SAVING

NEW LONGINES-WITTNAUER

DOOR BECOMES PART OF YOUR DECORI
Take j our pick from llic marvelous

The new "Spacemaster’’ door by Modernfold docs away
with space-stealing door-swing...inspires fresh, delightful
decorating ideas for every room. Covered with beautiful
washable vinyl fabric, it blends beautifully into any color
scheme. But look—this wonderful folding door may be "slip

nrw lx>nginr«, lh<* World'.* Mo»l
Honored W alch, or c hoo-r a

Wiltnaurr, di*linguishr<l
companion Io the honored

covered” without sewing...or painted with rubber-base
paint! The interior steel framework assures balanced action
and graceful folds. Come in today for a demonstration.

Longinc*. Bring in your

IB 1
old valch and walk out

T T-

with one of lhc*c

of Longinex-U ittnauer.

Overlooking the Fenway

Buy NO'S and SA\ E!

tOM) Mass.i
Attractive, comfortable, homelike

l.OM.IMS

rooms, suites and kitchenettes—

near Kenmore Square and Boston
REGU1AR PRICE
SAVE

PAY ONLY

$59.50

building.

$39.50

designed in every detail. Smart
expansion band.
WITTNAUER. Delightfully tmall,

feminine *ateh with fine expan
sion bracelet
Mail Orders Filled

a

/ ’V

modernfold
DOORS

FROM

$24.w

from $6 double

PAY $1.00 WEEKLY

'No Extra Cost
For Credit"

CANTERBURY
14 Charlesgate West, Boston,

POULTRY

WANTED

PLEASE CALL CHARUE SHANE

ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360

We Are Also Looking for
Poultry Raisers

. Special rates for permanent gnesta.
f Hotel

NO MONEY DOWN!

UVE

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.

E* l»»» MW CASTLI PRODUCTS. IRC.

FAMILY PLAN

WITTNAUER. Handsomely

S. & H. GREEN STAMPS WITH EVERY PURCHASE

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

University. Modern, fireproof

20.00

ALL SIZES

Io»y to in,loll.. .you con do it yourself in lot, than thirty minwtosl

El

up-to-lhe-tetond product*

RED - BROWN - TAN

SUTTON

SUPPLY

CAMDEN,

MAIM

Small or Large.

Terms To Meet Your Approval.

CALL NOW FOR FUU INFORMATION

iggammggflaniHiBid

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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By Ralph Bartlett
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In 1923 I was living in a Chicago |

97

warehouse, every cent my partner
and I could raise was needed for
developing a product we felt
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
21-Residence (abbr.)
23-Den
25-ln spirited opposi
tion
27- Mixture of flour and
water
28- To mature
29- A Mohammedan calif
30- Pry into things
32- Meaner
33- Pulls
36- Pertaining to tone
37- Row
39 Defaced
40-Support for a column
VERTICAL
42- Foundation
1- Elizabeth (familiar) 43- Thin sword
15-Commotion
2- PrefX Against
3- Entry in an account 47- A length measure
4- Wood-eating insects 48- Hard parts of the
5- Mountain (abbr.)
body
49- Mngistrate of ancient
6- Corn-spike
Rome
7- Falsehoods
51- Preposition (abbr.)
8- Place in the sky
(Poet.)
52- Frog (Lat.)
53- Box
9- Valued
55- Diminish
10- Turns aside
11- Tips up
56- lmitates
12- A singing voice
57- Anarchists
13- Mid-day
60-To decline
15-Decorated with reeds l64-Grandchild (Scot)

HORIZONTAL
1-A lure
5-Affray
10-Scrutinize
14-Amuses
16- Luminous circle
around the sun
17- 0ne cubic meter
18- Recline
19- Combining form.
Within
20- Cook slowly
22-Framework
24-Opinion
26- Time period (pi.)
27- Dcclares solemnly
31- Prefix. Wrong
32- Bond (abbr.)
34- Directed
35- Bury
37- Etruscan god
38- Mineral springs
39- Noble lineage
40- Famous Italian
tower
41- Territory (abbr.)
42- Musician’s rod
43- Repeat
44- Half an em
45- Rodent
46- Promenaders
48-Sew loosely

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
50- Horse's gait
51- Goes before
54-Expel from the bar
58- Grade
59- Mature
61- Soldier's daily
allowance (Fr.)
62- Man's name (Fr.)
63- Comp!eted by care
ful work
65- Gone by
66- Kind of hat
67- Smaller

MEDOMAK
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Pyne, Jr.,
and children of Four Hills ,N. Y..
spent a few days last week at
their cottage on Pyne Island.
Mrs. Effie Gamage of New Har
bor is the guest of her sister, Mertie Cotlamore.

Leroy Bailey of Bath spent last
weekend with Daniel Osier.
Mrs. Theodore McLain was in

Rockland Monday.
Mrs. Fred Keene. Sr., and son
Fred Jr., were in Togus last Sat
urday to see her brother, who is
a patient at the Veterans' Hospi
tal.
Mrs. Wilson Col la in ore. R.N.,
has resumed work at the Miles
Memorial Hospital in Damari
scotta.
Mrs. Amy Willey visited Last
Friday with her sister and mother

““IB

at Fort Fairfield State Armory.
The people attending from Rock
land and vicinity were as follows.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Johnston.
Howard Tarr. Ernest Simmons.
Mrs. Jannine Cash. Mr. and Mrs.
Maynard Linscott, Ronald Linsrott, Jon Linscott. Linda Linscott.
Gregory Linscott. Mrs. Jeanette
KearLy, Patricia Kearly, Mr. and
Mrs. ALba Maddock. Fern Mad
dock. Mr. and Mrs. Brad-ley M iddock. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Crowicy, Mrs. Anna Robinson, Alice
Beal. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wins
low. Francis Winslow, Una Wins
low. Jean Kangas, Joan Kangas.

would be profitable. Things had
been discouraging, every experi
ment had failed, a few pieces of
silver and one dollar bill totaled
our remaining funds, which we good-will was calloused so de
liberately.
kept in a milk bottle.
I took out 20 cents to go for a ■ Hadn’t 1 just given myself a
hamburger and coffee, a pathetic { figurative shot of the social cocain
character stopped me on East Illi- 1 which killed a man’s ability to use
nois street to put the bee on me his own brain and strength? I
for a dime. His story and looks had had a sincere urge to give
made me want to give it to him that guy a dime. I had argued
but. I thought of my own plight ! myself into believing the lie, that
and recalled that these pan the measely dime was as much a
handlers often made more in a ; measure of my ability to take part
day than we had in our milk ' in life, as it was for that hobo.
bottle. I refused him and went on I I had hunted for a righteous rea
son to refuse him rather than
to enjoy my hamburger.
The old man’s looks haunted searched a way to help.
I’m not saying that I should
me. what if he was telling the
Each
truth? I talked the incident over have been a soft touch.
with my partner and we went over man’s own self pride and reac
the trite locker room philosophies tion label him. and make the
about how. if no one gave to these differences between us. Together
beggars, then the public would we create communities. Poor com
munities regardless of bank bal
soon be rid of them.
I went to bed feeling I had been ances are those where*every man
a staunch pillar of society. I had so distrusts himself that he does
discouraged these drones.
Just n’t dare do what he can. In them,
before going to sleep I thought, people replace their earned right
“to heck with the beggars but. to the leadership, which amassed
what have I done to myself!’’ their possessions, with the pos
Sure. I’d protected society but. sessions. themselves. It is no
I was one of that society. What wonder when such communities
sort of a bunch w’ould it be if become poor in every way.
It yould be impossible to build
everyone suddenly got so reason
able that such a human inpulse of a house if the beams could re
fuse to deliver the strength their
soil had grown into them. It would
at Waldoboro.
Mr. and Mrs. George Fahey had be impossible to build a modern
his mother from Lewiston as guest Rockland if it could not count on
the strength its industry’ and com
this last week.
merce has given to its individual
peojfle.
SAVE UP TO 40'; OF YOUR
The fact that Rockland is a soft
PRESENT FUEL BILL!
touch for intinerant beggars may
Give Yourself Year-Round
present a problem but. it also is
Comfort! With
FIBERGLASS INSULATION
evidence of grassroot vitality of
For Free Estimate—By
eonflidance which will not bp
Appointment, Write to
argued away by the pkuMisbne
ALLEN INSULATION CO.
fear of future inability to live.
Newcastle, Me. - Or phono
Damariscotta 242 Collect
When Rockland will open its
Residential and Commercial
eyes to this, it will move ahead
Applications 50-Th-tf
with jet speed.
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Winnifred Rokes. Kelsie Stevens.
Mrs. Iola Smith and Nadine Saw
yer.
Other witness delegates repre
senting the cities of Bangor. Bel
fast. Elks worth.
Milo. Old Town.
Houlton. Presque Isle, Caribou,
and Waterville also attended the
joyous three-day convention.
All in attendance heard John
W. Stuefloten address them on the
svbject of “Consulting God on
World Affairs.”
Mr. Steufloten
brought to their attention many in
teresting facts. He said. “In the
Holy Scriptures, we can trace the
reasons why the world is in this
unprecedented period of turmoil.
How God correctly advised and
assisted
those
who earnestly
sought his direction in the past
..hows what we can expect in the
future. ’
Commenting on the increase of
Jehovah’s witnesses in late years.
Mr. Stuefloten told of the build
ing of a new printing factory
at the Brooklyn headquarters in
New York. The present nine-story
building printing factory which
has heretofore done all the print
ing in this country was inadequate
for taking care of the printing of
the Bible and Bible literature
'vhich Jehovah’s witnesses use in
their preaching work. The new
13-stoiy piinting factory, built by
voluntary contributions, will be
used along with the present ninestory factory. In fact, all the fac
tory workers are ministers of
Jehovah’s witnesses who receive
no salary for the work they do
but consider it of the utmost im
portance to see that the Bible Lit
erature is printed.

COMMUNITY CONCERT CAMPAIGN
TO FOLLOW KICK-OFF DINNER

AND ELECTION MONDAY NIGHT
T 'I in --------------- ;------------------------- —

Mrs. George Potamitis and two
children of Connecticut, spent the
past week with her parents. Mr.
and Mis. Mil’ard Creamer. Mr.
Potamitis ame for the weekend
and was accompanied by’ his fam
ily on his return home.
Kendall Wiiuhenbach of Friend
ship spent several days recently
with his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. K Winchenbach.

The Philharmonic

Piano Quartet

imqboiwG

UWX5;»U« Wrt

•••

•A Trad* Mark 0/
MIC. Co

feo

The World's Best

Lawn Mower

" ECLIPSE '•
Sold and Serviced
by

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.
:*S2 PARK STREET
ROCKIJLND. MAINE

(WE SERVICE OTHER MAKES
OF LAWN MOWERS ALSO)
53-tf

ROCKLAND

PLENTY OF FREE PARK'NG
FAMOUS FIVE STAR BRAND—ALL MEAT

i

most perfect foods.

Stock Your Freezer
LAST CHANCE
Reg. 99c
3 LB. BAG

Skinless Franks

HOLSUM

KIItS< IINER S—Whole or Hair

■ FRESH NATIVE

A food that every member of the

r|k|
CHICIILli GRADE "A"
DRK88KD AS DESIRED

HADDOCK

.

29C lb. 1 CHICKENS £S£d59C 1 b.

MINCED HAM

Mothers, balance all your meals with one of the

ONLWHOienq-

4p

CUTUP

HI

c’S 15C ID. | COD TONGUES
AND CHEEKS

family needs daily for a well-balanced diet.

'

YES-FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY you can buy this
fine Singer Console Cabinet for this low, low
price .

Robert Achorn of Rockland
spent the past weekend with his
giandimother, Mrs. Gertha Miller.

U. S. NO. I

FRESH NATIVE

ONLY

Mrs. Eben Wallace and Mrs. W.
K. Winchenbach were Bath and
Damariscotta visitors on Friday.

SAMPSON’S

Taste Better ...

Serve It With

129°

Benjamin Gioss of Auburn re
cently visited his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Gross.

WVWMMMWMAMMMMMP

>. £K . ■'..»

I

Clinton Gross is home from Vet
eran.,/ Ho.-pital in Togus, where
h^ wa.« a patient for several
weeks.

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.

OUTER PARK STREET

r

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Creamer
and two children were Sunday
dinmr guests of Mrs. Lena Mil
ler in Bath Mrs. Nora Gross re
turned home with them after sev
eral weeks’ visit with Mrs. Mil
ler.
Mr and Mrs. Orville Jameson
and son Stevie of Thomaston were
Sunday visitors at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Winchenbach.

Final details of the Knox Coun
Headquarters in Belfast will be
ty Community Concert Associa at W. O. Poor and son. 95 High !
tion membership campaign have .street, telephone Belfast 296.
been completed.
The kick-off
Mrs. Fred A. Snow, president of
dinner will be at 6.30 p. m. Mon the organization, said today it is
day’ in the Thorndike Hotel, which hoped the membership campaign
will also be headquarters during will make it possible to present
- the week. Dinner chairman. Mrs. the Philharmonic Piano Quartet in
Sanford W. Delano is taking reser the series next season. The group
vations. Miss Muriel Parlin. New has toured for seven years. It is
York concert representative, will an all-American quartet of bril
speak at the dinner and work with , liant artists, each a piano virtuoso
the committee during the cam in his or her own right. Using
paign.
four pianos they present concerts
Wendell S. Hadlock. campaign
ranging from Brahms to Cole Por
chairman, will be assisted by’ town ter. BciHet and Ballade, another
chairmen: Joseph L. Badger. group Mrs. Snow said were high
Camden; Mrs. Forest W. Stone. ly recommended, are noted for
Thomaston; Mrs Mildred Berry. their unique combination of dance
Esso To Market
Warren; Mrs. John Kinney, St. artistry and theatrical impact.
George; Mrs. Harry’ Waterman.
The concert series for next sea
Three Grades of
South Thomaston; MLss Lsabel Ab son will be selected and scheduled
bott. Union ;Mrs. Helen Wooster. at the close of the campaign on
Gasoline Soon
Waldoboro;
Mrs.
Frederic S. Saturday, May 12. when officers,
Savings of millions of dollars Hvnd Cushing, and Mrs. Frank directors and town chairmen meet
for the American motorist are Conary, Jr., Friendship.
with Miss Parlin.
possible through a three-grade
system of marketing gasoline. motor fuel, the company moved I gasoline—regular and premium.
Stanley C. Hope. Esso Standard about four years ahead of sched 1 Recently, however, an acute
ule. The new gasoline contains j problem arose from the increasOil Company president declared
power-producing elements of an j imgly greater percentage of new
today.
advanced motor fuel that was ori I cars which are not satisfied by
Esso Standard, he announced, ginally scheduled for product’on ‘ existing premium gasolines. Mr.
will introduce such a system.
by* Esso in 1960.
I Hope said.
Beginning June 20. he disclosed
“Motorists are demanding cars
that the company will market
with better performance,” Mr.
three brands of gasoline—regular,
Hope explained “and to deliver
premium and a new still higher
performances most
efficiently,
quality motor fuel for automobiles
automobile manufacturers have
DODGE-PLYMOUTH
with high-compression engines.
increased
compression
ratios,
COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE
“Golden Esso Extra”.
demand a higher grade of fuel.
According to Mr. Hope, the new
First Choice Used Can
Our new gasoline is designed to
pever fuel should be available to
meet that need.”
ROCKIAND
75 per cent of the company’s cus
■ua main si
rrx no
Traditionally,
the
petroleum
in

tomers by* mid-August.
too-ti
dustry
has
marketed
two
grades
of
In announcing the higher quality

Make Every Meal
ELECTRIC CONSOLE
CABINET

DUTCH NECK

AHI

PAY AS LITTLE AS*|zr A WEEK1

A

CCl

1.

29c II b.
*W I

HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF

Mothers, be careful in your selection of Bread.

BE

SURE WITH HOLSUM.

STEAKS

75c lb.

TOP ROUND
CUBE
TENDERIZED

♦ Aftw minimum

Available at your nearest

w-*

SINGER SEWING CENTER

OUR VALUE REAS

Baked by the

Listed in your telephone book only under SINGER SEWING MACHINE C&-

395 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

OPPOSITE BELL SHOPS

ALSO

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CO.
PORTUNO, MAINE

VALOR DOG FOOD

BAKERS OF MAINE'S TWO FAVORITE

LOAVES OF BREAD
HOLSUM and OLD HOME

«

w

GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS

<*.
Monnklst Broken

LARGE

doz. 43c

UNGRADED

BAKE-RITE
Vitamins Couldn't

PASM AI.

Taste Nicer

POTATOES

Many or 2 at a Kind

Starting at $19.50

lM-Th-tl

THIS WEEK ONLY
52-53

celery

2

7 for
8 for

BURNS' WHOLE BEETS - o-

OUR VALUE GR. BEANS

DIRECT FROM OUR WAREHOUSE IN BOSTON

used sewingmachines!

Rwret. Trndcr

WILSON

3 LB.
CAN

25c | chickory 2 lbs. for 29c

~ , pk. 69c
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NEW ENGLAND LORE OF
SEA AND SHORE
By Edward Rowe

DEATH ON

CHRISTMAS MORNING
On Christinas morning. 1817, two

men met at swords and fought a
fatal duel outside the walls of

the fort of Castle Island, Boston
Harbor. The duel was between Lt.

Robert F. Massie of Virginia and
Captain Thomas
York

Preen

of

New

It bad be«n during a card game
the night before Christmas that
Dreen had suddenly accused Mas
sie of cheating. The tables had !
i
been overturned, and when the I
!
tu*o men were separated, it was
agreed that a dud be fought the
i
following morning.
I
Christmas Day. 1817. dawned
clear but bitter. The men with
their seconds left the fort at day
break and walked around to the •
Dearborn Bastion, where a vain i
attempt at ,r. conciliation was
made by the a d
The duel began. Capt. Dreen. ;
an older and more experienced
officer and an expert swordsman
as well, soon had Massie at a
disadvantage and ran him through.
Fatally wounded, the Virginian
dropped to the ground and ».vas 1
carried back into the fort.
Massie died that afternoon, and
his death was dee ply mourned by
his many friends on the island.
Later, a fine marble monument
was erected to Massie's memory,

|3 DAYS
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
SPECIAL SALE
BOYS' SPORT SHIRTS
Sh' rt Sleeve*

Sizes 6 to 16
Beautiful
Asst. Plaids

77c

3 Days Only

Seein Stars in Howard ^^T/^Co/^Jeror^aYYeLy

According to the story of the
Castle Island Christmas duel
fought on December 25. 1817. Mas
sie’s adversary was so detested
by the other officers at Fort In
dependence on Castle Island that
th»y felt his act shculd not go un
punished.
Capt. Dreen had already killed
six other men in similar duels in
various parts of the country, and
the friends of Massie decided that
h<* merely used other incidents as
preliminaries to his lust for blood
on the dueling field, and without
question incited others to chal
lenge him.
The officers decided that Mas
sie's death should be avenged.
Visiting Captain Preen one night
two weeks after the affair, they
drank with him until he became
intoxicated. Then they escorted
him far below the walls of the an
cient fortification.
Finally they reached the lowest
dungeon of all a tiny casemate
i which had a small entrance. There
they shackled him to the floor,
| spread-eagled, pretending that is
was all a joke.
| But is was far from a joke, and
I Capt. Dreen soon realized it. For
• after th*' others had shackled him

BOYS' DRESS SOCKS
3 Days Only
4 PAIR
Nylon
Reinforced.

You may WIN
THIS PUMP

66c

7®

Reg. Price

$1.00 per 1‘ke.

MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Assorted
Colors.

Assorted
Collars.
Also White

1.77

Hern'* ALL YOU DO:

1.

free demonstration.

2.

3 Days Only

7 QO

Entry Blank.

SPORT COATS

3 Days Only

Write your name

and address on

BOYS' ALL WOOL

s;.,.,,.
REG.

Come in for

f Aft
* ■WW

Nothing to buy . . . nothing to
write except your name — and
you may win this famous
GO I’ LI >5 BALA NO ED - FLOW
PUMP. Stop in soon — contest
closes May 31, 1956 . . .

ECONOMY

Clothes Shopa
Ik
A
.

435 MAIN ST

ROCKLAND

Water Systems Headquarters

These men who represent a
variety of professions have one
thing in common: in a world of
madness they “know where they
are going.”
At no period in the hist-ory of the
world did man surround himself
with more luxury, comforts and
conveniences; hut at no other time
was the future of civilisation un
der greater threat of extinct ion—
thus is the ingenuity of man.
The men whose testimonies fol
low have achieved much in this
present life. But what is vastly
more important, in this darkening
world in which we live, they have
committee*! their souls into the
hands of God.

Vr2hf»JTC-N5t> SLACK
PANTHER UAa.AVAiLAW-E
F-X’ SCENES W. TW Sl ISAM
HA\^<UaW/..E2T:.'AT£0'
.wjunTAin Lion WAS
BUNTED BLACKt. WITH

SfWES JN LOHc AXES'
AN' USED INSTEAD).

One day Poe saw the marble
monument over Massie’s grave,
and asking the other soldiers for
the details, obtained the story of
the duel.
Not entirely satisfied
with the explanation of the dis
appearance of the other officer,
Poe continued his quest oning u .til he learned the strange truth,

1.77

By REV. EDWARD T. BARRAM
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

and placed over his grave at the
scene of the duel.
Feeling ran high for many days
against Massie’s opponent, and
suddenly he disappeared. Ten
years went by, and in May, 1827,
a young man enlisted in Battery
H in Boston, and was sent out to
Castle Island. Although he signed
the register as Edgar A. Perry,
he was really Edgar Allan Poe.
destined to become one of Ameri
ca’s greatest writers of mystery
and atmosphere.

FULL CUT—SANFORIZED
Site. 2k to M
Top Make
9 Oz. Denim

THEY KNOW WHERE THEY'RE GOING
OF THE

Snow

MEN'S DUNGAREES

3 Days Only

TNsdcnr-Tliunday'Satvrdff
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ZUHAELWAYNe 9. SON OF
POWELL.
2D SONDE Pick 3DWELL.HWE
A BkIEE SCENE IN THE PlCtube,playing inept.'.iongol
SOLOKS. THE SCENE ENOS
WITH Mikes famcus cwd
POINTING TO The WBDW
AND0RDE0INe7*W7HiSK.' ’
•

Louis Zamperini. former Olym-

COSTAG IN HOWARD HUGHoS' 'THE CONJUEHOQ

>,•

.-1

COCO ’
The TWINED
FALCON. GOT
CHK’SVA/'

GKO'S $6000000 PICTURE it J TECHNICOLOR ^UiNEAMSCOFE

WAYNE A FORMES USC FUCTBAll PLAyEQ.HAS hap few roles as virile AS
1H'.3UNE,,N WHiCH HE PUKTKAVS THE
FAV,OUSAV?NSOL WARRIOH, TEMUJIN.

Although the

pc star and track sensation at

picture contains some

the Universiity of Southern Cali
fornia, no longer runs on a cinder
peth! This brilliant young athlete
of a few years ago is running for
God! Under Youth For Christ,
Zamiperini works with juvenile de
linquents endeavor.ng to show
them how to successfully run the
fa e of life! Seven years ago he
did not know the a ns we rhi in self!
But back in Los Angeles in the fall
of 1949 Zamperini heard Evange
list Billy Graham urge people to
get right with God. Now in his late
30’s, Zamperini has often been
called “Lucky Lou.” And no won
der! When he was a tiny baby his
house caught on fire. His father,
after rescuing Mrs. Zamperini and

OF THt MOST SENSATIONAL
SCENES OF FALLING
HOCSK El£P FILAEO,
NOT ONE ANIMAL.
WAS INJURED. (THEY WERE
TRAINED HO(?oES;WK)EN
BY EXPECT STUNT MEN.'

SUSAN FANCES ON
THE SCREEN fUC THE FIRST
Time in hec sole as borT«i. FIERY TARTAR PRINCESS.

(ITS A JMCH THAT TEMUJIN ft'AiNJ) 3STTENA (WcQ THAN WA)INn)

"CONQUEROR" STARTS TODAY AT THE STRAND
’ . th« floor, they began walling
•?.p the windowltes casemate with
bricks and mortar which they hail
already secreted outside the dun
geon.

When their final bricks were
about to be put in place, Capt.
Dreen gave an agonizing scream,
and the men worked hurriedly to
finish their ghastly task. Within a
few moments the final brick was
inserted, the mortar applied, and
Dreen w.-.s left to his terrifying
fate.
After Poe learned the completed
details, he promised the com
manding officer at the fort that he
would never reveal what he had
learned.
Years
later,
nowever..
he
changed the location and the
names, of the story, and wrote his
famous short story, entitled “The
Cask of Amontillado.”
In 1936 workmen were repair
ing the ancient citadel, and came
across a section of the dungec is
plainly marked on the master
plans as conta ning a small case
mate. When they attempted to lo
cate it they came upon a brickedentrance.
Breaking through the bricks,
they found a space behind, and
obtained a lantern. After knock
ing through a larger opening, one
of the men took the lantern and
squeezed himself into the case
mate.
There he found the skeleton of
Capt. Dreen, w th fragments of his
un.form still clinging to the bones.
After a hearing, the remains of
Dreen were taken outside the
walls of the f<ut and given a de
cent burial in the post cemetery.
Maasie’s grave was not allowed
to rest in peace. His skeleton and
the monument were taken across
the harbor to Governor’s Island
in 1892. and again in 1908 they
wore moved down the harbor to
Deer Island.
Finally, in 1939. the skeleton of
Massie and his monument were
taken across Massachusetts to
Fort Devens in Ayer, where they
are at the present time. Thus we

have the unusual story of the rov
ing skeleton of Boston Bay, or the
soldier who was buried four times
In four different locations in 122
years.

offered less than one-fourth the
fat consumed last year—a fact
which may surprise persons who
believe erroneously, that dairy
foods are necessarily fattening.

Public Use of

LOUDVILLE

Dairy Products

Mrs. Kenneth Gifford and chil
dren. Alice and Gerald, visited
relatives in Whitefield and Bath
last week.

On the Increase

two older children, rushed back
to get his baby boy. In his con
fusion he rescued a pillow instead.
Outside he saw his mistake and
dashed back in again and pulled
the baby from under the bed
where he had tumbled. Despite
the fact the porch had collapsed
he got out safely, the baby un
harmed.

When just five years old he
raced across a toulevard with a
young friend. Thus other hoy, who
won the race, was killed instant
ly by an on rushing car. Louis
Zamperini the looser by a stride,
escaped unhurt!

In 1936 in Berlin. Germany, fol
lowing the Olympic games, this
young high school athlete from
California, the first United States

A&P SUPER MARKETS OPEN UNTIL 9 P.M. EVERY FRIDAY

Americans consumed 411 pounds
Master Stephen F. Carter was
of dairy foods per person during a guest of his aunt and family, the
1155, four per cent more than in Bertrand Coliamores, at Round
Pond a few days recently.
1954.

Test Shop A&P
All Tbrow«h May!

Daniel Ellsworth and sen Frank
were at the Ellsworth cottage here
th.s weekend.

Make this eyc-openlng thirty-day test;
hop A&P for one month, and count
the savings I You'll be amazed at the
difference between your total monthly
food bill at A&P and elsewhere. It’s
Just simple arithmetic: because you get
more low prices at A&P. your savings
grow with each visit!

Fiuid miik consumption rose to
140 quarts per person; ice cream
and dry milk hit new all time
highs; butter added to iU gains,
continu’ng an upward trend in
■Les begun in 19g3; and cheese,
ci am and evaporated milk held
their oun.
These facts were revealed re
cently in the 1956 issue of “How
Americans
Use
Their
dairy
food.3,” a s.--ec:al report issued an
nually by the National Dairy
.cunrii. th^ non-profit, nutrition
research a d educational agency
of the dairy industry.
Price-wise, American consum
ers paid less for daily foods dur
ing 1954 and 1955 than at any time
.lie- 1950, less in fact than the
ill-foods average. For example,
while the ail-foods price index
stood at 110 as compared with the
1947-49 average of 100. the daily
foods index tor both 1954 and 1955
was only 106.
Along with low cost, did dairy
■v ds make significant contribu
tions to the nation’s energy and
nourishment? Yes, say nutrition
ists. Of all foods consumed, dairy
foods contributed 16% of the food
energy, three-fourths of the calci
um. one-fourth the protein essen
tial for buiiding and repairing
body tissues, about one-half ttte
riboflavin, and significant quanti
ties of other B-cemphx vitamins
leeded in the human diet.
What about fat? Dairy foods

Thomas E. Poland, who has
been at Sunny Acres Nursing
Honir in Bristol, is now a patient
at-the Main. General Hospital in
Portland. Hi., friends wish him a
speedy recovery.
Thi- f oat i.n the upper end has
I «f»n put in place for the summer.
Or. . Teel and Cecil Prior were
bv-iness callers in Damariscotta
•fenday.
S. iool re opened here April 30.
lh t. uher. Mrs. Dora Dollolf.
pent her vacation with her hus
band in Nova fje dia.

come see ...
you’ll save!

JANE PARKER - REG. 59c

«"• 49c

BLUEBERRY PIE

ORANGE JUICE 2 c”s 39
BIRDS EYE - FROZEN-FRESH

YELLOW^RIPE NUTRITIOUS

ANGEL FOOD BAR '• 39
JANE PARKER - SLICED

BREAD

1 LB t07 IF

WHITE

15'

3 lb 2.25

MILD, MELLOW COFFEE

»‘«77

EIGHT O'CLOCK

SILVER3ROOK, FRESH CREAMERY

1 L«69

BUTTER

•“ 55

LARGE EGGS

MEL O Bii PROCESS AMERICAN

SLICED CHEESE

[CUT RATE COSmCTICS

27

LONG ACuO CHEESE

> 63c

SHARP CHEDDAR

SPECIALS

PROCESS CHEESE FOOD

2L,lMF79r

CHED-O-BIT

TUSSY DEODORANT

2 price

50c

While They bast

3.(111
BREATHLESS MIST
REG.

PEANUT CREAM

NABISCO PATTIES

25'

BIRDS EYE - FROZEN-FRESH

GREEN PEAS 2

39c

BIRDS EYE - FROZEN FRESH

$1.00

PEAS

REG. S2.S0

BLANCHARD COLOGNES
5 OIMJRS

l CARROTS

2

'o or PROS

BIRDS EYE FROZEN

41"

10OZPKG

STRAWBERRIES 2 ™ 59
ANN PACt RED RASPBERRY

»«*. 27

PRESERVES

CHOPPED BEEF
REG. $2.00

All-Purpose
4-wheel drive
‘Jeep’Truck

A&P Apricots Whole or Unpeeled
A&P Fruits for Salad

CANS
1 lbuoz
CAN
1 lb 13oz
A&P Pears OUR FINEST QUALITY
CAN
Gold Seal Prune Juice 2 QUART
BOTS
8OZA&P Tomato Sauce
5 CANS
151,2 OZ
Green Beans RELIABLE CUT 4 CANS
1 LB I OZ
Green Giant Peas
2 CANS
Niblets
WHOLE KERNEL CORN
4 1202
CANS
I LB I OZ
Cream Style Corn A&P 3 CANS
A&P frozen-fresh
°l
Orcincje Juice concentrate
CANS
A&P FRENCH FRIED
>- PKGS
902
rOTOlOeS
QUICK-FROZEN
12 oz
Turkey Dinner
q’XTJzen
PKG
AA ■ 8 1^ White House Nutritious! O W/2 OZ
tVCfpe fVHIK
Bab/ Week Feature!
** CANS
Tore RriftC
OUR OWN-5 CENTS
ft
1EA
lea Dugs OFF REGULAR PRICE
BAGS

.<lG. 4/v

JANu h/-

SUNNYBROOK FRESH GRADE A

$1.00
DUBARRY FACE POWDER

WILSON'S BIF

$1.00

3 u oz CARS S9C

b

2

BANANAS

«OC
CQC
QC

» •
QC
** •

M

29
27c
cqc

OOC

WO

4QC

DOZ

2

FIRM and CRUNCHY

for

25c

CELLO «QC
PKG

SELECTED REC-RIPE

4

“ EARS

GOLDEN KERNELS

Celery Hearts

CEC

»J

” 49
SIZE 176

Tomatoes
Fresh Corn

oec

29

Florida dranges
Cucumbers

W r

CELLO
CRISP YOUNG STALKS PKG

29c
OCC

sup?r?r?ght,Tean,"freshly groundall beef

HAMBURG .B». 3

t.s

1.00

ONCE A YEAR

LANVIN MY SIN
Traveler
^.CO

$2.50

ARPEGE

WRISLEY SOAP

MILK CHOCOLATE AMPLIFIER

BOSCO
n OZ JAR 3JC

t U « oz JAR 59c

»£f^SuPer Markets

20 cakes $1.00

Extra stamina... on the highway or off...

'Jeep' Truck operates in 2-wheel drive

traction. With Its 4-wheel drive, the Jeep' Truck climbs 60%

for normal highway travel You shift into 4-wheel drive

grades, goes through mud, sand, snow, or soft earth,

when the going gets tough.

where ordinary vehicles can’t go.

EVENING STAR
Reg. 2.50 Cologne
Reg. 1.25 Dusting Powder
3.75 Value
$2.50

Daisy Butts

c
6 8 LBS READY-TO-COOK LB 59
1
SUPER-RIGHT, SMOKED,
59°
BONELESS. TENDER, MEATY
LB

Frankforts

SUPER-RIGHT SKINLESS ALL MEAT LB
SUPER RIGHT HEAVY STEER BEEF
Rib Roast
7-INCH CUT
LB
Ckn/*lr
superr,ght heavy steer beef
VllUCK KOQaT
BONE IN, BLOCK STYLE LB

43

JC
ft e C

CASHMERE
BOUQUET SOAP
9C 2 «T« CAKES 25C

12

VEL

A COIGATE-PALMOLIVE PRODUCT

LIQUID DETERGENT

FAB

OZCAN

J1C

1

FT

6 OZ CAN

LARGE RKC 31 C SIANT RKC

NOXZEMA

70c size

2for89c

BATHALURE
Liquid Bubble Bath

Most useful truck ever built!

Broiler Turkeys

Prices shown in this ad guaranteed thru Sat., Ma, 5 and effectiw In this community and »kl«lty.

Kt CAKE

Selectivity. The

runner to finish in the 5000 meter
race, almost cau£ftd an “interna
tional incident” according to one
radio commentator. He climbed
up a flagpole for Hitler's private
Swastika, flying proudly above
the chancellery.
Two guards
rushed forward, each firing a
shot. But the young American
was already down, the Swastika
under his arm. When a German
General later told him such an in
cident was punishable by death in
Germany, young Zamperini said.
”1 wanted it, sir, to remind me
of the wonderful time I’ve had in
Germany.
During World War II in the
South Pacific a B-24 crashed into
the ocean, killing all but three of
the II crewmen. Two of the sur
vivors (Che thiid did not hold out.)
lived 47 days on a life raft, then
spent 43 days in solitary confine
ment and 28 months in a Japanese
prison. One of the survivors was
Capt. Lou Zamberini, bombardier.
That night, as Graham empha
sized that one finds favor in God's
sight only when he accepts Jesus
Christ as Savior something clicked
inside this lean, wiry man’s heart,
and he began the most important
race of his life as he opened his
heart to the Lord.
One can see how he might be
called “Lucky Lou.” But strange
ly enough, Zamperini no longer
calls it luck. Since his personal
encounter with Jettus Christ, be
realizes that God has had His
hand upon his life and kept him
from death these many times in
order that he might help others
to know where they’re going!

WITH FOAMING ACTION

FOR BABIES - SWIFT'S

AJAX CLEANSER

MEATS OR EGG YOLKS

CLOROX

2 SVi OZ JARS 47C

’'7 CAL IK

lark ca«

]2C

2 GI**T “*s 35L

A 4 IN 1 PRODUCT
ww*mE 19C

35C

CAL l»T

REG. $1.00

2 for $1.00

4-WHEEL DRIVE

Haslinz. The Jeep' Truck carries a one ton payload and

Balt Piwtr. With power take-off, the Jeep' Truck supplies

pulls heavily loaded trailers, on the road or off.

power for many types of industrial or farm equipment.

Jeep

TRUCK

WILLYS... wwld's largest makers if 4-wknl drive
A»k (or a demoustration today...

PARKjSTREETjMOTORS, INC.
68 PARK STREET

TEL. 700

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MARY CHESS
TOILET WATERS
REG. $2.18

CHICKEN FRICASSEE

INGERSOLL

SNOW'S

SNOW'S

CLAM CHOWDER

FISH CHOWDER

TOILET SOAP-IN PLASTIC BAG
WRISLEY
. cakes 59‘

2 IS OZ CANS 45C

2 ll«Z CAW ^Jc

SNOW'S

ORLEANS HORSEMEAT

ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER

MINCED CLAMS

DOG FOOD

BARCOLENE

$1.50
$4-75 Value
$3.00 PINK ICE
$1.75 DROPS OF GOLD

Both for $3.00

ZW 01 CAN

25C

2 IS oz CANS 43C

1 LB MN

If'

3LIMN

6

